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Abstract 
 
My research explores my Chinese background experiences of immigration to 
Australia within the visual domain of Ba-Gua energies dialoguing with selected 
European painterly influences (especially Jenny Saville) related to Australia, painterly 
and new ink tradition methods, contemporary Chinese and Chinese-Australian 
painting unified by Ba-Gua spiritual ideas, through a methodology utilizing impasto 
and line informed by Chinese and European Romantic opera, all expressed within a 
contemporary version of Yan Li-ben’s emperor imagery, especially related to Qian or 
heaven. In this work and others in the folio, I use Chinese Ba-Gua (Qian) and 
Confucian philosophy to explore Chinese and Western artistic influences and Ba-Gua 
energies dialoguing with Chinese-Australian visual influences and Peking Opera and 
contemporary Australian music.  
 
I explored the artistic influences that have contributed to the extended sensation or 
synaesthesia of my painting across the tactile, sonic and optical fields. I drew across 
sources from ancient Chinese Emperor paintings and ink tradition alongside 
contemporary British and Australian layered paint and anatomical techniques, as 
well as draw from Renaissance masters. In addition, this research explores the 
contemporary themes, which have also influenced my work including intercultural 
contemporary Australian music. The originality of this approach in my cultural 
artistic fusion is that the Daoist-like movement of spirit and body (Chou, “Wenren 
and Culture”2004), expressed within Ba-Gua philosophy, becomes a kinetic unifying 
factor across a Chinese multi-artform practice. 
 
My creative folio included paintings and films which provide evidences for an 
analysis of both the common point of visual dialogue and cultural realities within 
these Chinese-Australian confluences towards expression of my artistic identity or 
voice, which I describe as Qian ‘painterly voice’. This ‘painterly voice’ has five main 
areas of investigation: firstly, English painter Jenny Saville’s intersection of painterly 
impasto and Chinese calligraphical line; secondly, the techniques of impasto and line 
related to Peking opera and Italian lyric opera; thirdly, ancient Chinese painter Yan 
Li-pen’s iconic emperor series extended to Australia; fourthly, the intersections of 
the Chinese multi-artform practice where calligraphically line, watercolour 
suggestiveness, and painterly impasto layering work as synergies and counterpoints 
to contemporary Australian composition within several music-theatre works; and 
finally, Ba-Gua ideas into contemporary Chinese artistic ideas in China (Qian and 
family order within Zhang Xiaogang) and Australia (Chinese-Australian Lindy Lee’s 
exploration of Zen Buddhism). Ultimately, this research examines how each of these 
factors culminates in my own personal philosophy and Qian ‘painterly voice’. 
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CHAPTER ONE  
The Qian ‘Painterly Voice’:  
A Visual Exploration of Ba-Gua Energies in Dialogue with 
European and Chinese Techniques 
 
1.1 Chinese-Australian Multi-Artform Kinetic Energies Towards Qian 
‘Painterly Voice’ 
 
My research explores differing cultural and social perspectives between China and 
Australia. I create works that transform and alter traditional Chinese techniques of 
painting1 through my exposure to Western methods2 and culture (see Figure 1.1). In 
this work, I use Chinese Ba-Gua3  ‘Qian’4  and Confucian philosophy 5  to explore 
Chinese and Western artistic influences and Ba-Gua energies in dialogue with 
Chinese-Australian visual influences including Peking Opera 6  and contemporary 
Australian music (see Figure 1.2). One original and major aspect of my approach to 
cultural artistic fusion is that “the Daoist-like movement of spirit and body” (Chou 
2012, p. 13), expressed within Ba-Gua philosophy, becomes a kinetic unifying factor 
across a Chinese multi-artform practice (see Figure 1.3). “The sweeping philosophical 
and spiritual energies bring a differing intersecting physical materiality” (Bolt 2007: 
30, 33) of a Chinese-Australian confluence, identifiable as a Qian ‘painterly voice’ 
(see Figure 1.4). 
 
Ideation takes a Confucian, multi-art form approach (see Figure 1.5), specifically 
across painting, calligraphy and music (Peking Opera, contemporary Australian art) 
synergistic with Western concepts of synesthesia; it works towards a synesthetic 
cross-compliance of art forms (music, ‘play’ as in chess, calligraphy and painting). At 
this stage of the exegesis it is important to include a caveat, that is to say, my artistic 
practice is focused on an open-minded approach that draws from ideas rooted in 
ancient Chinese philosophy in what Edmond Capon calls “generalist...horizontal 
thought” (Capon 2009, p. 16), not in Marcel Duchamp’s “undermining the status 																																																								
1 Chinese techniques of painting are some of the oldest continuous artistic traditions in the world. Traditional 
painting involves essentially the same techniques as calligraphy and uses a brush dipped in black ink or coloured 
pigments. (Sickman 2004, p. 222). 
 
2 Western techniques of painting represent a continuous, though disrupted, tradition from antiquity until the 
present time.Until the mid-19th century it was primarily concerned with representational and Classical modes of 
production, after which time more modern, abstract and conceptual forms gained favor. (Cole 1981, p. 56).  
 
3 Bagua  is eight trigrams used in Taoist cosmology to represent the fundamental principles of reality, seen as a 
range of eight interrelated concepts. Each consists of three lines, each line either "broken" or "unbroken," 
representing yin or yang, respectively. (Feng 2009, p. 15).  
 
4 Qian is Heaven or Sky, originally meant "ultimate; boundless; infinite". (Perkins  2004, p. 117).  
 
5 Confucian philosophy is described as tradition, a philosophy, a religion, a humanistic or rationalistic religion, a 
way of governing, or simply a way of life. (Yao 2000, pp. 38-47). 
 
6  Peking opera is a form of Chinese opera which combines music, vocal performance, mime, dance, and 
acrobatics. (Goldstein 2007, p. 3).  
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quo” (Capon 2009, p. 165). Whilst Duchamp’s ‘fountain’ has humour whilst 
undermining museum space, my own subversive humour and exploration of the new 
is with a respect for ancient Chinese tradition and how it speaks today in an 
intercultural engagement with my Australian context. It is important to note that this 
approach uses a synaesthetic ‘painterly voice’ that engages with Western art 
techniques (Renaissance and contemporary), seeking to fracture them with a deeply 
rooted Chinese aesthetic – Ba-Gua – not as a token, but as an imaginative 
engagement with the East. This Chinese philosophical movement of Ba-Gua provides 
a kinetic passage in my artistic practice that synergises with my Peking Opera and 
artistic training: it works through both traditional media (ink, charcoal, oil and 
watercolour) and a cross-artform practice with music, which necessitates its 
expression within music-theatre collaborations as the kinetic culmination of the 
research. In essence, it is a Chinese multi-artform practice that needs movement as 
an expression of Qian spiritual dimensions. 
 
Multifarious approaches to visual arts practice for artists such as myself, “brought up 
in a traditional cultural environment where Confucianism, Daoism or Zen philosophy 
is practised may still be consciously thinking of certain aesthetic theories during their 
performance, or subconsciously reflecting them in their practice” (Ho 1997, p.35)7. I 
am “dwindling, and with increasing influence from the West, traditional culture is 
receiving less and less respect” (Ho 1997, p.35). Using the technique of calligraphical 
sensation, I applied it to my painting when I was producing my ‘fourteen emperors’ – 
“there are biqi  (qi manifested through the execution of the brush), moqi (qi 
presented by the ink) and qishi (the powers of qi). The techniques of building up and 
manipulation of qi are very important. Xiang Mu’s Shufa ya yan (the art of 
calligraphy  in Jin & Wang 1995:276-8 ) says: “Calm your mind before writing in order 
to collect your qi; at the moment of starting writing, build up your qi in order to 
prepare your mind …”  (Ho 1997, p.38). 
 
Confucius 8  (551 BC – 479 BC) was a Chinese teacher, editor, politician, and 
philosopher of the Spring and Autumn period of Chinese history (Yong 2013, p.3). 
 
Traditionally, cultures and countries in the East Asian cultural sphere remain strongly 
influenced by Confucianism, including mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, 
Korea, Japan, and Vietnam, as well as various territories settled predominantly by 
Chinese people, such as Singapore. 
 
The philosophy of Confucius, also known as Confucianism, emphasized personal and 
governmental morality, correctness of social relationships, justice and sincerity. His 
followers competed successfully with many other schools during the Hundred 
Schools of Thought era only to be suppressed in favor of the Legalists during the Qin 
Dynasty. Following the victory of Han over Chu after the collapse of Qin, Confucius's 
thoughts received official sanction and were further developed into a system known 																																																								
7 Eaward Ho (1997). Aesthetic consideration in understanding Chinses Literati musical behaviour, Journal of 
Ethnomusicology, Vol.6 (1997), pp. 35-49. British Forum for Ethnomusicology press. 
 
8 Yong Huang (2013) Confucius: A Guide for the Perplexed, Bloomsbury press, London, UK. 
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in the West as Neo-Confucianism, and later New Confucianism (Modern Neo-
Confucianism). 
 
Confucianism, also known as Ruism, is described as a tradition, a philosophy, a 
religion, a humanistic or rationalistic religion, a way of governing, or simply a way of 
life. Confucianism developed from what was later called the Hundred Schools of 
Thought through the teachings of the Chinese philosopher Confucius (551–479 BCE), 
who considered himself a re-codifier and re-transmitter of the theology and values 
inherited from the Shang (c. 1600 BCE–1046 BCE) and Zhou dynasty (c. 1046 BCE–
256 BCE). In the Han dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE), Confucian approaches edged out the 
"proto-Taoist" Huang–Lao, as the official ideology, while the emperors mixed both 
with the realist techniques of Legalism. 
 
A Confucian revival began during the Tang dynasty (618–907). In the late Tang, 
Confucianism developed in response to Buddhism and Taoism and, was 
reformulated as Neo-Confucianism. This reinvigorated form was adopted as the 
basis of the Imperial exams and the core philosophy of the scholastic official class in 
the Song dynasty (960-1297). The abolition of the examination system in 1905 
marked the end of official Confucianism. The intellectuals of the New Culture 
Movement of the early twentieth century blamed Confucianism for China's 
weaknesses. They searched for new doctrines to replace Confucian teachings; some 
of these new ideologies included the "Three Principles of the People" with the 
establishment of the Republic of China, and then Maoism under the People's 
Republic of China. In the late twentieth century the Confucian work ethic has been 
credited with the rise of the East Asian economy. 
 
Calligraphy and English text were applied in my fourteen emperors as a 
composition… (see Figure 7.1) 
 … of  Calligraphy – that is, words – and painting – that is, image –in 
harmony. IZ reinforces the notion that the visual image is an extension of 
thought and mind – and within that notion there remains an inference of 
time, space, infinity – thus it is that the untouched sheet of paper or silk is 
an essential part of the whole experience; that space in a Chinese painting 
is significant. We cannot be sure that the artist necessarily preserved that 
space exclusively for writing, but there is an unerring sense of rightness 
about those spatial pauses (Capon 2009, p. 320).  
In my practice and through my studies, I see cultural fusion as one of the most 
important approaches in the production of cross-representation. My style is in 
advance, it is progressive, taking an original approach for the reviewer to expand 
upon the depiction of the globalization of culture, to contextualize it for an audience 
and to explore a new way for expression of my synaesthetic imagination. 
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These ideas are explored through a practice-led methodology, viewing and 
comparing iconic emperor images from traditional Chinese culture 9  and their 
synergies, with equivalent power structures in Australian culture10, such as prime 
ministers, war heroes, and others in positions of power. The ideation behind this is 
to explore the environment of intercultural migration in Australia that I experienced 
personally and to comment on the humanity of it all, both humorously and with a 
sense of pathos. Finally, my research will examine how each of these ideas affect 
and culminate in my own personal philosophy, which I call Qian –  ‘painterly voice’. 
 
1.2 Exploring My Chinese Background Through Intercultural Artistic 
Practice 
 
My background is comprised of new surroundings (Australia) and my birth country,  
China. I am an immigrant from China and a figurative painter whose knowledge and 
conceptual understanding is derived from the perspective of the Chinese culture. 
Currently I live in Australia and I am learning more about the Western culture, its art 
concepts and customs. I am very interested in many aspects of life in Australia as 
everything here is for me full of novelty, and I am conscious of numerous interesting 
subjects for my work. 
 
I posit that through an exploration of my Chinese background and experiences of 
immigration to Australia, there emerges within the visual domain, and synergistic to 
music, Ba-Gua energies, which dialogue with selected European painterly influences 
(especially those of Jenny Saville11) and relate to Australia. New approaches to 
traditional ink methods, contemporary Chinese and Chinese-Australian painting are 
unified by Ba-Gua spiritual ideas. This methodology utilizes impasto and line 
informed by Chinese and European Romantic opera, all expressed within a 
contemporary version of Yan Li-pen’s emperor imagery12 (see Figure 1.6) – especially 
in relation to Qian or heaven. This presents a new way of seeing synergism with 
music that provides not only an ancient multi-artform practice reinvigorated by 
Chinese-Australian intersections, “… but also creates a philosophical dimension” 
(Bolt 2009, p. 33) articulated as Qian ‘painterly voice’. 
 
My paintings provide an analysis of the common points of visual dialogue and 
cultural realities within these Chinese-Australian confluences, toward the expression 
of my artistic identity or voice, which I describe as Qian ‘painterly voice’. This 
‘painterly voice’ has five main areas of investigation: firstly, it engages with the 																																																								
9 Chinese culture is one of the world's oldest cultures, tracing back  thousands of years. (Soloman 2008, para 6).  
 
10 The culture of Australia is  Western, derived primarily from Britain but also influenced by the unique geography 
of the Australian continent, the diverse input of Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander and other Oceanian people. 
(Mar 1936, p. 107). 
 
11 Jenny Saville RA (born 7 May 1970) is a contemporary British painter associated with the Young British Artists. 
Royal Academy of Arts: Jenny Saville RA. (Elderfield 2015, p. 12). 
  
12 Yan Liben (c. 600-673) was a Chinese painter in the early Tang Dynasty. His most renowned work is the 
Thirteen Emperors Scroll.  (Chen 1983, p. 48).  
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English painter Jenny Saville’s intersection of painterly impasto (see Figure 1.7) and 
Chinese calligraphic13 line. Secondly, it explores the techniques of impasto and line 
relating them to Peking opera and Italian lyric opera14 and contemporary Australian 
music-theatre. Thirdly, extended to Australia and working from my cultural roots, it 
explores the ancient Chinese painter Yan Li-pen’s iconic emperor series. The subject 
area for an exploration of Qian energy is the iconography of ancient Chinese and 
contemporary Australian ‘emperors’ - an intercultural hybrid related to my own 
Australian experience. Fourthly, the exploration synergises these ideas across a 
Chinese multi-artform aesthetic, expressed in a visual collaboration with Australian 
music-theatre. Finally, as a new philosophical vision for my artistic practice, these 
intercultural dialogues, expressed visually, “are energised through the underlying 
Qian or heavenly concept drawn from Ba-Gua and Yin-Yang” (Ho 1997, p. 34).  
1.3 The Source for the Emperor Painting Series: Thirteen Emperors 
Scroll 
Another important traditional Chinese source for my painting is from Yan Liben’s 
painting “Thirteen Emperors Scroll”. This series suggested both thematically and 
spatially, my approach to the contemporary emperor painting. In Yan Liben’s 
painting Emperor Wu of Jin, he used round, flourishing strokes, showing the vivid, 
effective, characters and personalities seen from the painting of figures. Yan Liben’s 
"Thirteen Emperors Scroll," in ink and colour on silk, is structured longitudinally, 
being five hundred thirty-one centimetres or 21 inches in length. The scroll depicts 
the thirteen emperors; it shows the kings beside each other, while their books 
convey something of the narrative of their reign and the attitude of Buddhist 
philosophy15. The painter’s success in shaping the personality of prominent historical 
figures reflects the author’s evaluation of these emperors. For example, across the 
whole set of painterly works there is a  uniform continuity in strong line drawing, 
grand and dramatic drapery, tall and bearded figuration, strong colouration, 
blooming beautifully — the scroll comprises a superior series of paintings and 
exemplars of Tang Dynasty painting. 
The scroll can be seen in two ways: the painter has portrayed, as a common 
characteristic, the feudal ruler’s appearance and temperament, but also each depicts 
imperial politics and any different in each individual’s fate as emperor. Special 
effects are used to demonstrate characteristic details mainly on the face, particularly 
the eyes and mouth. In addition to the distinctive sharply defined eyes of different 
lengths and width of circle, we can see clearly the state of mind, often revealing 
different attitudes in dramatised performance, muscular characteristics due to 
habitual actions and the formation of the mouth, tensed or relaxed etc. In addition, 																																																								
13 Chinese calligraphy is a form widely practised in China and revered in the Chinese cultural sphere. It is the 
criterion of writing skill (Wang 2000, p. 165). 
 
14 Italian opera is both the art of opera in Italy and opera in the Italian language. (Kimbell 2002, p. 34). 
 
15 Buddhist philosophy refers to the philosophical investigations and systems of inquiry that developed among 
various Buddhist schools in India following the death of the Buddha, later spreading throughout Asia (Gunnar 
2001, p. 25).  
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the moustache, where appropriate, is displayed. There are depictions of loose flesh 
against the tight, the hard with the soft, and finally the rough with the fine, because 
people have hard and soft features, density differences, head and body postures, 
facial muscles, bones, and skin – all are portrayed to depict everyone's differences.  
In the first five crowns with Chapter Twelve, the serving Emperor Wu sees "day, 
month, stars, mountains, algae, embroidery, embroidery" as a portion of the 
painting and is illustrated significantly in the dress of Emperor Wu. Others, such as 
male attendants, wear jewellery perhaps in the form of cross swords, but each item 
marking a difference in personality.  
We can also see that Yan Liben also maintains several remnants of the Northern and 
Southern styles of painting. These include the length of a circle as in the first type, 
accounting for a smaller proportion of attendants; stiff posture and facial 
expressions are also traces of the treatment of the law gatherers, and the 
disproportion of human rights and so on. Some of the realistic attributes are 
described as examples for my research and although the progress has been in the 
long-term, my artwork it still needs further development. So, even though the main 
characters include traces of conceptualization, stiff feelings are visualised as if 
unable to enjoy the sense of life. However, the technique has been greatly 
developed in the Chinese ancient artwork through the skill in the performance of a 
single-line outline, the description of objects by using different lines, such as eye, 
nose, mouth, ears, profile and clothing, coupled with the different thickness of line, 
achieving a sense of volume. It is a model for my own artistic approach. Yan Liben 
inherited the tradition of excellence from the art of the North and South, seriously 
learning to absorb and develop it. The biography of his works described bold line 
drawing, compared with the former welter of expression. Quaint and colourful 
pigmentation changes express people's mental states with detailed characteristics. 
The artwork has exceeded the level of the Southern and Northern Dynasties, whilst 
the Sui known as "Dan deification" and to "take the world", occupy a significant 
position in the history of Chinese painting.  
Yan Liben’s “Thirteen Emperors Scroll,” describes the Chinese ancient kings. Beside 
each is a list of books, containing some of the story of his reign and the boldness of 
the Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ - heaven. The image is a vivid depiction of the thirteen emperors 
(see Figure 1.6). 
My position as a contemporary Chinese-Australian artist in relation to Western art 
practice, is that of  engagement  from within the Chinese Ba-Gua perspective as a 
deep underlying pillar of knowledge against which to understand Western thought, 
rather than the approach taken by the Chinese dissident artist Ai Weiwei16 who 
focuses on the assimilation of Western thought. Ai Weiwei’s emphasis on Western 
ideas underpins his approach in which he makes more obvious references to Chinese 
culture, designed to connect with a Western mindset. Ai Weiwei’s family 																																																								
16 Ai Weiwei (born 28 August 1957 in Beijing) is a Chinese Contemporary artist and activist. On his father's side 
the original surname is Jiang. (Cooper 2008, p. 37).  
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background,  his father Ai Qing’s17 literary engagement with Parisian cultural ideas 
and “the underlying social realities” (Osnos 2010, p. 14), tacitly provokes a strong 
engagement with Western culture, which “leads to a Warhol-like inseparability of 
the person and its social engagement with the artist” (Stevens 2012, p. 5). My work 
draws on the technical basis of Western art, fracturing it with a Ba-Gua approach, 
within the spirit of Western experimentalism.  
 
1.4 Process Stages   
 
The first area of investigation takes Jenny Saville’s painterly impasto evoking human 
forms intercut by intrusive calligraphic marks to portray emotional energies. I see 
this work as related to Chinese new ink traditions and traditional calligraphy to 
express the character of the subject (Capon; Lui Shou-kwan). 
 
 
       
       
Figure 1.1: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-1, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series. Oil on canvas,  
2730 cm (wide) x 245 cm (high).  
 
       
       
Figure 1.2: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series. Ink on paper.  
308 cm (wide) x 29 cm (high).  
																																																								
17 Ai Qing (March 27, 1910 – May 5, 1996), is regarded as one of the finest modern Chinese poets. He was the 
editor of Poetry Magazine, and associate editor of People's Literature.  (Cooper 2008, p. 40). 
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Figure 1.3: Luping, Z. (2015). Version-3, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series. Ink & colour on 
paper. 448 cm (wide) x 32 cm (high).  
 
       
       
Figure 1.4: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series. Oil on canvas.  
2730 cm (wide) x 245 cm (high).  
 
The second area I investigate in my painting and ink drawings is the methodology of 
European impasto techniques and the use of calligraphic line to express Ba-Gua 
energy. These impasto and line energies of painting and drawing are informed in my 
creative process by musical energies—especially Peking Opera and the works of 
Puccini18. Interestingly here, there is a cultural reversal in that the calligraphy 
represents the line of Italian opera, whilst the European impasto techniques are 
evident in the impasto graduations of sound in Peking Opera,  in which the impasto 
makes up layers.   
 
The third area of investigation is in the ancient Chinese painter Yan Li-pen’s use of 
marks as expressive signifiers of character and structure within the iconic thirteen 
emperor’s series.  
 
The fourth area of investigation, is at the intersections of Chinese multi-artform 
practice where calligraphically line, watercolour suggestiveness, and layers of 
painterly impasto, work as synergies and counterpoints to contemporary Australian 
composition as expressed in several music-theatre works.   
 																																																								
18 Giacomo Puccini (22 December 1858 – 29 November 1924) was an Italian opera composer who has been called 
"the greatest composer of Italian opera after Verdi". (Linda 1999, p. 60). 
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The intent of the final area of investigation is to bring these Ba-Gua ideas into 
contemporary Chinese artistic ideas in two ways:  current Ba-Gua driven Chinese 
painting and a Chinese-Australian exploration of intercultural identity linked to spirit. 
In China, I will explore Qian and the family order within Zhang Xiaogang’s 
iconography19 and the satirical breaking of the political family through mockery in 
Yue Minjun’s laughter icons. In Australia, I will look at Chinese-Australian Lindy Lee’s 
exploration of distant family, heavenly Goddess, and bold gestures linked by Ba-
Gua’s child—Zen Buddhism20. 
 
 
Figure 1.5: Wu, Daozi.21 (685-758). The portrait of Confucius. Tang Dynasty. (Hong 2004, P. 107). 
 																																																								
19 Zhang Xiaogang (born in 1958) is a contemporary Chinese symbolist and surrealist painter. Paintings in his 
Bloodline series are predominantly monochromatic, stylized portraits of Chinese people, usually with large, dark-
pupiled eyes, posed in a stiff manner deliberately reminiscent of family portraits from the 1950s and 1960s. (Vine 
2013, para. 9).   
 
20 Zen is a school of Mahayana Buddhism that originated in China during the Tang dynasty as Chan Buddhism. 
(Henrich 2005 p. 57).  
 
21 Wu Daozi (680–c. 760) was a Chinese artist of the Tang Dynasty (Zhang 1980, pp. 50-52).           
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In this sense, I interpret Ba-Gua’s first element of Qian or heaven, as the ‘emperor’ 
and re-contextualize it across intercultural influences within a painting series 
exploring 14 Australian contemporary emperors. The works will use ancient 
structures and the marks of calligraphy - Chinese and European - to denote the 
character behind the subjects, both in abstracted languages and iconographic 
images related to Australia and China. The idea is to make an exploration of the 
energies and humour of contemporary life in Australia, explored through Ba-Gua 
energy (see Figure 1.8). 
 
 
Figure 1.6: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Thirteen emperors scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine Arts.  
(Li 2013, p. 48). 
 
1.5 The Structure of the Writing  
 
The exegesis follows the journey of the Qian ‘painterly voice’ from its philosophical 
ideas, the history of the Chinese and Australian artistic issues, methods of 
production, and an analysis of the exploration in visual and multi-media terms. The 
introductory chapter, Chapter One: The Qian ‘Painterly Voice’: A Visual Exploration 
of Ba-Gua Energies in Dialogue with European and Chinese Techniques, explains the 
thesis’ argument of Ba-Gua energies in dialogue with Chinese-Australian visual 
influences, Peking Opera and Contemporary Australian Music.  
 
Following the overview of the exegesis is a foundational explanation of the voice, 
titled Chapter Two: A Personal Qian Artistic Credo—Qian ‘Painterly Voice’ Across 
Vision and Sound Philosophy; this discourse explains the design and processes  
developing the Qian ‘painterly voice’. It includes an exploration of my Chinese 
background connecting to experiences of immigration to Australia, working within 
the visual domain of Ba-Gua energies in dialogue with selected European painterly 
influences (especially Saville) In relating this to Australia, I take into account painterly 
and new ink traditional methods. I explores contemporary Chinese and Chinese-
Australian painting unified by the Ba-Gua spiritual ideas that permeate my painting; 
these impact on my artistic practice through a methodology utilizing impasto and 
line, in turn informed by Chinese opera and contemporary Australian music, all 
expressed within a contemporary version of Yan Li-pen’s emperor imagery, 
especially in relation to Qian or heaven. 
 
This voice has emerged from a personal historical context, which I explore in Chapter 
Three: Personal History of Qian Across Chinese and Western Artistic Influences. This 
chapter engages my personal history of Ba-Gua/Qian philosophy through a painterly 
journey in my Chinese training and career (Chinese icons, Renaissance impasto), 
Australian immigration leading to exposure to contemporary ideas (Contemporary 
British and Australian art), and Australian fusions (Chinese-Australian artists).  
 
This heavenly voice—Ba-Gua’s Qian— has more earthly origins, almost Yin-Yang in a 
sense, in that it is composed of materials and methods as well as processes of 
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making that express the aesthetic. In this sense, the exegesis explores Qian’s 
methods in Chapter Four: Practice-led Methodology of Qian through various media 
(ink, paint) and examines the practice-led methodologies of Qian philosophy within 
contemporary and traditional painting as well as their connection to sound, 
especially with Qian energy connecting to Peking Opera and contemporary 
Australian music. The following chapter looks at the flow of Qian energies as 
personal interactions and studio reflections in Chapter Five: Painterly and Sonic 
Processes of Qian. It details the background interactions with painters, musicians and 
filmmakers as well as the private, almost Confucian scholarly repose through studio 
reflection and action. 
 
 
Figure 1.7: Saville, Jenny. (2005-06). Atonement studies: Central panel. Oil on watercolour paper.  
251.5 x 185 cm. (Chery 2012, pp. 64-65). 
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The artistic point of the Qian voice is the material form it takes within my practice as 
a painter. The exegesis explores this artistic product critically in Chapter Six: Analysis 
of Qian through Sketches, Sound Interactions, and Emperors. In essence, it explores 
an analysis of painterly production within a Qian philosophy across sketch materials 
in visual interaction with Chinese-Australian music-theatre (Sing emperor/film, 
Kunqu opera 22 with aristocratic lovers), and their extension into an Australian-
Chinese emperor series (impasto marks, line marking, ink wash, and musical rhythm 
as marks).  
 
Finally, in Chapter Seven: Conclusion Qian in Dialogues of Ba-Gua energy across 
Chinese-Australian Visual-Sonic Ideas, I reflect on what the nature of this Qian 
process in my painting practice has achieved both as an artistic voice and as a 
cultural interaction. However, to understand the end of this research journey, which 
is actually in itself a beginning, it is necessary to explain the personal artistic vision 
behind the creativity — a personal Qian artistic credo. 
 
 
Figure 1.8: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-5 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James 
Lee. Oil on canvas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 																																																								
22 Kunqu Opera is one of the oldest extant forms of Chinese opera. (Li 2005, p. 7). 
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CHAPTER TWO  
A Personal Qian Artistic Credo: 
The Qian ‘Painterly Voice’ Across Vision and Sound Philosophy 
 
My painting process works from a Qian ‘painterly voice’ credo to explore different 
cultural and social perspectives between China and Australia. The materiality of this 
Qian voice, through Chinese brush techniques is transformed and altered through 
my exposure to Western impasto and mark-making techniques as well as its political 
and musical culture; these work within Chinese Ba-Gua (Qian) and Confucian 
philosophies.  
 
The way this ideation works, is that it takes the “Confucian multi-artform approach 
to creativity within the Chinese literati”, (Ho 1997, Capon 2009) and applies it 
specifically across painting, calligraphy and music (Peking Opera, contemporary 
Australian art) in a way that synergises with Western concepts of synaesthesia. It 
works towards a synaesthetic cross-compliance of artforms between music, ‘play’ as 
in chess, calligraphy and painting. It is important to note that this synaesthetic-like 
‘painterly voice’ engages with Western art techniques (Renaissance and 
contemporary) through seeking to fracture them with a deeply rooted Chinese 
aesthetic of Ba-Gua, which is not merely a tokenistic imagery of engagement with 
the East. In my work this Ba-Gua basis draws on one aspect, that of Qian (heaven), 
which is found in the Chinese martial art form of the same name, and working across 
multi-dimensional thinking to inform my painting. This Qian voice is explored 
through a practice-led methodology focussing primarily on iconic emperor images 
from traditional Chinese culture and their synergies with the equivalent power 
structures in Australian culture, such as prime ministers, war heroes, and other 
positions of power. This Qian ideation also naturally spreads out into engagement 
with other artforms, especially music-theatre. The ideation behind this is to explore 
the intercultural migration environment in Australia as personally experienced, to 
comment on the humanity of it both humorously and with a sense of pathos, 
through visual artworks, which move from various multi-artform inspirations into 
music-theatre collaborations. Finally, my research will examine how each of these 
ideation factors culminates in my own personal philosophy, which I call Qian 
‘painterly voice’ and is comprised of five pivotal elements.  
 
2.1 Definition of Qian ‘Painterly Voice’ 
 
Within my research, how can I define the elements of ‘painterly voice’ as a new way? 
My interpretation of Qian is that to define my view of what is the difference of the 
new in Australia, to formulate an artistic process across the paintings and 
interactions with music, I necessarily bring my own cultural, spiritual, experiences 
and philosophical baggage. I will approach this within five areas of an intercultural 
collision of ideas to make a new way for my artistic research. Firstly, Qian principles 
from Ba-Gua as unifying artistic principles; secondly, European impasto painting and 
line; thirdly, Chinese literati multi-artforms; fourthly, ancient Chinese scroll painting 
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with contemporary Australian application, and finally, contemporary Chinese-
engaged painting as a catalyst for a new Chinese-Australian way. 
 
Firstly, my ‘painterly voice’ ideation has a unifying energy derived from martial arts 
practice, specifically Ba-Gua and its high point, Qian or heaven. These ideas draw on 
ancient Chinese philosophies including Daoism and Confucianism in relation to 
movement, which within my new way is applied artistically. 
 
Secondly, the approach of my painting resonating with European art will use the 
English painter Jenny Saville’s painterly models as a structure. I will employ European 
painting techniques such as painterly impasto marks  expressed by calligraphical 
intrusions of line as some energies for the representation of my amalgam of 
impasto-line painting. As an expressive energizer of the character I will apply the oil 
techniques from Saville’s gestural mark marking to construct form and line, including 
its intersections with Chinese calligraphical line. For example, my practice contains 
oil techniques of impasto layering used by Rembrandt and Leonardo Da Vinci’s 
drawing skills and energized line  intercut the icon’s appearances; these effective 
aspects displayed within Saville’s painting resonate with my approach. Both 
elements are present in my practice finding parallels within the European tradition 
(3D European way) and the energy levels in Chinese line from 2D methodology (Yan 
Liben’s way). 
 
Thirdly, my practice, which “follows the Chinese literati multi-artform”, (Ho 1997, p. 
12) draws on both visual and music-theatre sources; it uses characteristics of 
European, layered, oil colour23 and Chinese opera, facial makeup layers to make 
impasto surfaces, in tandem with line energies drawn from music in my painting as a 
visual exploration inspired by these multi-artforms. For example, I use techniques 
and ideas from Baroque impasto painting, Peking Opera Make-up24, and the linear 
visual sense of Italian nineteenth century opera lyricism and Peking Opera25, to 
create the sense of three dimensions.  
 
I explore Peking and Chinese Opera in general and their approach to what the 
composer Bruce Crossman describes as “living colours” (Crossman 2016, p. 125) as a 
rhythm of impasto versus the Romantic line of Italian opera, using impasto oil colour 
brushwork and line cogency in such a way that it becomes intuitive, free Ba-Gua 
energy gestures, not a consciously applied technique. For example, the impasto 
(rhythm) idea is a concept drawing on the Chinese construction of tones within 
traditional guqin playing, where the timbre and movement of sound is translated 
into the construction of individual impasto marks. The Chinese composer Chou Wen-
chung notes the multiple variations possible within guqin sounds, stating that “over 																																																								
23 The paint in oil colour is slow-drying.It consists of particles of pigment suspended in a drying oil. (Tiao 2001, p. 
45).  
 
24 Peking Opera Facial make-up originated from the Southern and Northern Dynasties Period, more than 1,400 
years ago. Colourful patterns were painted in impasto on actor's faces so audiences could better see their facial 
expressions. (Zhao, p. 113).  
 
25 Peking opera is the quintessence of China.  It arose in the late 18th century and became fully developed and 
recognized by the mid-19th century (Li, p. 206).  
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one hundred symbols (chien tzu (jianzi)) [sic] are used in its finger notation for 
achieving the essential yet elusive qualities of this music: subtle inflections in the 
production and control of its tones as a means of expression” (Chou, Wen-chung, 
2017, Chou Wen-chung, “Philosophy and Aesthetics: Qin”). Chou goes on to show its 
application as an artistic principle in his music, stating: “I am concerned with single 
tones as musical entities, each endowed with nature by its own acoustic attributes 
and expressive potential. It is these microcosmic entities in a continual and multi-
leveled transformation and interaction that produce the coherent flow of sonic 
events that we call a composition” (Chou, Music and Theory). Following Chou’s 
approach, in my painting I use impasto marks and their rhythms as micro building 
blocks of visual composition.  
 
Confucian thought26 is used as tool for lateral thinking. In accordance with the art of 
the Chinese literati - who saw “music, chess, calligraphy-poetry, and painting as 
linked—my practice also takes an across artform and lateral thinking approach” (Ho 
1997, pp. 35-49. multi-artform; Capon 2009, p. 16). I seek to create a synergy 
between these forms, such that one can see the other has the same basic principle: 
the Ba-Gua or Daoist of flow as ideas of something that “moves amongst things,” a 
creative energy, which Crossman cites in his article and a key idea of the composer 
Chou wen-chung (Chou 2004, p. 213).  
 
Fourthly, paintings  appropriate ideas from Yan Liben’s Thirteen Emperors Scroll, 
taking them into a contemporary Australian political and artistic context. I create 
marks using charcoal and oil as expressive gestures, which are symbolic of the 
heavenly Qian character from the first element of Ba-Gua. The structure of my 
paintings explores the idea of ‘heavenly rulers’ through the Qian heavenly character, 
using calligraphic markings to denote the ‘emperors’ personal character but applied 
in the context of Australian power figures (‘Australian ‘emperors’). I seek to adapt 
Yan Li-ben’s mark-making as a signifier of personal character within the ‘heavenly 
order’ of structure. The organization of painterly space is related to political 
character on the large scale, that is about three thousand years of Chinese painting 
and European High Renaissance works. As calligraphic gestures, the individual marks 
delineate personality on the micro level. Ideations of Eastern and Western energies 
inter-relate between structural space and individual marks relate to the character of 
Australian political and cultural events and stories. Humorous aspects emphasize the 
different characteristics and personal expressions. These are intended to create 
cultural resonances of both Western and Chinese thought as a way to communicate 
a representation of intercultural Australian experiences to audiences in both 
cultures. This draws on the Chinese system of calligraphy, in which marks are 
integral to the power of ruling generals where “calligraphy formed a bridge between 
the two arrogant generals” (Yang 2005, p.27) and is, as Edmond Capon points out, 
“…the imprint of character [just] as the flight of brush and ink across paper, imposes 
the ego” (Yang 2005, p. 10). 																																																								
26 Confucian-thought is an ethical and philosophical system, on occasion described as a religion, developed from 
the teachings of the Chinese philosopher Confucius (551–479 BCE). Confucianism originated as an "ethical-
sociopolitical teaching" during the Spring and Autumn Period, but later developed metaphysical and cosmological 
elements in the Han Dynasty. (Cai 2008, p. 156). 
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Finally, I look at personally relevant contemporary Chinese-Australian painters (inks). 
as a frame for the spiritual dimension of painting within Australia. For example, Lindy 
Lee’s exploration of Yin-Yang27, heavenly Goddess, and bold gestures linked by Ba-
Gua’s child—Zen Buddhism (Lee date, born 1954; Colless, her thesis “the end is the 
beginning” 2001, 2003, p. 55). I also explore the Chinese engagement with Ba-Gua in 
the sense of ‘family relations’ and apparent contemporary political turmoil, in the 
works of contemporary artists/painters practising in China such as Zhang Xiaogang, 
Yue Minjun and Zhang Huan. These provide catalysts for the interaction between 
ancient Chinese approaches to art and contemporary issues.  
 
2.3 The Design of Qian from Ba-Gua as Unifying Artistic Principles 
 
My philosophical approach moves into dialogue with European painters: the English 
painter Jenny Saville, with impasto inspired originally by the Dutch painter 
Rembrandt, and structure from Italian painter Raphael. I draw from ancient Chinese 
Emperor paintings and ink traditions, across contemporary British and Australian 
layered paint and anatomical techniques, and Renaissance masters. In addition, I 
explore the contemporary themes that have influenced my work, including 
intercultural contemporary Australian music. I examine how each of these 
intercultural factors culminates in my own personal philosophy and Qian—‘Painterly 
Voice’, as I mentioned above. 
 
The philosophy behind my project is the Chinese concept of Ba-Gua energy (see 
Figure 2.1) with a focus on the first element, Qian or heaven. This Qian concept is 
embodied in the metaphor of emperors, as expressed in my Fourteen Emperors 
Series, as drawn from the roots of Chinese culture including spatial organization and 
expressive marks, and politicized through Australian ‘emperors’ - that is to say, 
politicians. The idea is that impasto marks and line techniques are used to convey 
symbolic codes about the political character of the subjects through the frame of 
Qian: heavenly layers—emperors. The moral code of the artwork is drawn from 
ancient Chinese Confucian political philosophy28.  
 
In the table below (see Figure 2.2) there is an interpretation of the meaning of Qian, 
from Ba-Gua philosophy. It has both relations to nature, family and energy, which 
are some of my underlying concerns. For inspiration I focus on the metaphor of 
heaven, the wider cultural family of power and political figures from my Chinese-
Australian background, and the energy of martial arts applied to calligraphic actions 
within drawing and painting. 
 																																																								
27 Yin-Yang: In Chinese philosophy, yin and yang describe how seemingly opposite or contrary forces may actually 
be complementary, interconnected, and interdependent within the natural world, and how they may give rise to 
each other as they interrelate. This duality lies at the origins of many branches of classical Chinese science and 
philosophy, as well as being a primary guideline of traditional Chinese medicine. (Porkert 1974, p. 65). 
 
28 Confucius (551–479 BC) was a Chinese teacher, editor, politician, and philosopher of the Spring and Autumn 
period of Chinese history. (Hugan 2013, p. 3). 
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Name Nature Season Personality Family Direction Meaning 
Qian 
☰ 
Sky (Heaven) Summer Creative Father South Expansive 
energy, the sky. 
 
Figure 2.1: Qian, Nature, Family and Energy. (Wen 2011, p. 28). 
 
Qian represents heaven or sky. From three thousand years ago, the sky has been 
seen in Chinese culture as respect for heaven, and as such is the highest god in the 
Ba-Gua system. This same god is also known as the Tian (sky) or goes into the Shang 
Tian (heaven). The sky acts only within space, and is therefore seen as a type of 
‘space god’. This reverence for a ‘space god’ also has a parallel in ancient Italian 
culture, that is where space is considered to be heavenly and indistinguishable from 
their own system, that is as “the Romans identified the Greek Zeus with their 
Jupiter” (Wilhelm 1950, p. 493). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2: The structure of Yin-Yang, Wu-Xing29, Ba-Gua30. (Wen 2011, p. 26). 
 
The first hexagram of the Ba-Gua system is called Qian. It signifies god, power, and 
other different senses including  creative and strong action. The inside trigram is 																																																								
29 Wu Xing: is the short form of "the five types of chi dominating at different times". It is a fivefold conceptual 
scheme that many traditional Chinese fields used to explain a wide array of phenomena, from cosmic cycles to 
the interaction between internal organs, and from the succession of political regimes to the properties of 
medicinal drugs. (Wen 2011, p. 23).  
 
30 Ba-Gua  are eight trigrams used in Taoist cosmology to represent the fundamental principles of reality, seen as 
a range of eight interrelated concepts. Each consists of three lines, each line either "broken" or "unbroken," 
representing yin or yang, respectively. (Feng 2009, p. 15). 
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Qian which has the force equal to heaven, and the Qian represents the highest level 
of powerful people within society, such as the king. Yin-Yang is the earliest major 
philosophy in Chinese history out of which this foundational concept is the element 
of Qian. 
 
Yin-Yang is the basis of Zhouyi 31 or Book of Changes, which was written during the 
Western Zhou Dynasty. The Jing portion of Zhouyi particularly talks about the flow of 
yin and yang in nature. The concept became increasingly popular during the Spring 
and Autumn Period (770 –476 BCE) and the Warring States Period (475–221 BCE) in 
ancient Chinese history (Confucian time). After Yin-Yang, came the Wuxing Shangshu 
 Hong Fan32, which was thought to have become a distinct philosophical tradition 
during the period of the Han dynasty (202 B.C.E.-220 C.E.). After the Waxing element 
within the Ying-Yang system, comes the Ba-Gua element of Zhouyi, which is made of 
the eight trigrams used in Taoist cosmology to represent the fundamental principles 
of reality. Qian is the first element of Ba-Gua system, as I mentioned earlier. Yin-
Yang signifies the sky and earth, man and woman and these represent the natural 
phenomenon of life experiences. The Wuxing indicates the philosophy for life, and 
the Bu-Gua shows the way of applying this ideal to everyday living. For me, these 
provide a spiritual way of understanding from which to combine Australian and 
Chinese cultural understandings; these act as a tool to make my brain more open 
and to build more freely without obstacles to the notion of a new way of artistic 
practice—Qian ‘painterly voice’. 
 
 
 
 
																																																								
31 The origin of the book is uncertain. Traditionally the invention of the trigrams is acribed to the mythical ruler 
Fu Xi . King Wen (11th cent. BCE) of the Zhou is said to have doubled the trigrams to hexagrams and was the first 
to arrange them in a certain pattern or sequence. A different sequence of the hexagrams was later ascribed to Fu 
Xi. The ten commentaries are ascribed to Confucius. (Zhou 1934, p. 27). 
 
32 The Book of Documents classic of History, also known as the Shangshu, is one of the Five Classics of ancient 
Chinese literature. It is a collection of rhetorical prose attributed to figures of ancient China, and served as the 
foundation of Chinese political philosophy for over 2,000 years. The Four Books and Five Classics are the 
authoritative books of Confucianism in China written before 300 BC. (Bleeker & Widengren 1971, p. 478). 
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Figure 2.3: Luping, Z. (2015). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music. Oil 
on canvas, 195 x 245 cm. 
 
Confucianism is system of ethics tied intimately to political philosophy. According to 
the text that is the most reliable guide to the teachings of Confucius, The Analects 
(Lunyu), the oral philosopher, took the Mandate of Heaven (tianming) as a guide for 
social order, which relates to my approach of Qian to order painting practice. This 
Mandate was formulated during the early period of the Zhou dynasty to justify the 
overthrow of the Shang dynasty and to legitimate the rule of the Zhou kings. The 
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Confucian diagnosis of China's troubles suggests that the way out of the turmoil 
required a moral transformation led by the top ranks of Chinese society, a return to 
the virtue of the early Zhou kings. This article discusses Confucianism and its relation 
to political philosophy; the role of ritual in the cultivation of goodness; the concepts 
of ren and junzi (filial piety); the debate between Mozi and Mencius over filial loyalty 
versus impartial concern; family as the paradigm in a relational and communal 
conception of political society; the goodness or badness of human nature and its 
relation to morality, perfectionism and harmony, democracy, rights, “… and gender 
equality” (Wong 2011, p. 3).    
 
  
Figure 2.4: Luping, Z. (2015). Gallipoli33. Oil on canvas.  
123 x 91 cm. 
 
Figure 2.5: Luping, Z. (2015). 
Gallipoli-2. Oil on canvas.  
123 x 91 cm. 
Another important root concept is Ba-Gua: Qian, which was regarded as a significant 
theoretical and intellectual development during a time known in China as the 
Hundred Schools of Reflections of Thought34. It was at some stage during the 
Warring States period that the major beliefs of China, Confucianism, Mohism, 
Legalism, and Taoism arose along with ways of life such as Chinese Naturalism, the 
Agriculturalist way and the Logician’s way. 
 
In Chinese culture, these philosophical ideas are made manifest in artistic works—
both in calligraphical energy and painting. One of these is the famous Thirteen 
Emperors series by Yan Liben. In my painting series I add a fourteenth emperor as a 
humorous extension of an ancient Chinese icon by referencing my doctoral 
supervisor—a non-political power holder. My Fourteen Emperors series includes 
depictions of Kevin Rudd35 and other Australian politicians, and the contemporary 
musician Bruce Crossman, as an expression of my own engagement with Australian 																																																								
33 The Gallipoli Campaign was a campaign of World War I that took place on the Gallipoli peninsula in the 
Ottoman Empire between 25 April 1915 and 9 January 1916. (Aspinall-Oglander 1929, pp. 51-52). 
 
34 The Hundred Schools of Thought were philosophies and schools that flourished from the 6th century to 221 
BC, during the Spring and Autumn period and the Warring States period of ancient China. (Gu 2007, p. 36). 
 
35 Kevin Rudd was Australia's 26th Prime Minister. (Weller 2007, p. 3).  
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society. The fourteenth focuses on this ‘humorous’ emperor, Bruce Crossman, in Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors: Bruce Crossman on Music (see Figure 2.3). The 
painting was formulated through reflective-practice discussions with my supervisor. 
Across my oeuvre I also explore how to apply the Chinese Ba-Gua: Qian concepts to 
my contemporary art practice within my Australian context.   
 
 
Figure 2.6: Luping, Z.  (2015). Gallipoli-3. Water colour on watercolour paper. 156 x 56 cm. 
 
To put these ideas in context, I take the long view of culture, which is an approach 
seen in many ancient Chinese ideas—a sense of history. The Hundred Schools of 
Thought in ancient China was the era of great cultural and intellectual expansion. It 
was also known as the Golden Age of Chinese philosophy because a broad range of 
thoughts and ideas were developed and discussed freely (see Figure 2.3). The 
concepts refined during this period have profoundly influenced lifestyles and social 
consciousness up to the present day in East Asian countries and the East Asian 
diaspora around the world. For me, now an Australian citizen living at the foundation 
point of the Asia-Pacific rim, I feel free in spirit to learn from the Hundred Schools of 
Reflections of Thought (see Figure 2.4). I open my eyes to Chinese traditional culture 
and it frees my mind to explore the great intercultural diversity and clash of ideas 
within Australian contemporary life (Lee 1962, p.24) to allow me to explore my new 
way of Qian ‘painterly voice’. An example of this, is the free application of Ba-Gua 
energy and traditional Chinese theatre of Kunqu ideas as painterly action marks in 
Gallipoli-3 (see Figure 2.5), in response to the calligraphical score marks and ideas of 
Crossman’s free improvisation inspired music in Where are the Sounds of Joy? 
Gapplegate Classical-Modern Music Review described the work as “something 
spaciously Asian but with an effectively communicative vocabulary of Western new 
music. I cannot help recalling Stockhausen's ‘Refrain,’ but only again as precursor. 
There is a modern improv music element as well” (Edwards 2017).  
 
On a detailed level, these ideas from traditional Chinese culture can be seen as 
gestural freedom. In the Southern Song dynasty, the artist Liang Kai36 was known as 
the spirit of music, a madman, “… painting like spilt ink dripping" (Shanghai Fine Arts 
Publishing edit, 2003-12-1, p16). The meaning is embedded in the act of expressing 
the idea, a principle that can be produced to wonderful effect. In the late Ming 
																																																								
36 Liang Kai (1140 - c. 1210) was a Chinese painter of the Southern Song Dynasty. (Li 1986, p. 5).  
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period, artist Shitao37 described this philosophy of production, or the act of making 
more specifically: “The principle cannot be [solely based] on tradition but discovered 
through the artistic act” (Yin, 2004, p22). In this sense, the knowledge is discovered 
in the making, or as the Australian artist and theorist Barbara Bolt describes it, the 
“handlability” (Bolt, 2004); it is a form of practice-based research. These notions 
advise us, that new ways of creation emanate from innovation or personal self-
revolution. In this sense, my own spraying of painterly gesture within the tripartite 
form of Gallipoli-3 and other works are an example of a type of ‘madman’ freeing up 
of painterly gesture on the micro level, while also retaining a Confucian order 
structurally (see Figures 2.6). 
 
  
Figure 2.7: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce 
Crossman on music. 
Figure 2.8: Luping, Z. (2015). Photo of emission 
effective of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: 
Bruce Crossman on music. 
 
In bringing Chinese Ba-Gua Qian to Australia (see Figure 2.7), my work represents 
certain features of a multiple contemporaneity – “significance - the identity of 
contemporary Australia from its multicultural society” (Commonwealth 2014: 9) and 
its cross fertilisation of ideas, especially from “Chinese-Australian interactions in the 
history of Gallipoli” (Crossman 2015, p.6). These include the lack of recognition of 
multicultural contributions to society, such as the cultural clash and immigration of 
diverse cultures, especially as Crossman points out the “Chinese contribution to 
Gallipoli” (Crossman 2015, p.6). The different cultural concepts have yet to be 
integrated into the mainstream of Australia’s society . 
 
 																																																								
37 Shitao (ca. 1642 - 1707) was a Chinese artist of the late Ming and early Qing Dynasty. (Yu 2011, p. 4).  
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Figure 2.9: Luping, Z.  (2015). The detail of Gallipoli-3. Water 
colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 2.10: Luping, Z. (2015). 
Photo of reflection of Gallipoli-2.  
 
  
Figure 2.11: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-1 of sketch of portrait of 
Bruce Crossman. Ink on paper. 
Figure 2.12: Luping, Z.  (2014). 
The detail-2 of sketch of portrait 
of Bruce Crossman. Ink on paper. 
For example, In China during my time of study, abstract art was mainly overlooked, 
while in the West such artwork was considered prestigious, given that  creative ideas 
are explored and valued (see Figure 2.8). Accordingly, my artistic notions and 
expression focused on how to create visual techniques, the labour and processes. 
My feelings however were blinded and I ran on a narrow path of creativity that 
reflected my traditional training. I did not abandon traditional fine art principles to 
look for, or to find another way for myself in my artistic expression (see Figure 2.9). 
Rather, through this current study at Western Sydney University with Bruce 
Crossman, I found a way forward to reconcile these ‘warring ideas’. He is opening my 
eyes and has made me think in a broad way. Breaking the existing fine arts principle 
and rebuilding my thought in new way, allowed me to be freer in my mind and to 
explore and apply my Chinese-centred approach to my Australian experience. (see 
Figure 2.10). I am also learning new things from Crossman’s musical work: how to 
discover something new from the composition of new amalgamations of synergistic 
sound and energy, such as in his tune Where are the Sounds of Joy? I am finding a 
new way: how to make visual art from this musical model to become myself—a new 
‘painterly voice’ (see Figure 2.11 & 2.12). I call my credo simply this—Qian.     
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2.4 Summary 
 
Concisely, my research explores a new way in Qian by applying elements from 
contemporary Australian civilization, a society that is so different from that of my 
previous experience. The development of Chinese painting and the understanding 
formed by the philosophy of the histories of Chinese ideation are not in any way 
exclusive of an overall cultural shift. Painting, drawing and illustration are all 
integrated within Chinese art and philosophy, ethics, literature, calligraphy, music, 
dance and so on (see Figure 2.13). Within Chinese cultural auspices, painting 
includes the ideal of production, method or form and long-existing cultural 
standards; conceptually the artist/painter acts on a representation of the impersonal 
(nature, power figures such as the emperor). Thus, the prime inquiry is the 
relationship between the object and self. The Ba-Gua Qian theory applied to 
painting, its embodiment, is revealed in two major ways: firstly, as an art produced 
in the context of the character of its overriding cultural contexts, and secondly, as a 
personal expression of self — a new way of seeing the world within the Chinese-
Australian Diaspora. My new understanding is that my multicultural research 
approach has led to my acceptance within the diversity of the Australian artistic 
community. Also, I now have a better understanding of how I can exploit Chinese 
artistic techniques and philosophical/spiritual understanding, to explore Australian 
cultural and political events as societal engaged research.   
 
 
Figure 2.13: Luping, Z. (2016). the detail-7 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James 
Lee. Oil on canvas. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Personal History of Qian Across Chinese and Western Artistic 
Influences 
 
3.1 A Personal Artistic History: Chinese Training and Career Journeying 
To understand the ideation behind my new way of the Qian, it is necessary to look at 
my personal journey — both its visual and musical history — in order to understand 
the intercultural and cross artform ideas that formulate ruptures and amalgamations 
towards new artistic thoughts. The beginning of this journey was within Maoist 
China and works through to my current artistic and political interactions with 
Western culture as an Australian citizen.  
 
When I was seven years old as a talented child adopted by the Government, I 
commenced studying fine arts in 1967 at the Chinese Government’s Young Art 
School. After a couple years in 1970, I also studied music under the Chairman Mao 
initiative of the Chinese Revolutionary Modern Beijing Opera still within the Young 
Art School; this was the beginning of my professional music training. From 1977–
1981, I was a professional singer working in the Song and Dance Ensemble Institution 
Wen Zhou; my performances were within the Western operatic tradition, especially 
in the Italian romantic repertoire, such as Puccini.  In 1985, I studied at the Faculty of 
the Education of Fine Art for a Bachelor of Arts within the China Academy of Fine 
Arts (CAOFA). The purpose of the degree was to train as a teacher of fine arts. I 
studied broadly across the discipline, including painting, drawing, etching, sculpture, 
traditional Chinese painting, calligraphy, photography, perspectives, anatomy and 
commercial design. I had enough finances for the education as the Chinese 
Government in the 1980s provided students of the Faculty of Education of Fine Art 
with free study . The training included traditional Western art techniques, including 
the impasto use of oil paints (see Figure 3.1). This open access approach to 
education allowed me to concentrate on the process, becoming skilful in my  
practice. At this time (1986-1988), I also made a fortuitous professional connection 
with a businessman from an art gallery in New York who appreciated my work. The 
contact with this person was informal and the students at the Faculty (including 
myself) referred to him by his first name only — Richard. There were several 
occasions, on which Richard enabled me to sell about twenty paintings in New York. I 
grew as an artist under these professional circumstances, through looking at the 
nature of the artist and the possibility of the renewal of tradition through new ideas 
(see Figure 3.2). The painting space in which I found myself, is organised as an H-
structure as a symbol of history containing the horizontal axis with the artist at a 
crossroads  contemplating the new against the reverse Buddha images, recycling the 
old on the vertical axis. In other words, my artistic practice at its outset was 
concerned with Chinese tradition and how interaction with Western culture might 
renew my practice. 
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Figure 3.1: Luping, Z. (1987). Twilight-yemo. Oil 
on canvas. 120 x 150 cm.  
Figure 3.2: Luping, Z. (1988). 2 Drop of 
coordinate-Xn Yn. Oil on canvas. 130 x 160 cm. 
 
My migration from China to Australia and into Australian society in 2002 has 
intensified the development of my art career, journeying into new ways of life. 
However, painting that is composed in symbiosis with and as music, surfaces as an 
important factor in my sensitivity; this undergoes a process of introspection that 
softens, evaluates and reconfigures these external and internal influences. Emperor 
icons from Chinese culture interact with Australian power figures within musically 
inspired linear gestures (see Figures 3.3) utilising my personal artistic journey’s 
cultural and cross-genre history. Perceptions, conventions and different cultural 
events activate thought and dialogue on human civilization; these are sifted and 
reordered in terms of my accumulated personal experiences. In my work, I wish to 
deal with significant concerns in the modern world in a unique visual language that 
employs both my Chinese heritage of Ba-Gua principles and Qian, amalgamated in 
my new imagination (see Figures 3.4). I am becoming a Cultural Navigator, an 
explorer across “permeable cultural borders” (Nuss 2010, p. 44), which is an 
approach to creativity within which musicologist Steven Nuss labels the artistic 
traveller as a “border crosser” (Ibid 2006, p. 44). 
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Figure 3.3: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Emperor Yang 
of Sui Yang Guang. A Part of Thirteen Emperors 
Scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine Arts. (Li 2013, 
p. 52). 
Figure 3.4: Luping, Z.  (2016). Version-2, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Malcolm Bligh 
Turnbull. Ink on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
 
3.2 Traditional Chinese Icons and Renaissance Fracturing 
 
The key idea behind my painterly voice ideation is that it fractures Western-painting 
techniques through deep emphasis on Chinese icons and their Ba-Gua practitioners 
within traditional Chinese cultural roots. I am in contemplation of how the ancient 
practitioner of Ba-Gua, Yan Liben, applied it to the narrative art language in the 
depiction of emperor figures - also called Qian - in his Thirteen Emperors scroll 
painting. Ba Gua’s first character Qian fits with this societal position. My art similarly 
uses iconic traditional techniques to depict authoritarian symbols of humanity, 
against which I ‘collide’ ideas and impressions from the Australian Western context. 
This approach establishes my new way of the Qian ‘painterly voice’. 
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Figure 3.5: Luping, Z.  (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on 
canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
For example, the audience can view the effect of elements of the Renaissance 
fractured and applied in my painting Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: 
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Malcolm Bligh Turnbull38 (see Figure 3.5). The technique of painting the face of Mr 
Turnbull using oil painting techniques (see Figure 3.6) was drawn from techniques 
learnt in my training in China and gleaned from high Renaissance painters such as 
Leonardo Da Vinci, Titian and Raphael, and was also used in the way of the Post-
Impressionism era39 painters such as Henri Matisse, where personal expression 
within pure colour and the tension with “tradition formulated the basis of the 
painterly gesture” (Wright 2006). The wet-on-finished technique, mixing the wet 
paints on the canvas, reflects the Renaissance-era method of layering and glazing.  
 
  
Figure 3.6: Luping, Z. (2016). The Detail-1 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: Malcolm Bligh 
Turnbull.  
 
This technique is also called ‘thick’ paint. The thick paint technique was created due 
to the advent of painting real-life subject matter in the early twentieth century that 
extended painting outside the studio; this was because while real-life occurred both 
inside and outside the studio, at that time the artistic emphasis was to express the 
artist's passion through an “expression of an inner state of mind” (Lloyd 1985, p. 
225) in quick painterly gestures. Thus, the works needed to be finished quickly and 
did not allow for each layer of paint to dry before adding a new layer. I used this 
method to insert pure colour and to add a depth of painterly layers to my techniques 
(see Figures 3.7). This depth included the density of the mark next to the 
surrounding texture and impasto layers, which poke out from the surface of the 
painting.  
 
																																																								
38 Malcolm Bligh Turnbull was born early on 24 October 1954, is the 29th and current Prime Minister of Australia 
and the Leader of the Liberal Party. (Paddy 2015, p. 12). 
 
39 Post-Impressionism is a predominantly French art movement that developed roughly between 1886 and 1905, 
from the last Impressionist exhibition to the birth of Fauvism. The term Post-Impressionism was first used by the 
art critic Roger Fry in 1906. (Richard 1999, p. 21).  
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Figure 3.7 Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: Malcolm Bligh 
Turnbull. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
Figure 3.8: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: Malcolm Bligh 
Turnbull. Ink & colour on paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
 
3.3 The Influence of Music 
 
The other avenue of inspiration was musical notation and its sounds, for example, 
the image of part of the score of Bruce Crossman’s tune Where Are the Sounds of 
Joy? (see Figure 3.9). The shape of the music notation with its layers of Peking opera 
gongs with changing pitch and timbre layers is very much like a sectional view of 
thick paint—the music shows the layers in my mind, which is translated to painterly 
gesture in my emperor series (see Figures 3.8). Specifically, in Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
Fourteen Emperors Series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull, the thick impasto and solidity of 
colour emphasized by negative space is analogous to the music’s density and spaces. 
Crossman and I exchanged musical and painterly ideas while both works were in 
progress; his hand written and computer notated scores generated painterly 
gestures. Later on, a third dimension was added to impasto layers with a kinetic 
interpretation by filmmakers Iqbal Barkat and Vincent Tay, explored in Chapter Five: 
Painterly and Sonic Processes of Qian. 
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Figure 3.9: Peking Opera Gongs versus Colour Chords and Melodic Lines: The image of music notation 
from Bruce Crossman (2015), bars 43-44, Where Are the Sounds of Joy? 
 
My painting technique has been influenced by expressions of contemporary music 
that update my artistic sense. Bruce Crossman’s contemporary music, Gentleness-
Suddenness, a Chinese opera-influenced piece, has been worked into my process and 
his suggestions on intercultural art and music are developing my current research, 
opening new areas for an analysis of how to apply music that marks the soul to my 
painting. Bruce Crossman states:  
 
I see the spiritual essence in my own work as an expression of a Christian faith 
whereby composition becomes a deep-felt emotion and spiritual sensibility linking 
heaven and earth. In this sense, I feel a connection to Asian creativity, especially in 
its valuing of the intrinsic-spiritual dimension of sound and its capacity to engage 
emotionally, as well as moving across art forms aesthetically. (Crossman 2014) 
 
I listen to the recording of Crossman’s Gentleness-Suddenness whilst simultaneously 
marking the canvas, to translate an energy felt through a Chinese Ba-Gua martial 
arts movement. Gwen Bennet, former manager of ABC Classic FM, writes about 
Crossman’s intercultural approach with emotional attachment as “His discerning 
blend of East and West creates an intriguing, kaleidoscopic sonic world, one that 
carries a strong emotional impact” and its dual tensions “from gentle to passionate 
and everything between” (Bennett 2017, July 3). This duality of tensions I see as 
analogous to the yin and yang tensions within Ba-Gua, and also logically, my own 
painting gestures and structural organisation.  
 
3.4 Australian Immigration and Exposure to Contemporary Ideas—Contemporary 
British and Australian Art Influences; Music and Beyond 
 
As I mentioned earlier, my migration from China to Australia in 2002 led to an 
engagement with Australian society and its cultural ideas. I worked from the earliest 
roots of my learning within Chinese society—which included both traditional 
cultures of China and their focus on Renaissance techniques from Europe—and 
applied them utilising Australian power structures, its post-colonial roots in British 
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art and contemporary European models working in France. The initial point of 
departure within my current studies was through my friendship with my supervisor, 
the composer Bruce Crossman. 
 
My initial idea for the paintings of my supervisor Bruce Crossman in Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
Fourteen Emperors series: Bruce Crossman on Music (see Figures 3.12) were inspired 
by David Hockney’s etching Artist and Model. This artwok, (published by Petersburg 
Press, New York, 1974), was made in homage to Picasso40. In my painting, I proposed 
to express a similar respect for my supervisor. I drew sketches from my imagination, 
such as the different angles of Bruce’s face positioned within the setting of our first 
meeting. I portrayed myself as the artist's ‘model’ or disciple—that is, a cheeky self-
portrait with guzheng as the student learning through standing next to my 
supervisor-composer (see Figures 3.11 and 3.13). The void (white or negative space) 
expresses my sense of my failings, but also places me in the context of learning 
again, and over again. The roots of this portrait come from my training in China and 
its knowledge basis. In my new environment in Australia, I have combined  
traditional Chinese techniques and European Renaissance ideas with a more 
contemporary approach to painting.   
 
  
Figure 3.10: Sun, Wei. (9th century). Gaoyi Tu Juan. 
Vertical 45.2 cm, Horizontal 168.7 cm. Shanghai 
Museum of China. (Men 1994, p. 534). 
Figure 3.11: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-2, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce 
Crossman on music. Ink on paper.  
44 x 32 cm. 
 
Compositionally, Sun Wei, 41  an ancient Chinese artist, scholar and musician, 
influences my work. His work, Gaoyi Tu Juan 42 is a Chinese narrative painting on silk 																																																								
40 Pablo Ruiz y Picasso (25 October 1881 - 8 April 1973), was a Spanish painter, sculptor, printmaker, ceramicist, 
stage designer, poet and playwright (Pierre 2010, p. 12).  
 
41 Sun Wei was a painter in the reign of Emperor Xizong (874-888) of the Tang dynasty. (Men 1994, p. 534).  
 
42 "Gayi Tu Juan" is Sun Wei’s work. The painting depicts four hermits of the "Zhu Lin Qi Xian" with superb talent 
enjoying their life in bamboo forest. (Ellen 1974, p. 7). 
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and is an ancient extant example of a Chinese hand-scroll painting; it is celebrated as 
one of the most famous Chinese paintings in the world (see Figure 3.10).  
 
Sun Wei’s painting Gaoyi Tu Juan portrays (see Figure 3.10) the story of Bamboo 
Grove, concerning seven hermits with a superb talent for enjoying their life in a 
bamboo forest during the Weijin period (220~420 C.E). These hermits were: Shan 
Tao43, Ji Kang44, Xiang Xiao45, Yuan Xian46, Wang Rong47, Liao Ling48 and Ruan Ji49.  
 
  
Figure 3.12: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: Bruce 
Crossman on Music. Ink & colour on paper.  
44 x 32 cm. 
 
Figure 3.13 Luping, Z. (2015). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors series: Bruce Crossman 
on Music. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
Within the narrative of Bamboo Forest, Shan Tao is the oldest member of the group. 
He enjoyed drinking but never in a brash, disrespectful manner, instead he always 																																																								
43 Shan Tao (205–283) is one of the Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove—a group of Chinese Taoist scholars, 
writers, and musicians who lived in the 3rd century CE. (Ellen 1974, p. 10). 
 
44 Ji Kang (223–262) was a Chinese author, poet, Taoist philosopher, musician and alchemist (Hinsh 1990, p. 68). 
  
45 Xiangxiu, Huaihe County, China, one of the "Seven Bamboo Forests" in the Wei and Jin Dynasties. (Ellen 1974, 
p. 17). 
 
46 Yuan Xian, Chen Weiwei people, Wei, Jin, one of the seven Yin. (Lu 1995, p. 59). 
 
47 Wang Rong (234-305) Langya Linyi people, one of the "Seven Sages of bamboo" (Lu 1995, p. 26). 
  
48 Liu Ling (about 221-300) Pei people, one of "bamboo seven Yin". (Ellen 1974, p. 68). 
 
49 Ruan Ji (210-263) word Si, Chen Liwei people, the Three Kingdoms period of Wei's poet, one of "Seven Bamboo 
Grove". (Ellen 1974, p. 63). 
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maintained a noble gravitas. In the painting of Shan Tao his exposed chest and 
stomach indicate abundance at leisure, and his robes, material wealth. Shan Tao’s 
plump body rests on gorgeous flower mats, with his head slightly upturned, eyes 
staring straight forward to reveal a grand and passionate, yet, broad mind. Shan 
Tao's attendant holds a guzheng ready beside Shan Tao, ready for him to play. Sun 
Wei’s painting resonates with my personal, creative and artisanal understanding of 
my painting project, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors: Bruce Crossman on Music 
portraying the composer, Bruce Crossman (see Figure 2.3). Linking Sun Wei and my 
own work, the guzheng is the symbol of learning while later in my artistic 
development it becomes the sound of guzheng in the collaboration with my 
supervisor, “… and the music/art work titled Strange Invisible Perfume” (2017). For 
myself in particular, it moves towards ‘voice’ (see later discussion in Chapter Seven 
Qian Dialogues). However, at this earlier stage of development I use Sun Wei’s 
painting Gaoyi Tu Juan of Shan Tao’s position as the structure for the new icon of 
authority and individuality in Australia. Thus, I reconfigured Sun Wei’s painting to 
show the environment of my program of study at Western Sydney University, and, 
taking the lead from the original painting of Shan Tao’s painting to indicate my 
appreciation of guidance, in a similar way to that of Raphael50when he portrayed 
Michelangelo51 in his fresco of The School of Athens52 (see Figure 3.14). 
My previous training in China focused mainly on realism and related techniques with 
far less emphasis, if any at all, on ideation. To be frank, government policy didn’t 
encourage people to think freely and independently; everything must remain under 
government control. Thus the actions of Chinese people are valued and permitted 
only in terms of labor without invention. Free thought and/or a declared claim for 
freedom will, almost certainly, lead to prison. Chinese citizens are accustomed to or 
largely unaware of their lack of human rights, having little if any experience of 
independent or free thought, being used only as a tool for use by government, 
comparable with slavery. Shan Tao is highly respected in terms of Chinese history 
and literature. He is also a scholar and a model for liberty. At this stage I add Sun 																																																								
50 Raphael (1483–1520) was Italian the Italian Renaissance artist painter and architect. (Jones & Penny 2002, p. 
171). 
 
51 Michelangelo (1475 – 1564) was an Italian sculptor, painter, architect, poet, not because of the versatility of 
his genius, but because of the conviction that all the arts can be reduced to an ideal form (Giulio 1967, p.129).  
 
52 School of Athens is one of the most famous frescoes by the Italian Renaissance artist Raphael. It was painted 
between 1509 and 1510 as a part of Raphael's commission to decorate with frescoes the rooms, in the Apostolic 
Palace in the Vatican. The picture has long been "Raphael's masterpiece and the perfect embodiment of the 
classical spirit of the High Renaissance. (Jones and Penny 2002, p. 74). 	
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Wei’ s painting “Gaoyi Tu Juan” to extend the number of emperors (Yan Liben’s 
painting) from thirteen to fourteen.  
 
Figure 3.14: Raphael, U. (1509–1510). The school of Athens. Fresco, Apostolic Palace, Vatican City. 
(Jones and Penny 2002, p. 171). 
Initially, at WSU. I enrolled in a PhD. My original proposal was to work, within the 
constraints of writing and research, with my thinking based on my previous art 
practice, refining my method and conceptual development in pursuit of new 
knowledge as a way to generate ongoing practice in a more global, sometimes 
untested environment. However, I was strongly advised at the supervisory level and 
at the Confirmation of Candidature (CoC), to transfer from a PhD to a DCA. I had to 
give considerable thought to arguments for and against the rationale for such a 
move. To the best of my knowledge we had not had to date an equivalent of a 
‘practice based or led research’ as an academic program, so I had to lend some time 
and effort to find the best of available advice to make the change. I decided that my 
painterly project and mixed media approach as with Ba-Gua Qian Fourteen Emperors 
series: Bruce Crossman on Music (see Figure 3.12) suited very well the contemporary 
Western notions of practice based/led research, as a freedom rather than 
supervisory direction. It seemed to offer an applied as much as a theoretical way. In 
the quest for new direction and knowledge I could work directly with academic 
supervision, in a proactive way, across my two fundamental, creative disciplines of 
visual arts and music. I became more confident in my independent work, particularly 
with painting with musical references and methodology across my particular East-
West/traditional-contemporary cultural context, and in the advancement of my 
‘painterly voice’. To quote the CoC:   
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The consensus of the panel was that Mr Luping Zeng’s folio work (oil and ink 
paintings, drawings) were strong and at doctoral level...... The response of the 
panel was that there was a particularly strong visual component for the doctorate 
and that it dominated the writing. The approach was one of the strength in the 
visual (i.e. “powerful”) with the writing an articulation of this, as in the Doctor of 
Creative Arts style degree. There was a powerful dissemination of knowledge 
through the images themselves53.  
 
Figure 3.15: Hockney, David. (1974). Artist and model. Etching. 57 x 44 cm. (Marco 1974, p. 45). 
 																																																								
53 Panel: Associate Professor Judith Snodgrass (Chair; Director of HDR), Dr Bruce Crossman (principal supervisor), 
Dr David Cubby (co-supervisor), Dr David Wright (outside expert), Mr Enrico Scotece (outside expert) – WSU,  17 
April 2015 WSU. 
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The contemporary artistic context that inspired me was Australia’s links to British 
contemporary art: as a model for the expression of my new contextual relationships. 
David Hockney’s54 works have encouraged me to incorporate other cultural ways of 
sensing the world such as humour and, importantly, music: I see that as an evolved 
adjunct to my work and imagination (see Figures 3.15). For example, Hockney’s 
painting can be read with greater comprehension, when understanding that colour 
in his work often intentionally corresponds synaesthetically to music. In my Ba-Gua 
Qian Fourteen Emperors: Bruce Crossman on Music, this element of synaesthetic 
colour has become a factor (see Figure 3.16). So, for me, the application of the 
‘painterly voice’ to colour also includes narrative objects such as Chinese musical 
instruments, for example a guzheng,55 which is a kind of ancient zither. My ‘painterly 
voice’ is used liberally in my painting in accord with the rhythm of purity, colours and 
brushwork. However, my approach to the structure of painting is based essentially 
on the principle of Ba-Gua: Qian. The background colour was inspired by a piece of 
guzheng music I was listening to whilst producing this painting. 
 
  
Figure 3.16: Zeng. L. (2015). The detail-1 of 
Version-3, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors 
Series: Bruce Crossman on music. 
 
Figure 3.17: Zeng. L. (2016). The portrait of Bruce 
Crossman. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm.  
 
In my painting, I replaced Shan Tao’s face within the original Sun Wei painting, with 
that of Bruce. I also used my face in place of the face of Shan Tao’s assistant, 
exploring my new way in the context of contemporary painting (see Figure 3.17).   
 
My paintings are also influenced by Jenny Saville who uses European traditional 
figurative oil painting and an anatomical overlay of line. I apply the oil techniques 
from her gestural mark making  to construct form and line as an expressive energizer 
of the character. For example, Rembrandt’s oil techniques of impasto layering and 
																																																								
54  David Hockney (born 9 July 1937) is an English painter, draughtsman, printmaker, stage designer and 
photographer. An important contributor to the pop art movement of the 1960s, he is considered to be one of the 
most influential British artists of the 20th century. (Paul 1995, p. 41). 
 
55 Guzheng is a Chinese ancient musical instrument – a plucked zither (Yang 1991, p. 35). 
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Leonardo da Vinci’s56 energized line drawings that intercut appearances, are both 
effective within Saville’s painting of “The Mothers”. Within the European traditional 
art way, these elements are parallel to 3D  energy levels in Chinese line, and  2D (Yan 
Liben’s way). My painting style has been critically compared to that of Jenny Seville. 
My artworks are usually narrative with musical elements, for example, the rhythm, 
beat and tune influence the composition.  They are strongly pigmented and give a 
highly sensual impression of music coupled with the mass of the painting's body. I 
add calligraphic lines, using Chinese techniques57 and English text; the idea is to 
create a junction between Eastern and Western art (see Figure 3.18).  
 
In reviewing histories, (for example, from the Renaissance to Hockney) there comes 
a recognition that learners absolutely need skills that include critical thinking and the 
ability to create effectively. They need to update and challenge tradition through 
research and innovation. In my pedagogy throughout this study, I am confident that I 
have faced these challenges and adapted to them. 
  
Renaissance art reformed the traditional practice of its time by drawing on recent 
developments in the art of Northern Europe using contemporary scientific 
knowledge. It developed a mode of figurative artwork that was unprecedented: 
physical and three-dimensional, hence the fascination with the almost photographic, 
fleeting smile on the face of Mona Lisa. From the Enlightenment, Renaissance, 
Classicism and Impressionism to Contemporary Art, there was a shift not only in  
content but also in what was considered to be art. Western contemporary artwork 
has been influential on a global level, affecting multiple cultures in a scientifically 
advanced world. Contemporary practice involves an incredibly wide and vital 
mixture of materials, approaches and ideas about issues that challenge traditional 
boundaries while making sense in a globalising world. With cultural dialogue by 
artists, contemporary art also concerns larger social frameworks such as individual 
and ethnic identity, family, society and nationality. An example is easily found in 
Hockney's artworks. As art movements become defined and historically 
contextualised, "new" art ceases to be "contemporary" as such. The term 
"contemporary art" refers to art made and produced by artists living today58. The 
definition of what is new is naturally always changing. 
 
I came close to over-heating physically and mentally from my project, a hectic year in 
painting production with a very exhausting time of research. I charged into a period 
of self-reflection regarding the pupil/teacher relationship in contemporary 
pedagogy. In my experience as a student, the supervisorial meeting or personal 
guidance remains highly effective for increasing capabilities and skills. This 																																																								
56 Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci: April 15, 1452 – May 2, 1519, was an Italian Renaissance polymath: painter, 
sculptor, architect, musician, mathematician, engineer, inventor, anatomist, geologist, cartographer, botanist, 
and writer (Gardner 1980, p. 450-456).  
 
57 Chinese calligraphy techniques are sheer life experienced through energy in motion that is registered as traces 
on silk or paper, with time and rhythm in shifting space its main ingredients (Stanley-Baker 2010a).  
 
58 "About Contemporary Art (Education at the Getty)". Viewed: 30/03/2018,  
http://www.getty.edu/education/teachers/classroom_resources/curricula/contemporary_art/background1.html 
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relationship has been truly helpful for the acquisition of new knowledge and the 
progress of research.  
 
I started with the notion that anything I make in the future would be new. I took a 
lot of time to practice. I tried to do something and ended in silence, neither showing 
nor explaining anything about my project. I thought I should only do it, because at 
times I found myself deeply involved in self-criticism and self-evaluation.  
 
I charged into a period of breezy self-reflection. For example, when my spirit starts 
to soar, my personality has a charming heaven of void with a musical rhythm  like 
the Yin-yang form, or so it seems to me, so it is an extremely suitable place for the 
dream-imagination. I painted each day and contemplated what I wanted to achieve 
in my new ‘painterly voice’ during the few years of study under the guidance of my 
supervisor. 
 
I started with the idea that anything I was making would be new. I took a lot of time. 
I thought I should only do it, because I was quiet with myself-searching and 
practising, but I am speaking from a personal view.  
 
 
Figure 3.18: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce 
Crossman on music. 
 
Using the impasto techniques, typical of English painting as per Jenny Saville, the 
structured works of Francis Bacon59, and the fleshy canvases of Lucian Freud60 as 
																																																								
59 Francis Bacon (28 October 1909 – 28 April 1992) was an Irish-born figurative painter known for his bold, 
grotesque, emotionally charged and raw imagery (Harrison 2006, p. 7). 
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well as the thick paint of Ben Quilty,61 including his painting of, Margaret Olley62. 
Thus, my painting takes on a more objective, physical and solid appearance, like a 
whole field of expressionist portraits, heavy with paint. The passion of painterly 
layers in my painting is from Van Gogh’s63 painterly expressive honesty (19th century 
Holland). 
 
I have also created works based on an Australian politician Kevin Rudd64, wuich  
allow the Chinese techniques of ink painting to emerge alongside those of 
Rembrandt 65  and Jenny Saville’s oil techniques. These Chinese ideas become 
transformed and altered through my exposure to Western techniques and culture 
(see Figure 3.19). In Chinese traditional painting artists often paint imaginary scenes 
to the  glorification of the Emperor. However, while I draw on this notion of ‘nobility’, 
I am more interested in the everyday lives of people. In order to  create a sense of 
contemporary life in Australia with differing emotional aspects of the human being, I 
portray an Australian Contemporary Emperor, Kevin Rudd. (see Figure 19), (see 
Figure 3.55). 
 
This had a deep effect that I see as a cultural juncture or crossing of paths., Most of 
the elements since then have been about linking the Chinese traditional painting 
“Emperor Fei of Chen” (see Figure 3.25) to Kevin Rudd. Linking Yan Liben with 
contemporary Australian culture and Western oil painting (see Figure 3.26, makes 
my research unique. Compared to ancient Chinese models, this is a original use of 
Western oil techniques to portray in a satirical way, the expression of Kevin Rudd’s 
face. (see Figure 3.20). 
 
																																																																																																																																																														
60 Lucian Michael Freud, OM, CH (1922 – 20 July 2011) was a German-born British painter. Known chiefly for his 
thickly impasto portrait and figure paintings, he was widely considered the pre-eminent British artist of his time 
(Willian 2011, p. 16).  
 
61 Ben Quilty (born 1973 in Sydney) is an Australian artist. ( Low 2007, March 17). 
 
62 Margaret Hannah Olley (24 June 1923 – 26 July 2011) was an Australian painter. Her work concentrated on still 
life. (Meg 2005, p. 61). 
 
63 Vincent Willem van Gogh (30 March 1853 – 29 July 1890) was a post-Impressionist painter of Dutch origin 
whose work, notable for its rough beauty, emotional honesty, and bold colour, had a far-reaching influence on 
20th-century art. (Tralbaut 1981, p. 286-87). 
 
64 Kevin Rudd (born 21 September 1957) is a former Australian politician who was twice Prime Minister of 
Australia, from 2007 to 2010 and again in 2013. On 3 December 2007, Rudd was sworn in as the 26th Prime 
Minister of Australia by Governor-General Michael Jeffery. (Weller 2014, p. 3). 
 
65 Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn (15 July 1606 – 4 October 1669) was a Dutch painter and etcher. His 
contributions to art came in a period of great wealth. He was extremely prolific, innovative and notably the 
extent of his cultural achievement can be measured by the fact that historians call Rembrandt's art – the Dutch 
Golden Age. (Gombrich 2001, p. 420). 
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Figure 3.19: Luping, Z. (2016). The 
detail-1 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen 
emperors’ series: Kevin Rudd. 
Figure 3.20: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Kevin Rudd. 
Customarily the Chinese emperor held supreme power, absolute authority. The 
emperor sat on the golden dragon throne, wearing a hat with a screen covering his 
face. It was the highest of honors to obtain a personal audience with the Emperor 
(see Figure 4.1). The title of Emperor predates the Zhou Dynasty. The Chinese people 
accepted him as the governor of all under the sky (the whole of the earth). Thus the 
sacred title of the Chinese emperor came to be ‘the son of heaven’. This custom, 
even within the current Chinese government, is still operational today, even though 
leaders such as Huang Di, are called Chairman  or President, etc. The legal power of 
the emperor as the highest political authority is expressed through his control of the 
nation, the people’s army, and the media.  
In my ‘fourteen emperors’ paintings, I used the ancient  Chinese emperors from Yan 
Liben’s painting Thirteen emperors scroll and switched emperors’ faces with the face 
of Australian Prime Ministers. I gave them humorous expressions to make the story 
contemporary and new as an art-form. In comparison,  Australian democracy and 
China’s single party government are clearly different systems. In Australia,  
… the politics of Australia takes place within the framework of a federal 
parliamentary constitutional monarchy. Australians elect parliamentarians to the 
federal Parliament of Australia, a bicameral body, which incorporates elements of 
the fused executive inherited from the Westminster system, and a strong 
federalist senate, adopted from the United States Congress. Australia largely 
operates as a two-party system in which voting is compulsory66.   
 
																																																								
66  "Is voting compulsory?". Voting within Australia – Frequently Asked Questions. Australian Electoral 
Commission. 2015. Retrieved 1 September 2015. 
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Figure 3.21: Luping, Z.  (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas.  
195 x 245 cm.  
Kevin Rudd has twice been Minister for Foreign Affairs (2007 and 2010). In his time, 
he dealt with a number of other policies in education, health, industrial relations, 
international matters and climate change. In 2014, when he as a senior fellow in 
John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, Rudd’s significant 
research achievement was on the future of China-United States relations. In my 
painting of Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Kevin Rudd, as one humorous 
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comment on Rudd’s political career and individual character, I portrayed him in a 
seated position, showing an array of emotions: happy, tired and authoritative. There 
were two officials (Julia Gillard as ‘ambition’ and Stephen Smith as ‘optimism’) 
standing behind him as his team members (see Figure 3.21).  
 
  
Figure 3.22: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Kevin Rudd. Ink 
& Colour on Paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
Figure 3.23: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Kevin Rudd. Oil 
on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
One is in a more dictatorial position and the other democratic, yet both lead to war. 
Application by both systems by both sets of governments and leaders are similar, 
with the same intent and outcome in the conviction that war is to the benefit of 
their respective countries.  
 
Concepts were used from Yan Liben's ‘thirteen emperors,’ created by his view of 
autocratic, powerless, weak emperors and monarchs. In my 'fourteen emperors' you 
can see each emperor is comprised of a group of independent officials. The 
composition of figures was made on the basis of two postures. The first is the 
Emperor standing with officials on the side and the second is the seated posture, 
whereby officials scatter left and right. Similar to medieval European painting 
perspective where the ‘important’ figures are larger than lesser mortals. ‘Emperors’ 
are high-lighted and maintain the bearing of an Emperor, whereas officials are 
relatively small and improperly scaled relative to the Emperor's height.  The 
unspoken question in each of the artworks in the series ‘Fourteen Emperors’ is 
satirical and asks who is the actual son of heaven and has absolute power from the 
earth to the sky? Is it the Chinese Emperor or is it the Australian Emperor? (see 
Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 3.24: Luping, Z. (2016). Portrait of Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
 
My oil representation, following Rembrandt and Saville, is the method I have chosen 
to find a way to reinvent figure painting, to regain its position in the context of the 
junction between Eastern and Western art. In the painting of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen 
Emperors Series: Kevin Rudd, the form of the painting is appropriated from Yan 
Liben’s painting Emperor Fei of Chen67(see Figure 3.25). 
When I switched the face of Emperor Fei of Chen to replace the face of Kevin Rudd 
for the first element ‘Qian’ of Ba-Gua, I found what this painting had been looking 
for (see Figure 3.23). Yin-Yang is Chinese major philosophy and 5000 years old, but 
here – Australia is a much younger society, inspired with  advancing elements of 
modern representation and meaning, which I bring to this painting (see Figure 3.24). 
This had profound effect on most of the elements of my painterly voice since I 
worked on the Australian 26th Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, linked to the Chinese 
traditional painting “Emperor Fei of Chen”. Linking Yan Liben with contemporary 
Australian culture and western oil technical influences, appears to me as a unique 
research event. A new way of artistic expression with humorous elements 
(compared to ancient Chinese models) using Western oil techniques to portray the 
expressions on Kevin Rudd’s face see Figure 3.28). 
 
																																																								
67 Emperor Fei of Chen (554? – 570) was an emperor of the Chinese Chen Dynasty. (Li 2013, p. 49) 
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Figure 3.25: Yan, Liben. (7th 
century). Emperor Fei of Chen. A 
part of thirteen emperors scroll. 
Boston, Museum of the Fine Arts (Li 
2013, p. 49). 
Figure 3.26: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors Series: Kevin Rudd. Ink on paper. 
22 x 30 cm. 
To give context to what I describe as unique, my background seems similar to Danny 
Yung68, a versatile artist who works creatively in diverse ways. I first knew of him 
when working with Bruce Crossman's project. Yung worked with the Hong Kong 
international experimental theatre company, Zuni. Under Yung's lead, performers 
became active with video, sound experimentation and installation art, working in 
arts education, arts criticism, cultural policy research and international cultural 
exchange (Zuni Icosahedron official website ). This is similar to my study on a smaller 
scale than Zuni. My research is driven by my skills with painting and has visual art 
cogency that is endemically different from Young’s theatrically driven cogency, 
particularly regarding his engagement with Chinese opera.  
 
 
																																																								
68 Since the late 1970s, Danny Yung has established a reputation as one of Hong Kong's most influential and 
pioneering artists. He has engaged in multiple art forms over the years, including experimental film, cartoons, 
conceptual art, installation, video and performing arts. In 1982, he became one of the founding members of the 
avant-garde arts group Zuni Icosahedron and has served as artistic director since 1985. Zuni Icosahedron 
produces alternative theatre and multimedia productions as well as experimental projects using video, sound 
and art installations. Over the years, the company has been invited to more than 60 cities worldwide for 
exchange performances, and it is active in arts education and arts policy research. In 2009, Zuni’s artistic director 
Danny Yung was awarded the Merit Cross of the Order of Merit by the German Federal Government, in 
recognition of his contribution to arts and cultural exchange between Germany and Hong Kong (ADC 
congratulates Danny Yung on receiving the Germany's Merit Cross of the Order of Merit on Ribbon, 13 Feb 2009) 
Yung himself is well-known for his comic figure Tian Tian, a boy pointing up to the sky, and he is a passionate 
advocate of experimental arts and new art forms. He currently serves as chair of the Hong Kong Institute for 
Contemporary Culture. Born in China and raised in Hong Kong, Yung earned a bachelor's degree in architecture 
from the University of California at Berkeley and a master's in urban design at Columbia. Viewed 19/04/2018. 
https://www.pcah.us/people/danny_yung  
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Figure 3.27: Saville, Jenny. (2009-2010). 
Reproduction drawing II (after the Leonardo 
cartoon). Charcoal on paper. 265.4 × 176.5 × 7.6 
cm (Chery 2012, pp. 74-75). 
Figure 3.28: Luping, Z. (2014). Portrait of Kevin 
Rudd. Oil on canvas. 60 x 75 cm. 
 
My interpretative line in Saville’s art work (see Figure 3.27) is that it has the 
appearance of Chinese calligraphy, specifically cursive script (see Figure 3.30). Such 
‘sensations’ were applied worldwide by the earliest wave of Chinese contemporary 
artists, as in Lui Shou Kwan’s ink Paintings.  The ink and form of his painting create 
an appearance of a new ink tradition. This brilliant vision is there throughout his art 
work, a spirit of unlimited ink and form. This shows how Ba-Gua’s elements were 
inspired through his new technique to become a leading style, Chinese ink painting 
in Hong Kong (see Figure 3.29). Liu’s works present an energy of inner spirituality 
linked in and by calligraphic line. His method is similar to that of Jenny Saville. Now 
Lui’s fresh method brings inspiration to my painting, especially after visiting Hong 
Kong with Bruce Crossman’s music team.   
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Figure 3.29 Lui Shou-kwan. (1995). The cover of book of Lui Shou-kwan (1919-1975) and his School.  
 
3.5 Australian Fusions: Chinese-Australian Artists 
I intend to research Chinese-Australian Lindy Lee’s exploration of Yin-Yang, heavenly 
Goddess, and her bold gestures linked by Ba-Gua’s element - Zen69 Buddhism in 
Australia. Lindy Lee's practice seeks her Chinese origins through the theories of 
Taoism 70  and Buddhism 71 . She also tries to find an awareness of the close 
relationship of humanity  to inwardness and the cosmos. Lee’s artwork is inspired by 
an exploration of Ba-Gua’s Zen Buddhism, as well as the European view of 
Postmodernism72. Basing Lee’s work around the concept of Buddhism - awareness of 																																																								
69 Zen is a form of Buddhism that strictly emphasises 'sitting meditation' for the realisation of Buddhist truths, 
particularly for realising the truth of no self, emptiness, and the uncreated Mind (Harvey 1995, p. 11). 
 
70 Taoism is an ancient tradition of philosophy and religious belief that is deeply rooted in Chinese customs and 
worldview. Taoist ideas have become popular throughout the world through Tai Chi Chuan, Qigong, and various 
martial arts (Yampolski 2003a, p. 18). 
 
71 Buddhism is a nontheistic religion that encompasses a variety of traditions, beliefs and practices largely based 
on teachings attributed to Siddhartha Gautama, who is commonly known as the Buddha, meaning "the 
awakened one" (Yampolski 2003a, p. 45). 
 
72 Postmodernism is a late-20th-century movement in the arts, architecture, and criticism that was a departure 
from modernism (Bochner 2008, p. 70). 
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nature, comprehensive and societal - her works portray a consciousness of man's 
inseparable relationship to nature and the space, each made mysterious and brilliant 
by the transformative action of her painting (see Figure 3.29). Lee’s artworks engage 
with the notion of identity within the Chinese roots through the philosophies of Ba-
Gua, Qian-heaven. As David Lop has argued for Lee’s artwork in Zen of Qian: 
Everywhere there are only traces and those traces are traces of traces…there is 
nothing that needs to be attained or could be lost. (Loy, p. 237) 
 
 
Figure 3.30: Lee, Lindy. (2001), First principle. Acrylic. Oil, wax and ink on board. 166 x 147.5 cm 
(Helmrich 2014, p. 110). 
 
 
Figure 3.31: Huai, Su.73 (c. 737-799). Autobiography. A small fragment of 755 cm long scroll. Tang 
dynasty. (Wang 2002, p. 47). 
 
Incorporating the aesthetic of traditional Chinese ink wash74 and spray, Lee’s art 																																																								
73 Huai Su (c. 737–799) was a Buddhist monk and calligrapher of the Tang Dynasty, famous for his cursive 
calligraphy. (Wang 2002, p. 6). 
 
74 Traditional Chinese ink wash known as literati is an East Asian type of brush painting that uses black ink in 
various concentrations —the same as used in East Asian calligraphy,. (Wang 2002, p. 36).  
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style wavers between an emphasis on form to the enduring cursive script75 of 
calligraphy76 (see Figure 3.31). Soft and flexible, Lee’s extended Chinese culture 
delivers individuality to her character through the set of physical characteristics. 
Many structures, insignificant ink traces, long projections, and restated alterations in 
her appropriated artwork, present indications of the images of close features and 
soft sensations. These explorative abstractions offer compounded inner elements to 
Lee’s work, intensifying the pressure of planned mystery, and originating in an 
analyses of the human spirit77 (see Figure 3.32). 
 
 
Figure 3.32: Lee, Lindy. (2006), Fire and water. Based on original photograph by Rob Scott-Mitchell 
acrylic and wax on boards, archival inks on pure cotton photorag. 17 panels, 162cm x 150cm. 
(Helmrich 2014, p. 16). 
 
Through her fanciful circle of duplicated appeals, Lee issues views of uniqueness, 
transformation and awareness. In Buddhism, Lee’s two notions stare out from the 
canvas with loud disinterest, rinsing the viewer with a bizarre ink spray worthy of 
their own unusual being. The Australian-Chinese thought of togetherness is in stark 
contrast to the Australian value of individuality. In Lee’s work, an Australian 																																																								
75 Cursive script matured during the Chinese Han dynasty, it was already very well developed by the end of the 
Han dynasty 220 CE (Lu 1943, p. 47).  
 
76 Chinese calligraphy is a form widely practised in China and revered in the Chinese cultural sphere, which often 
includes Japan, Taiwan, Korea and Vietnam. (Zhu 1961, p. 56).  
77 The human spirit is the psychic or spiritual, part of humanity, which is  idea, mind, art, and understanding.  
Being  human includes understanding, feelings, worries, desires, and inspiration (Daniel 1996, p. 23).  
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background and Chinese root are represented with troubling resemblance, her  
expression gives her work a futuristic view of authority that can be read as both 
spiritual and illuminating. Coming from elsewhere, the philosophies of the migrant 
explain differences between the original culture and the new, deepening the 
combined expression. 
 
Chiu urged: 
 
The development of a more active, expressive painting style relates to Lee’s 
practice of Zen. Bold brushstrokes, and drips and splashes in black paint and wax 
reflect movement and flux. (Chiu 2001, p. 20) 
 
 
Figure 3.33:  Luping, Z. (2014). Analysing sketching of from for Lee’s work of Fire and Water. Pen & ink 
on paper. 21 x 15 cm.  
Lee’s figures, with their same-same appearance and expression, suggest a Yin-Yang 
within people’s psychology (see Figure 3.32). In her Lily-Amah: a yang girl typical 
image of a face, is reproduced to different effect in different  shades, from the 
Chinese way of making the art through the structure of Yin-Yang. This can be seen 
for example, in Lily-Amah. The picture was used to signify the Yang (void) at Yin 
areas, and the void was used to signify the Yin contained within Yang areas. 
Theoretical doctrines and individual consciences are expressed using these elements 
to show the Chinese beauty between public facing (Yin) and private void (Yang),. 
Derived from Yin-Yang’s form, she also appropriated structures from European 
sources, such as Piet Mondrian’s78 Square Composition in Red (see Figure 3.33). Lee’s 
artwork holds both mystery and beauty, capturing the optimism of a bygone era, 
recycling its  universal principle. The girl, a nostalgic symbol of virginity, was between 
the romantic wish of the ideal and its unreachable reality. 
 
																																																								
78 Piet Mondrian  (March 7, 1872 – February 1, 1944) was a Dutch painter. He painted a grid of vertical and 
horizontal black lines and the three primary colours (Peter 1976, p. 53).  
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Figure 3.34: Mondrian, Piet,. (1942–1943). Broadway boogie-woogie. Oil paint on canvas. 127 x 127 
cm. Museum of Modern Art. (Lloyd 1985, p. 295). 
 
With these appearances masked in graduated shadows, reduced to be slightly out of 
focus, Lee heightens the sense of inconsequential identity. Only the Chinese visual 
vagueness aspect was fully visualised; void and containment, the perfect identikit 
transplants new visual dialogues within the succession of dualities over differing 
cultures. 
 
Often restricted to a black and red palette, Lee’s work re-interprets the language of 
photography in her composition. Produced from the generic quality of formal photo 
studio poses and red scale hues. Lee’s figures are unnamed and ageless:  an 
individual girl’s face reproduced and represented within the smiling confines of 
formula. In Lee’s work, such as Mona Lisa’s smile (Leonardo79, 1452 –1519) (see 
Figure 3.35), the inspiration interrupts her images to create unusual separations – a 
new way for art, reminiscent of Chinese marks, Chinese old theological, social 
communication, and an added sense of the art’s ‘self-adoption’ or spirit of 
appropriation (see Figure 3.36). 
 																																																								
79 Leonardo di ser Piero da Vinci (15 April 1452 – 2 May 1519) was an Italian Renaissance polymath: painter, 
sculptor, architect, musician, mathematician, engineer, inventor, anatomist, geologist, cartographer, botanist, 
and writer (Gardner 1970, p. 450-456).		
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Figure 3.35: Leonardo da Vinci (1503–1517). 
Mona Lisa. 77 cm x 53 cm. The Renaissance80. The 
Louvre (since 1797). (Lloyd 1985, p. 109). 
 
Figure 3.36: Luping, Z. (2010). Mona Lisa’s lover 
is me. Oil on canvas, 91 x 113 cm. 
 
In Lee’s artworks, the influences of Zen’s philosophy of working life are reviewed. 
Her artwork summarizes Qian’s understanding, in the the forthrightness and clarity 
of her marks, by giving her time so freely to her artwork and by researching her 
practice to express her different cultural experiences as a Chinese-Australian.  
 
I address Chinese-Australian biographical information in a manner sufficient to offer 
an engagement with Lee’s dual-culture artwork. My approach emphasises the 
effectiveness of the Qian’s spirit as a model for how multiple cultures can relate to 
intercultural research. My research focuses on Qian’s practice. Lee’s practice 
provides me with an environment of contemporary ideas from which to appreciate 
the artistic migrant’s art experiences — a rich source for creativity. 
 
The expression of her artwork follows Lindy Lee's scholarly approach. She used the 
color and constitution of Buddhism to embue her work with a physical presence. Lee 
shows a bright and clean completeness in her artwork, to achieve the interpretation 
of Buddhistic sensation and the appearance the void of Zen. Many of Lee's works 
adopt a traditional style of narrative, likely influenced by Chinese ancient culture. In 
her Zen concept paintings, Lee placed a few thoughtful burnt hollow dots marking  
the paper: sometimes gathering these black ink marks along with minor forms in 
yellow and blue. Lee’s artworks lead the Zen power of an artist’s close psyche, 																																																								
80 The Renaissance was a movement that spanned the period roughly from the 14th to the 17th century, 
beginning in Italy in the Late Middle Ages and later spreading to the rest of Europe. (Jestaz 1994, p. 19). 
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linking it to her expression of Zen (see Figure 3.30). 
 
For me, the episode on my painting series ‘Ba-Gua Qian Fourteen Emperors’ has a 
clear association with my own immigration issues. Lee’s life story and point of view 
differs from mine in that she is an Australian born Chinese artist. As such, I indicate 
that her Chinese roots were in Brisbane and although her perspective is similar  
there are differences between our practices and ways of understanding Chinese 
traditional culture. However, Lee’s ideas are a precious resource for my research in 
that they contribute to a study-line from the experiences of a person with a similar 
culture and living in similar surroundings. And it will be useful supplementary 
information for my current research on visual composition.  
 
3.6 Contemporary Chinese Influences: Chinese Artists in China 
I propose to explore my experiences of immigration to Australia within the visual 
domain of Ba-Gua energies. Some examples of Chinese influences in my work 
include: contemporary painters such as Zhang Xiaogang81, Yue Minjun82 and Zhang 
Huan83. As I review the works of these Chinese contemporary artists and their 
influence, it seems to me that we need to be sufficiently courageous to challenge 
traditional art, to find a new way for our practices. Diverse exploration can provide 
numerous unusual, novel and interesting methods, but it’s important to not lose a 
clear notion of renewal within contemporary society, which can happen if we 
stubbornly follow traditional ways.  
 
As a key meaning for his paintings in the Bloodline series, Zhang's painting refers to 
his finding of photos of his mother as a young, pretty woman (see Figure 3.36). 
Zhang Xiaogang is a foremost, an artist of the Chinese Avant-garde 84 . The 
development of his artwork is antithetical to that of contemporary art in China. From 
Zhang’s paintings, viewers can learn about the Cultural Revolution, the opening of 
China to the West in the 1980s, the post-Tiananmen Square era and China’s financial 
success in the twenty-first century. Zhang has explored these themes extensively as 
a practising artist for more than three decades. He has experienced first-hand many 
of the contemporary changes in China, from which his artworks draw.  
 
																																																								
81 Zhang Xiaogang born in 1958 is a contemporary Chinese symbolist and surrealist painter (Yang 2009, p. 10). 
 
82 Yue Minjun born 1962 is a contemporary Chinese "Cynical Realist" artist (Yue 2006, p. 24).  
 
83 Zhang Huan born 1965 is a Chinese contemporary artist based in Shanghai and New York. (Wu, p. 14). 
 
84 Chinese Avant-garde was the first and only time avantgarde artists appeared as a large group at the National 
Art Museum of China, the country’s most important arts venue. Everybody knew that we were making history. 
(Francesca 1999, p. 11).  
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Figure 3.37: Zhang, X. (1995). A big family, Oil on canvas. 179 x 229 cm. (Yang 2007, p. 15). 
 
Zhang’s paintings in the Bloodline series are predominantly black and white with 
one-color. Yin-Yang colour is indicative of the difficult time for families from the 
1950s and 1960s, portrayed here with conventional representations of the Chinese 
family with the Qian position of father and eyes with large, dark-pupils, as Zhang 
recalls:  
 
There’s a complex relationship between the state and the people that I could 
express by using the Cultural Revolution. China is like a family, a big family. 
Everyone should rely on each other and to confront each other. This was the issue 
I wanted to give attention to and, gradually, it became less and less linked to the 
Cultural Revolution and more to people’s states of mind. (Zhang Xiaogang, p.74) 
 
Zhang's practice explores family issues as a kind of Chinese conversation. He 
certainly explores these concerns through a prism of Ba-Gua, Qian (see Figure 3.38).  
Zhang Xiaogang’s work is dualistic as explained in critical work on this artist. The way 
of Zhang  
… was inspired by family photos from the Cultural Revolution period, as well as 
the European tradition of surrealism, Zhang Xiaogang’s paintings engage with the 
notion of identity within the Chinese culture of collectivism. Basing his work 
around the concept of ‘family’ –immediate, extended, and societal – Xiaogang’s 
portraits depict an endless genealogy of imagined forebears and progenitors, each 
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unnervingly similar and distinguished by minute differences. Through his 
expansive clan of replica characters, Xiaogang questions notions of otherness, 
difference, and perception. In Bloodline, Xiaogang’s two sitters stare out from the 
canvas with piercing neutrality, confronting the viewer with an alien gaze worthy 
of their own unnatural presence; the Asian conception of oneness a stark contrast 
to the western value of individuality. In this portrait, a father and daughter are 
represented with perturbing similarity, their expressionless androgyny giving them 
a futuristic air of superiority that can be read as either spiritual enlightenment or 
malice. 85 
 
Figure 3.38: Zhang, X. (1995). Bloodline big family No.5. Oil on canvas. 150 x 191 cm.  
(Yang 2007, p. 17). 
 
Colour is used in isolation in the context of traditional Chinese techniques:  
… incorporating the aesthetic of traditional Chinese charcoal drawing, Xiaogang’s 
style wavers between the exaggeration of animation and stoic flatness. Muted and 
compliant, Xiaogang’s extended family convey individual identity through their 
unalterable physical features: too big heads, tiny hands, long noses, and subtle 																																																								
85 Zhang Xiaogang - Artist's Profile - The Saatchi Gallery. Viewed 19/04/2018.  
http://www.saatchigallery.com/artists/zhang_xiaogang.htm 
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alterations in hairstyle give clues to intimate characteristics and stifled emotions. 
These dream-like distortions give a complex psychological dimension to 
Xiaogang’s work, heightening the tension of regulated claustrophobia, and 
initiating suggestive narrative readings. Often painted in black and white, 
Xiaogang’s portraits translate the language of photography into paint. Drawing 
from the generic quality of formal photo studio poses and greyscale palette, 
Xiaogang’s figures are nameless and timeless: a series of individual histories 
represented within the strict confines of formula. The occasional splotches of 
colour which interrupt his images create aberrant demarcations, reminiscent of 
birth marks, aged film, social stigma, or a lingering sense of the sitter’s self-
assertion.86 
Linking the use of colour isolation lends focus to my ‘fourteen emperor’ series, 
making a sharp illustration of authoritativeness resting between official power and 
personal behavior. I applied colour only to the emperors' faces. My paintings 
travelled through narrative, describing the power of times past, now and into the 
future. Fourteen emperors showed commonality between the politicians' ambition, 
in the shape of different social customs. The paintings distorted uniform visual effect 
to make abnormal figures, giving the faces emotions that deliver satire to make 
them strangely interesting and humanizing.  
With faces masked in the expressiveness of impasto colour, rhythmic and even 
melodic brushwork, humour comes to the fore. Only the faces are fully-lit, in pure 
and consummate character. 
Chinese people truly value Ba-Gua philosophy. I believe that Qian is the father of 
culture87 and commands respect. It is this value that is an integral part of Zhang’s 
painting. Valuing the intrinsic richness of Qian-father is essential in considering the 
essence of these Chinese beliefs. These cultural influences become a guiding 
principle for many individuals, including Yue Minjun and Zhang Huan. 
 
Yue Minjun's painting implied the world-weary artistic campaign, which arose after 
the 1989 student parades in Tiananmen. Yue was a one of the leading characters of 
post-Tiananmen Chinese generation of artists (see Figure 3.39). In his work, he 
creates false fronts of scathing big smiles to mask an artwork showing pain and 
anguish. His sensation of laughing out loud is everywhere, and it runs through  every 																																																								
86 Zhang Xiaogang - Artist's Profile - The Saatchi Gallery. Viewed 19/04/2018.   
http://www.saatchigallery.com/artists/zhang_xiaogang.htm 
 
87 The father of Chinses culture is the father who disciplines children and helps with homework. The father is also 
responsible for housing and educating his children up until the time of their marriage (Communist Youth League 
2009, p. 3).  
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artwork to create a humorous visual feeling and to demonstrate his deep lack of 
satisfaction of living standards under the dictatorship. The political affairs are a part 
of his daily life and he presents them as the theme of his artwork. Therefore, Yue’s 
works were called "whole concept of creation". 
 
From my point of view, Yue's political humour emanates from his perception and 
imagination. The showing of the common experience of suffering by the citizens of 
China leads to the audience’s sympathetic response. Yue laughs at it all with 
Buddha's smile as an inspiration. 
 
Even though the works of Lindy Lee and Yue Minjun are related to Buddhism, their 
perspectives are different. The apparent sadness of Yue as an activist artist in a 
dictatorial country, is expressed in his  ironic and jocular style, reflectng his living 
situation and his life experience learned from Buddhism and presented on canvas. 
 
But Lee's artworks are illusory and mysterious. While her work generally has a void 
and a vivid, shaking, calligraphic line, Lee often closely refers to her compositional 
notation of Buddhism. She carefully creates many of her most composite pictures 
from a wide range of feelings, drawing on them to create Zen's void. Different from 
her fellow Buddhist philosophy, Lee's works are only meant to look as if she did the 
work from a heritage of Buddhism. Her inspiration and from her perspective, she 
explores the Chinese old culture to show something of a new understanding for 
those born and living in Australia.  Buddhism is built into Yue Minjun’s art works, 
which speak of  and deal with life’s issues (living in China). However, both Lindy Lee 
and Yue Minjun make artworks drawing from Chinese traditional culture, set with 
contemporary interpretations.   Buddhism's brush has touched their canvases. 
 
Yue has also altered his emphasis from the focus on technical features to the "whole 
concept of creation". He marked it as a sign of ‘Cynical Realism’. His methods portray 
an active, life position with cynicism and mockery. He is using self-opinion, that is, 
his opinion as an ndividual, to understand Qian - the approach is both political and 
humorous. Art critics have often linked Yue with the Cynical Realism art movement 
in contemporary Chinese art.  
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Figure 3.39: Yue, M. (2002). Revolutionist. Acrylic on canvas. 57.2 x 74.9 cm. (Yue 2006, p. 54). 
 
By using his Chinese heritage to represent his work, Yue communicates an ironic yet 
ethical message. His works emphasise the socio-political aspect of global concerns 
within a humour comprised of figurative shapes. There are different points of view 
about what is observed in paintings and Yue’s thought.  He has argued that: 
 
My work is to do with the fundamental agony of being human and the sense of 
confusion that comes with living in our society. (Enid Tsui. 2012, pp. 18-19)  
 
In this article, Tsui highlights how Yue worked his way through the last century of art  
and culture, in which his philosophy was freed for him to pursue Western cultural 
influence in the 1990s. The article highlights how the traditional philosophy of 
Chinese art required  ‘Cynical Realism’ in an artistic approach to painting, reflecting 
on styles that mock each period. It also explores how Yue endeavoured to realize the 
main philosophy of his art methods and how the art work was delivered in a 
liberating form - weird in manner, and fantastic in humour.  
 
My research focuses on an assessment of the individual approach of a range of Yue’s 
artworks, from his development of the essentials , the cultural structures he made to 
link his new art universe of meditation, which he has maintained to the present. 
 
The article is relevant to my research topic Qian - the ‘painterly voice’.  Tsui (2012) 
suggests that there are numerous reasons for different communal conventions and 
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different cultural interpretations. According to Tsui, Yue employed Cynical Realism 
with Ba-Gua’s elements. The main drawback of the article is that according to Tsui’s 
assessment the illustrations look like contemporary Chinese painting. Therefore, Tsui 
(2012) indicated that Yue’s work depicted trans-cultural similarities of satire, all in 
the steady pursuit of happiness and liberty. This article provided useful resources 
regarding migration related to contemporary Chinese artists, which influenced and 
informed my own creations.  For example, I will use Cynical Realism for my research 
series, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Empero,s. I will search my way as I apply the elements 
of musical rhythm with my emotional action of painting colour, along with the 
moment of the brush. This process is inspired by Crossman’s (see Figure 3.40) 
melody “Gentleness-Suddenness”.   
 
 
Figure 3.40: Luping, Z. (2014). Portrait of Bruce Crossman. Ink on paper. 34 x 40 cm. 
 
For my own research project, I wish to pursue the Zhang Xiao gang’s perspective 
depicted in the Bloodline series, as mainly monochrome, to create a humorous 
narrative based on the bloodline of contemporary Australian emperors’ and/or 
human stories, as a deeply Chinese way. This has been epitomised in many red 
revolutionary songs of the cultural revolution in Mao Zedong time. I use  Ba-Gua 
Qian to apply my ‘painterly voice’ in a mocking (crazy) way, which also subtly pays 
scholarly homage in the form of Chinese emperor structures. The technique I have 
developed aims to structure a new philosophy guiding my composition, using 
Chinese structure, Modernist painting techniques infused with emotive music, 
melody and rhythm, which aligns with my Chinese-Australian cultural experiences. 
 
In 2002, my artistic sensibilities resurfaced and allowed me to rise above the 
confused period of time I encountered on migrating to Australia. I found myself in a 
new wave movement that saw a greater philosophical, artistic and intellectual 
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explosion in Australian culture. Studying within the environment of an Australian 
university made liberty seem like a bird singing, and it gave me unprecedented 
perspectives on my own Chinese cultural identity. I discovered an unbound, 
newfound desire to explore and revitalize my own creative past driving my current 
research by means of my new painting or ‘painterly voice’. Whilst researching, 
sketching, thinking around the Bloodline or humanist paintings, with emphatic 
consideration of the intense red revolution songs with their fanatical emotion and 
action, I noted that Chinese traditional painting of Thirteen Emperors Scroll is a 
straightforward visual language. I am seeking to create an effect of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
Fourteen Emperors to re-embellish existing 'bloodline' histories, imbued with the 
passion of red music to create new life and provide insight into contemporary 
Australian Emperors. Ostensibly, the faces constituting these portraits appear as a 
target for political humour, underpinned by a great emotional commotion (disturbed 
melody and broken rhythm). Within this image of personal and political conflict, the 
propagation of obscure and equivocal destinies is transported crazily yet 
determinedly, from Chinese past emperors (guzheng) to contemporary Australian 
emperors (piano). 
 
    
Figure 3.41: Luping, Z. 
(2010). Scene 1: 
Revolution. Oil on 
canvas. 75 x 61 cm.  
 
Figure 3.42: Luping, Z. 
(2010). Scene 2: 
Received visa. Oil on 
canvas. 75 x 61 cm.  
 
Figure 3.43: Luping, Z. 
(2010). Scene 3: See 
wold. Oil on canvas. 
75 x 61 cm.  
 
Figure 3.44: Luping, Z. 
(2010). Scene 4: Miami 
beach. Oil on canvas. 
75 x 61 cm.  
 
    
Figure 3.45: Luping, Z. 
(2010). Scene 5: 
Holiday. Oil on canvas. 
75 x 61 cm.  
Figure 5.46: Luping, Z. 
(2010). Scene 6: 
Brisbane city. Oil on 
canvas. 75 x 61 cm.  
 
Figure 3.47: Luping, Z. 
(2010). Scene 7: QCA 
class. Oil on canvas. 75 
x 61 cm.  
 
Figure 3.48: Luping, Z. 
(2010). Scene 8: 
Effecting. Oil on 
canvas. 75 x 61 cm.  
 
Regarding the influence of China's living and dead political history on my paintings, 
for me, the cultural juncture of East and West is a psychological condition, not an 
immutable geographic fact.  Indeed, China retains, at its heart, a very close 
connection with my intellectual concerns. Even so, a globalised world cannot be 
controlled so easily or entirely by simple national governance. Since I first undertook 
my Master’s Degree in Visual Art at QCA of Griffith university, I think there are many 
more cultural links and perspectives shared currently by Eastern and Western 
culture, which  open up potential for my creative work (see Figure 3.41, 3.42, 3.43, 
3.44, 3.45, 3.46, 3.47 and 3.48). 
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3.7 Ba-Gua’s Child: Chinese and Australian Personal History  
 
Typically, traditional Chinese art theory treats any artist's achievement as an 
important issue giving a solid foundation for critical reflection and evaluation. Thus, 
Chinese artworks not only represent the artist's skills, they also archive an artist’s 
learning, wisdom, skill, passion and humor.  
 
Prior to commencing my doctorate at WSU, I had pursued a series of Wu-Xing88. 
These topics graphically explored aspects of my personality through focusing and 
using a specific five-fold conceptual scheme that links contemporary global issues 
from cosmic cycles to the interaction between reform of the financial order, and 
progress of political governments regarding climate change and the natural 
environment (see Figure 3.49, 3.50, 3.51, 3.52 and 3.53). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.49: 
Luping, Z.  (2012). 
Advanced 
education. Oil on 
canvas.  
124 x 92 cm.  
 
Figure 3.50: 
Luping, Z. (2013). 
PM Gillard 
honors US war 
deal. Oil on 
canvas.  
123 x 91 cm. 
Figure 3.51: 
Luping, Z. (2013). 
NSW hits by 
heavy storms. Oil 
on canvas.  
123 x 91 cm.   
 
Figure 3.52: 
Luping, Z. (2013). 
Relationship of 
Barack and Julia. 
Oil on canvas. 
123 x 91 cm.   
Figure 3.53: 
Luping, Z.  (2013). 
Bushfire zone. Oil 
on canvas. 
123 x 91 cm.   
 
 
The Five Phases89 of Wu-Xing are Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water.  While I 
enjoyed producing these works, I felt they could be improved and expanded through 
situating myself in a specific social context. So, instead of the painting simply 
including Wu-Xing, Before studying at WSU, I had wanted to explore how different 
environments could be introduced into composition and thereafter the development 
of my painting,  
 
Chinese people place great store by education and this is embodied in the Confucian 
belief system.  To be frank, my own belief is that education is the most honourable 
way of entering, living amongst, and understanding Australia.      
 
Every Chinese family holds faith in the value of education. All Chinese students 
consider it their responsibility to enhance the reputation of the family through 																																																								
88 Wu-Xing It is a fivefold conceptual scheme that many traditional Chinese fields used to explain a wide array of 
phenomena. The "Five Phases" are Wood , Fire , Earth , Metal , and Water. (Zai 2015, p. 26). 
 
89 Five Planets is the short form of  "the five types of chi dominating at different times" (Zai 2015, p. 54).  
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intensive study and consequent success. For example, Xi Jinping90 and Li Kuqiang91 
both achieved PhD degrees as qualifications towards their respective roles in the 
highest realms of Chinese leadership.    
 
Chinese beliefs remain deeply embedded in familial rituals as a guide to future 
generations striving to live up to their ancestor’s glory. Traditional rituals stem from 
yin-yang theory combined with philosophies of Confucius, Laozi, and Buddhism. 
Valuing the intrinsic richness of lasting education, essentially underpins all Chinese 
beliefs, cultural behaviour and history. I am one amongst millions who engage 
throughout life with this enormous philosophical resource. 
 
3.8 Summary 
At that point in my personal history, of transition between massive, major cultures 
of East and West, my Qian across Chinese-Western-Music triggered the re-building 
of my art career.  
  
Figure 3.55: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Kevin Rudd. 
Oil on canvas. 
Figure 3.56: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Kevin 
Rudd. Oil on canvas. 
Living between two enormous cultures, the link becomes palpable, personal and 
emotional. At once, confusing, dangerous and brilliant, but very real, travelling 
across art and human nature and/or between artistic creation and a freed 
imagination. Cutting deep across the overlap of borders between East and West 
greatly expands my cultural horizon. Given qualitative differences in culture past and 
present, East and West, indeed from all points of the compass, there are bound to 
be variations of meaning around general, even approximately in common, terms 
such as liberal, liberalness and liberty. The revolutionary victory and establishment 
of the Communist Party as the Chinese government in 1949, is formally referred to 
as ‘the year of liberation’. That is an honourable understanding of liberation, 
particularly in regard to mainland China. Although the meaning is not the same 
within Australia, it is just simply the way things worked out. In Australia they have 																																																								
90 Xi Jinping (born 15 June 1953) is a Chinese politician who is the current General Secretary of the Communist 
Party of China (Elizabeth 2014, p. 35).  
 
91 Li Keqiang (born 1 July 1955) is the current Premier of the State Council of the People's Republic of China. (Yan 
2014, p. 5). 
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Australia Day and even then indigenous Australians do not equate that formal public 
holiday with liberation. Through my cultural transition I am freed to think of 
additional or new meanings of liberation for myself. So as well as communal 
liberation, I can imagine more personal, independent forms of creative liberation, 
which I see as principled and impressive. I recognize in it a ‘confusion of the senses’ 
as synesthetic – in this case, noble, painterly and musical/melodic/rhythmic as Qian. 
Hence, my painting (voice) embodies the creation of new forms of liberty, which 
follow contemplative melody and rhythm. What develops must be new structures of 
freedom/liberation linked to the particular melodies and rhythms of guzeng (see 
Figure 3.55) that follow so closely the magical and beautiful structures of nature. 
Closed ties from my past must be remodelled to account for this new order of 
artistic practice, Qian, and indeed, my life. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PRACTICE-LED METHODOLOGY OF QIAN THROUGH VARIOUS 
MEDIA (INK, PAINT AND SOUND)  
4.1 Macrocosmic Approach 
 
This chapter establishes the practice-led methodology of the research as studio 
practice and expresses the incentives, procedures and visual analysis essential to my 
research related to my immigration to Australia. It looks at Ba-Gua’s Qian as an 
energy source across multiple art forms under a Confucian model, to explore the 
inferences of culture and social enquiry in an Australia-China engagement.  
 
This chapter links the key idea from Ba-Gua, expressed as ‘painterly voice’ to 
European and English traditions by discussing how my methodology relates to 
perspective and understandings of abstraction in the Emperors’ art series and their 
links to film techniques related to montage in contemporary visual art breaking with 
linear narrative. It examines the contemporary and traditional field and how the 
practice of artists such as Jenny Saville, David Hockney, and Michelangelo 
Buonnarroti, among others, have produced a technological aesthetic affected by 
advances in Eastern and Western cultures. 
 
  
Figure 4.1: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Sima Yan, 
Emperor Wu of Jin. A part of thirteen emperors 
scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine Arts. (Li 2013, 
p. 51). 
Figure 4.2: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-2, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Tony Abbot. Ink 
on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
 
 
My research project is to set-up a series of paintings and drawings that explore this 
triple aesthetic mentioned earlier: the double cultural, Ba-Gua generated, heavenly 
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looking, approach. The metaphor of ‘Emperors’: Thirteen Emperors, drawn from the 
roots of Chinese culture including spatial organization and expressive mark, is 
politicized through my Australian emperors reading of politicians. The idea is that 
impasto marks and line techniques read as symbolic codes for the political character 
of the subjects seen through the frame of Qian. The thirteen-emperor series includes 
visions from Australian politics and culture: political icons Tony Abbot 92 , Julia 
Gillard93, Kevin Rudd, to Ben Chifley94 through to more human level ‘emperors’ such 
as the Australian composer Bruce Crossman and the Australian photographer David 
Cubby. And in a re-envisaging Gallipoli through Chinese-Australian eyes and sound: 
the Chinese-Australian icon of Billy Sing.  
 
  
Figure 4.3: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Tony Abbot. Ink 
& Colour on Paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
 
Figure 4.4: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Tony Abbot. oil 
on canvas, 195 x 245 cm.  
 
In my research, the form of painting appropriated from Yan Liben’s painting “Sima 
Yan, Emperor Wu of Jin” (see Figure 4.1), is something I will use to switch the faces of 
traditional Chinese Emperors for contemporary Australian emperors—political and 
cultural (see Figure 4.2). For example, my painting Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors 
series: Tony Abbot employed this method (see Figure 4.3). The artistic intention is to 
use the visual as a revelation of heavenly character with political overtones. It uses 
the idea of one unifying concept: Qian or Heaven – a vision of the sky (see Figure 																																																								
92 Anthony John (born 4 November 1957) is an Australian politician who was the 28th Prime Minister of Australia, 
from 18 September 2013 to 15 September 2015. Abbott was leader of the Liberal Party of Australia from 2009 to 
2015, and has been a member of parliament for Warringah since 1994. (Senators and Members: The Hon Tony 
Abbott MP). 
 
93 Julia Gillard was Australian 27th Prime Minister and the first female to hold the office. (Julia 2014, p. 3). 
 
94 Ben Chifley was Australia’s 16th Prime Minister. (Sue 2015, p. 11). 
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4.4), the upper levels, the ruler, the source Ba-Gua to establish the ideation of my 
research (see Figure 4.5). 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Luping, Z. (2015). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Tony Abbot. Oil on canvas. 
195 x 245 cm.  
 
4.2 Examines Practice-led Methodologies of Qian Philosophy Within Contemporary 
and Traditional Painting as Well as Their Connection to Sound 
Painting Production: I need to make progress in my practice as an artist/cultural 
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navigator by the inclusion of a constant detailed notation and summary of painting 
methodologies. This deepened attention anticipates new exploration and an 
enlightened expression of my subjects to reflect the steadiness and consistency of 
my renewed interior viewpoint—my soul. I intend that this new philosophical 
navigation will become a basic methodology tested against my current project Ba-
Gua Qian ‘Fourteen Emperors’ series (see Figure 4.6).  
 
Figure 4.6: Luping, Z. (2016). Portrait of Tony Abbot. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
 
By means of the aesthetic principle of Ba-Gua Qian art theory, I create paintings 
based on my experiences including migration to Australia and link this thinking to 
contemporary Australian culture by way of Qian energy. It creates the artistic 
ideation of my research title: “The ‘Painterly Voice’: A Visual Exploration of Ba-Gua 
Energies in Dialogue with Impasto, Line and Sound within Australian Fourteen 
Contemporary Emperors.” 
 
Figure 4.7: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-2 of the 
portrait of Bruce Crossman. 
 
Figure 4.8: Luping, Z. (2015), The detail-2 of 
version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ 
series: Bruce Crossman on music. 
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When I consider the painting “Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors: Bruce Crossman on 
Music” and its production, I am thinking about how ideas may oppose one another, 
indeed (see Figure 4.8), every occurrence between heaven and earth can be 
attributed to one or an other opposing force. In my contemplation on painting, black 
(earth), parts of the structure in Qian symbolism portray Yin and creation: the white 
(heaven) parts are nothing or void indicating Yang and space (see Figure 4.7).  
 
 
Figure 4.9: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-1 of 
portrait of Bruce Crossman. Oil on canvas. 
 
Figure 4.10: Luping, Z. (2014). The portrait of Bruce 
Crossman. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
 
The earthly sector stands for fertility and the heavenly sector for acceptance. The 
dark sector creates, from within and about it, an embodiment of expression whereas 
the light sector enlivens imaginative space. The earthly is a ‘painterly voice’ of 
embodiment with a rhythmic, musical sensation throughout all painting and the 
heavenly stands for a release or a ‘freeing down’ or ‘letting go’ embodiment (see 
Figure 4.9). 
 
Each opposing force has the power to create the other. Thus, completion of the art 
of making my ‘painterly voice’ occurs under Yin, whereas consideration of an art idea 
occurs under Yang as “release”, and vice versa (see Figure 4.10).  This follows the 
principle of Qian. It is derived from Ba-Gua, from circularity and continuum, so that 
neither ‘painterly voice’ nor release dominates in recurrence, one over the other: 
they are in balance.  
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Figure 4.11: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Julia Gillard. Oil on canvas. 
195 x 245 cm.  
 
My ideas occur during production along with dualistic experiences, be they 
destitution and abundance; representation and concealing; creation and 
appropriation, etc. They all refer to my consideration of an art making that remains 
conscious of the sustained emphasis of one principle overlapping its other. Since 
neither of the two, ‘painterly voice’ or release dominates endlessly, this means that 
all circumstances are subject to the possible transformation of each into their 
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opposite. My painting “Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors: Bruce Crossman on Music” 
demonstrates this approach. 
 
  
Figure 4.12: Yan, Liben. (7th century). 
Emperor Wu Dadi Sun Qua., A part of thirteen 
emperors scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine 
Arts. (Li 2013, p. 53). 
Figure 4.13: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Julia Gillard. Ink on 
paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
 
4.3 Proposed Visual Compositions Series: Fourteen Emperors Painting Series 
 
The idea of a single unifying energy—Ba-Gua and Yin-Yang—as the source 
philosophy or energy behind painterly gestures, is applied throughout my paintings 
as my new way for developing my research thesis (see Figure 4.11). Yin-Yang, Ba-
Gua is a major Chinese philosophy first created over 5000 years ago. Australia, in 
contrast, is a relatively new society in its contemporary national identity with new 
and advanced elements of modern representation and meaning. This had a deep 
effect on the art connections in my research, since it enabled me to link 
contemporary Australian figures to Chinese traditional painting within contemporary 
Australian culture and European oil painting techniques (see Figure 4.13), making my 
research painting direction a unique combination related to Chinese-Australian 
identity.  
 
4.4 Unifying Artistic Level 
 
As a context for contemporary European oil techniques, the third idea for my 
production and composition, is that of the “Unifying Artistic Level: Dual cultural 
energy - Chinese ancient traditions (painting and music) colliding with European 
impasto painting techniques in oil.”  
 
How can I define the elements of ‘painterly voice’ as a new way? Firstly, my 
interpretation of ‘painterly voice’ is that I bring my own cultural, spiritual (see Figure 
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4.14), experiences and philosophical baggage to formulate the artistic procedures 
across the paintings and to define my ideas of the difference of the new in Australia. 
I will approach three areas of the ‘collision’, to make a new way for my research (see 
Figure 4.15).  
 
  
Figure 4.14: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Julia Gillard. Ink 
& Colour on Paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
 
Figure 4.15: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Julia Gillard. Oil 
on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
My skills with impasto and materiality for the portrait of faces in ‘fourteen emperors’ 
were inspired by the work of Jenny Saville, in which the artist applies paint to the 
point of “objectification”, that is to say, to become “captivated by the endless 
aesthetic and formal possibilities of the materiality” (Elderfield, John 2014). I 
pursued certain sensations: “Saville makes a highly sensuous and tactile impression 
of surface and mass in her monumental oil paintings” (Elderfield, John 2014). I made 
the emperors' faces stand out from the painting so that the faces appear tactile with 
a dimensionality that feels metaphysical. “Jenny Saville’s paintings should be 
understood as a process that pushes painting to its limits” (Kunsthaus Zürich, 2015). 
Through my figurative search I portray faces overlapping and intertwining as in the 
deep way suggested by Saville 's oil technique and ideation (see Figure 6.9).  
 
Time is brought into sharper focus in ‘fourteen emperors’ with numerous historical 
lines leading to technical breakthroughs made in portraiture.  For example, from 
Marcel Duchamp’s concepts of firgurative movement in “Nude Descending a 
Staircase, to Yan Liben’s Thirteen emperors scroll painting. Chinese emperors lived 
by and promoted the official cult of Confucianism. It was not a religion or a faith, but 
very much a secular, objective and pragmatic system for organizing and structuring 
human society”95 (Capon 2009, p.12). In this focus I include Saville's human body 																																																								
95 Capon, E. (2009) I Blame Duchamp: My Life’s Adventures in Art, Penguin, Camberwell, N.S.W. : Lantern. 
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painting and Michelangelo’s ceiling fresco concerned with the creation of the 
universe. My personal graphic as it charts time, sees history as vertical and 
globalization as horizontal. 
 
 
Figure 4.16: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait of Julia Gillard. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
In 2014, I commenced artistic and musical cooperation with Bruce Crossman’s own 
music production, firstly acting in a short film of his piece “Where are the Sounds of 
Joy?” On the advice of Bruce Crossman I took this as a research opportunity using 
the film in developing my own idea(s) of 'painterly voice' (2015). In the film I sing, 
overlayed with my paintings on my body as well as background, to Bruce Crossman's 
piece "Sky Like Blushing Flowers". My early singing practice comprised successfully 
completed graduate training to the level of a professional Western and Chinese 
opera performer - including Beijing modern opera. I worked full-time in a top theatre 
company Wenzhou Wen Gong Tuan, Zhejiang Province, for several years. We set the 
film ‘narrative’ using my singing skills in conjunction with my painting and the music 
provided by Bruce Crossman. We edited very carefully around the ideation of 
‘painterly voice’, “identifiable as ‘core knowledge” (Schon 1987, p. 13). For example, 
in a new short film (8 min, abstract colour, sound) I overlay a film of myself acting in 
a new contemporary opera over a portrait of myself, blurring the line between film 
and performance creating a new form of presentation.  I felt closer to my work and 
comfortable with my practice being “inherently eclectic in nature” (Dan 1998, p. 
144).  
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4.5 Definition of ‘Painterly Voice’ 
 
I define the elements of ‘painterly voice’ within my current research as follows: my 
extant Chinese cultural experiences (see Figure 4.14) contextualised by my original 
philosophical understanding of art and approach to painting differentiates it from 
my new experiences of Australia and Western art. I advance through three overlays 
of cultural knowledge, cutting new pathways for my research and practice (see 
Figure 4.15).  
 
Firstly, I will re-examine and employ Saville’s painterly methods giving a structural 
model of certain European painting techniques – in particular, impasto using mark 
interpolation (‘utterances’) expressed through my calligraphic intrusions 
energetically representing my own painterly sensibilities (see Figure 4.16). In other 
words, I will apply oil painting techniques from Saville’s gestural marking to 
construct form and line as my expressive energizer of character. Also, Rembrandt’s 
oil techniques of impasto layering and Leonardo da Vinci’s energized skills of line 
drawing define and model the image’s appearance. These effective technical aspects 
are displayed within Saville’s painting and resonate with my approach. Both 
elements of impasto and drawing parallel across European and Chinese traditional 
art – the dimensional European impasto method applied with the active two 
dimensionality of the Chinese line (Yan Liben’s way). So, working in the studio it 
invigorated and excited me to listen to music as I painted. I became lost to 
expression, as my brush and medium (colours, oil and water) followed such rhythmic 
action across the canvas. The production of painting can be like dancing, similar to 
an orchestra conductor plying his baton like a brush across melodic space.  
Secondly, I use characteristic European layered oil colour96 and facial makeup layers 
of Chinese opera to make impasto surfaces in tandem with line energies drawn from 
music. For example, using Baroque impasto, Peking Opera Make-up97, and the linear 
visual sense of Italian nineteenth century opera’s lyricism and Peking Opera98, to 
create the sense of three dimensions in my work. I explore Peking Opera’s living 
tones as a rhythm of impasto versus the Romantic line of Italian opera, to create  
brushwork and line cogency in such a way that it becomes intuitively free as Ba-Gua 
energy gestures, no longer a conscious or self-conscious technique. Impasto 
(rhythm) already exists in the Chinese construction of tones.99 Naturally my painting 
process was affected as I listened to music, as it coursed rhythmically throughout the 																																																								
96 Oil colour is a type making of slow-drying use for oil painting that consists of particles of pigment suspended in 
a drying oil. (Tiao, p. 45). ] 
 
97 Peking Opera Facial make-up originated from the Southern and Northern Dynasties Period, more than 1,400 
years ago, painted impasto colourful patterns on actor's faces so audiences could better see their facial 
expressions. (Zhao, p. 113).  
 
98 Peking opera is the quintessence of China. . It arose in the late 18th century and became fully developed and 
recognized by the mid-19th century. (Li, p. 206).  
 
99 Confucian-thought is an ethical and philosophical system, on occasion described as a religion, developed from 
the teachings of the Chinese philosopher Confucius (551–479 BCE). Confucianism originated as an "ethical-
sociopolitical teaching" during the Spring and Autumn Period, but later developed metaphysical and cosmological 
elements in the Han Dynasty. (Cai 1946, p. 156). 
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structure, form, colour, passion and texture of my painting – it reminds me of my 
visual soul embedded within Chinese culture represented by the four traditional art 
forms – music, chess calligraphy-poetry and painting  (qing, qi, shu and hua). Thus, 
music heightens sensation, it stirs and challenges my imagination, so I might close 
my eyes and submit to free dreams, removed from containment by art skills as I 
knew previously, so my spirit would soar and I would achieve feelings I had never 
before experienced.  
Indeed the art formations of the Chinese literati gave a platform for multi-art forms 
in terms of music, chess, calligraphy-poetry, and painting as my own traditional 
practice within an apparently apposite traditional Western culture in fact clearly 
shares notions of the collaboration of multiple art forms across contemporary as 
well as traditional forms. My art research seeks a synergy across forms, methods, 
techniques and ideation so that highly productive fusion may be tapped and applied, 
that is to say Ba-Gua and/or Daoist energy. 
There are four major cultures that form ancient as well as contemporary Chinese 
understandings of art. They all seek harmony between humanity and nature by way 
of the cosmology of heaven and humanity. It provides a measure truly civilised that 
must be mastered by the educated gentleman since ancient times. The four arts (
, siyi), comprise the four arts of the Chinese scholar characterizing the major 
academic as well as artistic achievements that qualify a Chinese scholar and civilised 
gentlemen 
 
Thirdly, the form of my research will appropriate aspects of Yan Liben’ s work, the 
“Thirteen Emperor Scroll”. Marks as expressive symbolize the Qian character from 
the first element of Ba-Gua and my painting’s structure explores the idea of 
‘heavenly rulers’ where calligraphic markings denote a character.  Painterly space 
organization is related to character on a large scale that draws from about three 
thousand years of Chinese painting, but also individual marks on the micro level as 
calligraphic gestures. Both ideations of Eastern and Western energies are inter-
related between structural space and individual marks that relate to the character of 
Australian political and cultural events and stories, with humorous, satirical aspects, 
to present the different characteristics and personal expressions as a relevant way to 
reach an audience. 
 
Ba-Gua energy and its gestural ideas are usually expressed in the form of the 
Chinese Kung Fu100 (martial art). “Kung Fu and Wushu are words borrowed from 
Cantonese and Mandarin, respectively, which are used in English to refer to Chinese 
martial arts” 101. Practising skills two ways: outer and inner. Outer practice makes use 
of hands, eyes, body and position. Internal practice takes place within heart, spirit, 
mind and breath as they develop power. “From a consideration of the claim of the 																																																								
100 "Kung-fu" is "a primarily unarmed Chinese martial art." Oxford Dictionaries Online. 2011-02-26.  
Kungfu in general refers to the Chinese martial arts, also called Wushu. "Dictionary". Dictionary.com. 2010-03-10. 
 
101 Jamieson, John; Tao, Lin; Shuhua, Zhao (2002). Kung Fu (I): An Elementary Chinese Text. The Chinese 
University Press. ISBN 978-962-201-867-9. 
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inner and outer worlds, or rather, from the conflicts between them”,(Vol. III)102 and “ 
… the understanding of Tao is an inner experience in which distinction between 
subject and object vanishes” (Chang 2011, p.19). 
 
There are certain identified methods like Taiji Chua, Bugua Zhang and Bagua Circle 
Walking and more. The practitioner performs solo training, the feet and hands 
maintain a central and foundational exercise following the Yin-Yang diagram 
conceptualizing and performing the movement. “Heaven corresponds to the base of 
the right-angle, triangle, earth to the height, man to the hypotenuse, and things to 
the diameter of a circle inscribed in the triangle” (Ibid, p. 47)103. The sensation 
between a person's inner mind and the air fuse, in order to deliver maximum power. 
Skills achieved through Ba-Gua Zhang, Circle Walking give people health and a 
capacity of self-defence for life. The ancient Chinese military called it Bu-Gua Zhen. 
The greater the practise the greater the chances to understand Ba-Guam’s physical, 
martial and spiritual affect. Bruce Lee was a great and famous practitioner of martial 
arts and through film performance he delivered his ideas, which are greatly referred 
to in Chinese literature as well as in common street talk. Bruce Lee on writing his 
life’s philosophy noted:  “Be Water, My Friend. Empty your mind. Be formless, 
shapeless, like water. You put water into a cup, it becomes the cup. You put water 
into a bottle, it becomes the bottle. You put it into a teapot, it becomes the teapot. 
Now water can flow or it can crash”104. Bruce Lee’s mediated thinking has inspired 
my career, the same as many millions of Chinese as I am also practised in martial 
arts. His fine notes on principles for life are very meaningful to Chinese people of my 
generation. I learned from Bruce Lee how to work along my way and I should 
particularly concentrate on practice rather than worry about achievement. “Walk 
on!” 105  
																																																								
102 C. G. Jung, Collected Works, Vol. III, “Two Essays on Analytical Psychology”, translated from the German by R. 
F. G. Hull, p.203. 
 
103 Chang, Chung-yuan (2011) Creativity and Taoism: A Study of Chinese Philosophy, Art and Poetry, London: 
Singing Dragon, p.7. 
 
104Bruce Lee’s philosophies, viewed: 08/04/18.  https://www.brucelee.com/philosophies/  
 
105 The years between the Green Hornet and the Hong Kong films were often difficult for Bruce Lee. In Hollywood 
he wasn’t being offered the roles he felt he deserved, he struggled to support his family and he injured his back 
very seriously and was told that he would never be able to do martial arts again. He turned to many self-help 
books during this time for inspiration. One day, he took one of his business cards and wrote the words “Walk 
On!” on the back and placed it where he could see it as a constant reminder to always keep moving forward. 
With this as his mantra, Bruce Lee worked himself back into physical health and used this time to write about 
down his many thoughts on marital arts and life resulting in the writings we now have today. When life gives you 
obstacles, you must summon the courage and walk on!. Bruce Lee’s philosophies, viewed: 08/04/18.  
https://www.brucelee.com/philosophies/  
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For me, I applied Bu-Gua presence to my painting, calligraphy and operatic 
performance, as the lines dancing with my brush and body movement soar with 
melody (Figure 3.9, Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15),  
Using no way as way; having no limitation as limitation. Always be yourself; 
express yourself; have faith in yourself. When I look around, I always learn 
something and that is to be always yourself, and to express yourself, to have faith 
in yourself. Do not go out and look for a successful personality and duplicate it. 
Start from the very root of your being, which is ‘how can I be me?’106  
This creates a context for Ba-Gua energy and its gestural ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.17: Alisan Fine Arts (2003) Zao Wouki Alisan Fine Arts press, Hong Kong. 
 
In understanding the global context for my art practice that “Under the sky, under 
the heavens, there is but one family. Be a practical dreamer backed by action. To 
change with change is the changeless state. Research your own experience. Absorb 
what is useful Reject what is useless. Add what is essentially your own”107. “Jeet 
Kune Do favors formlessness so that it can assume all forms and since Jeet Kune Do 																																																								
106Bruce Lee’s philosophies, viewed: 09/04/18.  https://www.brucelee.com/philosophies/  
  
107Bruce Lee’s philosophies, viewed: 19/04/18.  https://www.brucelee.com/philosophies/  
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has no style, it can fit in with all styles. As a result, Jeet Kune Do utilizes all ways and 
is bound by none and, likewise, uses any techniques which serves its end”108 (James 
2004, p.23). “My movements are simple, direct and non-classical. The extraordinary 
part of it lies in its simplicity”109 (Lee 1971, p.24) . 
 
Zao Wou-ki re-discovered his Chinese aesthetic when he lived in Paris. His paintings 
used techniques influenced by modern Western paintings to express the elegant and 
sensual Eastern nature. His radical ideation and the unique style of his paintings, 
Zen110, have made him a master of unique abstraction in the contemporary world. 
The traditional Chinese ink painting spirit is apparent throughout his techniques, as it 
is always used as the base for his ideas. There numerous colours that emerged to 
produce an abstract world, like a big thump, where illumination designed on the 
canvas showed the “ordinary mind is the Tao” (Fung 1952). Related to my painting, 
his approach reveals a similar situation. I immigrated to Sydney, and Zao immigrated 
to Paris. Our senses are similar in creating painting that inherited Chinese culture. 
Using Zao’s painting as a contextual example, I can see that “when I look around, I 
always learn something and that is to be always yourself, and to express yourself, to 
have faith in yourself” (Bruce Lee’s philosophies).. I currently live in Sydney, studying 
and connecting with many culturally diverse people, places, voices, and visions. 
Various elements from these experiences are prevalent in my creation. Through my 
globalized thinking, a connection forms between the Eastern and Western cultures  
and the physical appearance of my artwork creating the thesis. My study is held 
close to my mind and eyes. 
 
4.6.  Barbara Bolt’s Painterly Handling of Materials - Calligraphy, Ink Wash 
Techniques, and Impasto Oil  
In the early stages of my research and at tutorial meetings, with encouragement 
from my supervisor I re-investigated Western painting, but in the Australian context 
of both contemporary and traditional practice. I also researched ways I might 
combine or ‘travel’ within the major modes of practice before me, Western and 
Chinese. My research sources included many visits to the Museum of Contemporary 
Art (MCA) and the Art Gallery of New South Wales (AGNSW) the latter includes a 
very strong traditional Asian gallery as well as private galleries, including the White 
Rabbit Gallery in Chippendale, NSW. Of course, I searched through a great deal of art 
related literature readily available in Sydney including illustrations of Western as well 
as Asian, particularly Chinese, art formations. I found the painterly works of Jenny 
Saville illuminating, specifically  the use of line throughout her paintings. The energy 
and confidence of her line linked it to Chinese calligraphy. Also, certain ink and wash 
painting give a natural or realist effect, engaging a similar affect for me to that of 																																																								
108 Bishop, James (2004), Bruce Lee: Dynamic Becoming, Dallas: Promethean Press. 
 
109  Lee, Bruce (September 1971), "Liberate Yourself From Classical Karate", Black Belt Magazine, Rainbow 
Publications, Inc., vol. 9 no. 9, p. 24 
 
110 Zen to pass from delusion to enlightenment means to leave one's mortal humanity behind and enter sage-
hood. The life of the sage, however, . . . is no different from that of ordinary men, for "the ordinary mind is the 
Tao," and the sage's mind is the ordinary mind. ( Fung 1952:II,402-403). 
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music. I found myself in an exploratory mode, not knowing or caring particularly 
where this might end. Indeed, it seemed that exploration had become my ‘painterly 
voice’ that triggered my enthusiasm in a search that, combined with my professional 
experience and qualification in both art as per drawing and painting, joined with my 
musical ability and competence. I was operating a synaesthetic approach through 
multiple art forms: certainly visual art in terms of drawing and painting, along with 
my background as a trained singer of both Western and Eastern opera. 
Now, with regard to painting, I used a very limited palette consisting of titanium 
white, French ultramarine, ivory black, cadmium yellow deep, scarlet lake, alizarin 
crimson and occasionally a water and ink color or two (image and sounds). I like to 
keep the overall tone consistent throughout the body of my work. This painting used 
cadmium yellow deep, which I also used to mix my richest ivory black. For the 
Emperor canvases, I used a palette knife, brush and medium to create impasto, 
textured text with subtle structure lines. 
Around the close of 2013, I began researching my project with full concentration, 
focusing, at the time, on figurative work, gradually shifting visuals to combine with 
music throughout the whole project. I painted fourteen emperors from my reviewed 
perspective on thought and production, referencing stories that cut deeper into my 
connections between Chinese and Australian cultures. 
I do find the act of painting highly meditative, it gives me stability in face of everyday 
stress in personal and professional relationships as well as the everyday grind of 
economic security that I’ve had to face and control in order to commit myself to 
creative work. Painting actually maintains my energy and assists with my focus. 
Additionally it ‘grounds’ me in serious activity wherein I do have a need to constantly 
check my motivation and observations to be sure of the veracity and authenticity of 
my artworks, even as satirical pieces. There is a lot of struggle that comes with my 
project, it’s important in principle that struggle to progress in the representation of 
my own viewpoint, especially coming from a culture that subsumes individuality as 
an indulgence and/or audacity. 
In Australia a reasonably competitive event like the Archibald Prize can be a useful 
measure or aim for making art work that, at least, gives a deadline for production 
and fair exposure111. Of course competition can be extremely rewarding or equally 
depressing, depending upon the result. But either way, taken in good humour, it is a 
great exercise for an artist to accept and value criticism, discovering, in themselves, 
the courage to take on, accept and reject positively and productively quite a 
disparity of views, critique and observations removed from the artist’s immediate 
academic and/or usual daily prospects and effects. 
 
Redressing Australian political leaders in the garb and demeanors of an equivalent 
Chinese political scene of emperor and emperor's ministers or mandarins gives me 
the focus to satirize or question, perhaps in the Western way of “damning with faint 																																																								
111 The Archibald Prize is regarded as the most important portraiture prize in Australia. The individuals portrayed 
were members of the ruling elite, priests, warriors and even distinguished artisans. (Donnan 2004,  p. 10). 
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praise”, common notions of leadership and of being led to what end and where? 
 
Figure 4.18: Bruce, C. (2015). The detail tune notation of Dying of the Light. 
Well, it allowed my brush and gesture to take over my mind and my eyes to 
concentrate on palette, canvas and easel, so I can describe my painterly experience 
or voice as follows: I liked the overall composition or lay out of my depiction, but 
wanted to use colour only for the emperor’s face amongst a structure of four 
canvases to create an atmosphere of theatricality. I also changed the pose of the 
figure in the foreground and portrayed the impression of emperors centrally, that 
emphasized their presence and emotive appearance as though the colour 
illuminated them from within. The stark presence of the emperors (leaders) and 
their attendant ministers against a distinct but quietened background of faint 
calligraphy, gave me my base and a consistent composition for the series. 
What follows are notes made in the making of the work that reveal the thinking of 
myself as a painter at work: commence painting with a basic compositional set 
within four canvases. Using a number 12 big bristle brush, begin drafting a 
geometrical structure for analysis and start the painting's form with dense oil paint 
(ivory black) thinned a bit with alkyd medium to make the Chinese "water and ink" 
effect using a number 116 large bristle brush. Apply it thinly over the linen, aiming 
for a musical visual value that will work well with the abstract and detail that will 
come later. Let this underlying colour dry for a couple of days before painting the 
emperor’s face and calligraphy over the top part. Colours and canvases that have 
been thinned with alkyd medium to improve the flow and gloss.  
Fill in the form of drawing. Now, begin to portray the overlapping drawing outline to 
make the musical sounds (see Figure 4.18), overlapping outlines from the emperors 
to their ministers where the figures were movement with the painting. The water ink 
technique and background calligraphy were made up of tune's rhythm. For this step 
applied 'painterly voice', overlap the outline of emperors, ministers and water ink 
synthetic oil painting skill to produce the emperor's emotion, but be careful not to 
obliterate the underpainting's effectiveness.  
Add the calligraphy, move to the line of painting that appears to be coming through 
the emperor and reflecting onto the emperor's hat. In the lines, there are influences 
hidden within from old Chinese calligraphy. Establish the politician’s power and his 
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time's story, so the audience can view all the other values (different cultures) based 
on those two extremes. Use black, cadmium yellow, and titanium white applied with 
a palette knife. Lay the paint on thickly, impasto in the emperor's face, and in other 
areas just drag the knife with very little paint. Let the knife hit the part of dark of the 
nick [?], which gives it a mix or grainy effect. For this step and all others that require 
a palette knife,  use palette knife and my trusted finger or thumb “brush” to create a 
blur effect. The floating track in my “fourteen emperors” was shown with a story of 
journey with music of my immigration identity. The figure likes music notes so you 
can visually track my journey. This image always appeared in my series painting. I 
question myself. I want to work out how to put my identity, my unique mark across 
this new practice, giving consistency from painting to painting so that it is more than 
just an individual, personal action, it makes melodic sense to my way of thinking, 
sympathetically. 
 
Using watery ink. Blend and soften the emperor's body where the clothes meet the 
calligraphy and is strongly abstract. I wore gloves when I painted because I was 
always using my hand or fingers to blend and push the medium into the ivory black 
colour giving realistic effect to the painterly edge. 
Use a 116mm brush to spray the black colour on the medium's area and continue to 
refine the figure with medium that’s a very close match to the background 
calligraphy. Move this on thinly with the medium and drag it across the background, 
painting the line's shapes around the emperor and figures creating a variety of edges 
where they meet. Continue to soften and blend with my hand and thumb brush. 
Intensify the Highlights. Refine the drawing on the face and figures. Increase the 
contrast by putting in the more intense highlights. In this step, edges and values are 
important to get the feeling of side lighting (see Figure 4.18). Work from the upper 
section of the emperor's movement, right up to the face. Refine the emperor’s form 
and incorporate emotion into his face. If you look it, you can see from the emperor's 
position that is a movement indicating that the emperor is speaking. For this, drag 
the brush in one pass and vary it along the way to simulate being hit by the light. 
Load his speech in the same way. 
 
Indicate motion and focused light. As the audience can see, I bring the light down 
into the emperor's face to give the impression of movement. Put a few light marks in 
the face to indicate motion and focused light. Create the lighting effects with the 
palette knife, both in a dragging fashion and by applying more impasto into the 
Chinese Beijing opera ‘make-up’ mask.  
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Figure 4.19: Luping, Z. (2014). The portrait of Tony Abbott & Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas. 75 x 60 cm. 
In conclusion, I add that I am not interested in making art that is based in one 
particular culture or another, unlike an Australian Aboriginal artist making art that is 
only recognizable and qualified as Aboriginal art. Neither do I wish to to succeed as a 
European artist with a mysteriously vanished Chinese background, nor as a 
traditional Chinese artist living in Australia. My intention is to make art that is 
transcultural, as it truly is, and to be accepted as an artist per se in a global context: 
just an artist making art today and tomorrow. I feel no responsibility or obligation 
other than being. I feel, the radical condition of my practice. 
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CHAPTER FIVE:  
PAINTERLY AND SONIC PROCESSES OF QIAN 
The methodology of my current creative process is that the visual domain of Chinese 
traditional painting drawn from Ba-Gua energies, dialogues with European painterly 
influences, especially those from the British contemporary painter Jenny Saville and 
the Dutch painterly impasto work of, Rembrandt. Allied to this, through a dialogue 
with Bruce Crossman, and drawing on my background as a professional Peking Opera 
singer, I draw on the Chinese literati “qing energy processes of music” (Ho 1997, p. 
21) and their impact in contemporary Australian composition. This process of artistic 
interaction is not one that “has clear positivist logic” (Schön 1987, p.  4) but one that 
is “intuitively felt within Schön’s artistic ‘swamp’” (Ibid 1996, p. 3) and making sense 
through the practice of a “messy indeterminate situation” (Ibid 2001, p. 4). This 
process works in dialogue with traditional Chinese knowledge and selected European 
ideas, and their related Australian outworking, with the murky application of paint 
and charcoal practice in my studio in what Australian practice-led/research-led 
researchers Dean and Smith call “an iterative cycle” (Smith & Dean 2009, pp. 19-20). 
At the core of this dark process, like my regular Chinese martial arts exercises of Ba-
Gua movements with a wooden Wing Chun Kung Fu112 structure (see Figure 5.1), is 
the materiality of the making in the artistic process which artist-theorist “Ba-Gua 
Bolt calls handlability” (Bolt 2007, p. 33). 
 
“The inner principle of dynamic harmony seized upon by Chinese contemplative 
artists should be conceived of as a “sort of interpenetration between Nature and 
Man” (Yuan 2011, p. 8). In Chinese philosophy (Taoism), this called “void”. In Chinese 
art, the  initial conceptual form of void in Chinese Yin-yang philosophy, is black and 
white (void).  
In the void of Shi Tao’s (1642–1707) 113  painting "Trees and Rock Bank", he 
“expounded the first principle of painting, which is based upon the Ch’an Buddhist 
philosophy, and then gave a demonstration of it in his brush-work of ‘bare 
essentials’ was given by my friend  who was to appreciate this picture. It is through 
these ‘bare essentials’ that the primary indeterminacy is revealed” (Yuan 2011, 
plate. 5). Mostly from the perspective of Chinese artists, human consciousness and 
feeling cross the physical world through the deep thought (Taoism) of the void. In 
																																																								
112 Wing Chun Kung Fu is a concept-based Chinese martial art and form of self-defense utilising both striking and 
grappling while specializing in close range combat. (Ip 1998, p. 4). 
 
113 Shi Tao (1642–1707), born into the Ming dynasty imperial clan as Zhu Ruoji, was a Chinese landscape painter 
in the early Qing Dynasty (1644–1911). Hay 2001, pp. 1, 84. 
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the old Chinese story "Hong Lou Men" in Dream of the Red Chamber114 there is a 
poem called "Hao Liao Ge,"115 which signified the life from being to nothing, very 
clearly explaining the void’s meanings. In this contemplative domain, such a 
sensation of the void with the Chinese notion of silence implies the void of life 
through nature. In my mind, the refining of ingenuity is to be crossed with the 
unlimited void (empty my mind like water, to accept the new things), to open my 
awareness and heighten my creative enthusiasm.  
In my painting of void as valued over innovation, 'I always use my own method' (Hay 
2001, pp. 243, 250). Through the creation of my fourteen emperors painting, I 
established th void as radical in ignoring the stiff traditional techniques and patterns 
that as a rule was believed to be handsome. My way has combined with theirs in up-
to-date and amusing ways (see Figure 3.12). 
 
Figure 5.1: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo of Wooden dummy of Wing chun Kung Fu. 
																																																								
114 Dream of the Red Chamber, also called The Story of the Stone, composed by Cao Xueqin, is one of China's 
Four Great Classical Novels. It was written sometime in the middle of the 18th century during the Qing Dynasty. 
Long considered it a masterpiece of Chinese literature, and the novel is generally acknowledged to be the 
pinnacle of Chinese fiction. "Redology" is the field of study devoted exclusively to this work. Jonathan Spence 
(1990) The Search for Modern China (New York: Norton, 1990), pp.106–110. 
 
115 in the chapter one, Dream of Red Mansions, in the dream of a gentleman, dream psychic, Jia Yucun makes 
acquaintance of a girl. 
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Void was applied in my painting, as an appreciation of empty space (sky) to express 
(nothing), as a silent joining of the calligraphy to the figure, which made empty 
(negative) space on the canvas (see Figure 4.5).  The example's black part to be 
contents (icon) such as objects (people) and text (calligraphy). I stated that though 
the Daoist's void more is involved with my expression of aesthetics with an initial 
bloodline (Chinese notion) emerging from my paintings (see Figure 4.11). The void in 
my art, was to link together artistic motivation with notations and figure. The void 
appeared in my painting to achieve a deeper aesthetic justice for empty space, than 
that of a painting crammed full with contents (see Figure 7.12).  
 
 
Figure 5.2: Luping, Z. (2016), Act for Shy like blushing flowers the film of Bruce Crossman’s music.  Dr 
Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, 
Playhouse Theatre WSU, Australia. 
Australian contemporary music, especially the music of the composer A/Professor 
Bruce Crossman, leads a way into my personal artistic journey, on the basis of many 
informal and formal, significant discussions I have had with him.  The CoC seminar 
panel and supervisory tutorials have also been productive, as well as 
participation/inclusion in events, for example, at my Blacktown Art Centre exhibition 
and artist residency (visual/music backgrounds); acting within two short films: 
Fragrant Rain Clouds of Love (see Figure 5.2); the Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 
2016 WSU and Where are the Sounds of Joy? the ABC Centre, Southbank, 
Melbourne. These have to a considerable degree driven my research process and the 
creation of my artwork. The research thread that runs throughout my academic 
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practice formed my ‘Qian’ concept expressed in a ‘painterly voice’ aesthetic. “In this 
way, the foundations for a critically reflective practice are sketched out” (Donald116 
1987, p. 32). 
 
All of this has influenced my research at WSU, I think of new artistic formations as 
the opening of my freedom, in this case, by combining musical elements, which may 
have universal impact beyond independent expression. What is important is that 
artistic freedom must be objective as much as academic and theoretical: it is the 
practical and physical and concerns of intellectual development through the act of 
making something. There is no freedom without a conscious and physically 
constructed context. The painting of ‘fourteen emperors’ provides a new 
commencement, something like a revolutionary fashion requiring a new 
appreciation for the notion of ‘painterly voice.’  In my research “Learning Society” 
(Stewart 1998, p. 2) Hutchins argued that:  
 
Education was not a segregated activity, conducted for certain hours, in certain 
places, at a certain time of life. It was the aim of the society. The city educated the 
man. The Athenian was educated by culture, by paideia. (Hutchins 1970, p. 133). 
 
 
																																																								
116 Donald Schön (1930 – 1997) born in Boston and brought up in Massachusetts, was a philosopher and 
professor in urban planning at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who developed the concept of 
reflective practice and contributed to the theory of organizational learning. Donald Schon at infed.org accessed 
July 2007. Viewed: 06/03/2017, http://infed.org/mobi/donald-schon-learning-reflection-change/   
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Figure 5.3: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston Howard. Oil on 
canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
 
5.1. Background Research 
My research explores the meaningfulness of the radical in the context of art and 
different art formations - not an art argument between freedom and principles, or 
between radical and traditional, but between two significances that opened my 
mind. For example, as occurred in my painting Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors 
series: John Winston Howard, (see Figure 5.3).  
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Figure 5.4: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Emperor 
Wen of Chen Qi an. A part of thirteen 
emperors Scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine 
Arts. (Li 2013, p. 58). 
Figure 5.5: Luping, Z. (2016), Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston Howard. Ink on 
paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
The inquiry behind the painting of 'fourteen emperors' is like a movie narrative or 
musical rhythm. It is the significance of ‘painterly voice’ embedded within 'fourteen 
emperors' that defines my thinking (see Figure 5.4). I see this as inspirational  
revolutionary understanding within the narrative so that my painting becomes the 
key to my way of ‘painterly voice’ (see Figure 5.5).  
5.2 Interactions with Painters, Musicians and Filmmakers; Studio Reflection and 
Action 
I understand that, generally speaking, art is not the inspirational landing of the 
limitless into the limited passion of my mind and body. Art is the creation of a cosmic 
personal succession through the limited method of authentic expression from the 
soul (see Figure 5.8). The interrelationship of themes means my research is also 
practised and explored through music as well as painterly art forms as I am also a 
professional operatic singer and have acted a full role in two films "Where are the 
Sounds of Joy?" and “Sky Like Blushing Flowers” (see Figure 5.9). 
I travelled to Hong Kong in December 2016 with Bruce Crossman’s team. The 
development for my research (see Figure 5.10), firstly, at the intersection of 
calligraphy and English culture; and secondly, showing how the techniques of 
impasto and line related to Chinese opera and contemporary Australian music (see 
Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5.6: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: John 
Winston Howard. Ink & Colour on Paper.  
44 x 32 cm. 
 
Figure 5.7: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston 
Howard. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
 
Figure 5.8: Luping, Z. (2016). Butterfly lovers.117 “Shi Ba Li Xiang Song”118 for Bruce Crossman’s music - 
Shy like blushing flowers. Oil on canvas. 124 x 91 cm. 																																																								
117 Butterfly Lovers: Bai Renfu (1226-1306) Zhu Yingtai died married Liang Shanbo, Yuan Qu. (Wilt 2012, p. 29).  
 
118 Shi Ba Li Xiang Song Is a section of the story of Butterfly Lovers. (Wilt 2012, p. 33). 
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The first area of investigation was within Jenny Saville’s painterly impasto in which 
she evokes human form, intercut by intrusive calligraphic marks to portray 
emotional energies. I see this as related to Chinese new ink tradition and “traditional 
calligraphy to express character of the subject” (Capon 2013, p. 54). I visited Fine 
Arts Asia, which “featured Chinese interactions between ink traditions and European 
culture, especially recent work” (Shao Yan and Nobel prize laureate Gao Xing Jian) 
and by new ink master Lui Shou-kwan (see Figure 5.12).  
 
  
Figure 5.9: Luping, Z. (2016). Detail-1 of Butterfly Lovers. “Shi Ba Li 
Xiang Song” for Bruce Crossman’s music - Shy like blushing flowers. 
Figure 5.10: Luping, Z. (2016). 
Detail-2 of Butterfly Lovers “Shi 
Ba Li Xiang Song” for Bruce 
Crossman’s music - Shy like 
blushing flowers. 
 
This is of direct relevance to my working of ink marks within impasto paintings, both 
in the fourteen Emperors series paintings and in works (Butterfly Loves) which  
explore the interaction between music and painting, especially in collaboration with 
composer Bruce Crossman’s music “Shy Like Blushing Flowers” (see Figure 5.13). 
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Figure 5.11: Luping, Z. (2016). Butterfly Lovers. “Bi Yi Shuang Fei”119 for Bruce Crossman’s music, Shy 
Like Blushing Flowers. Oil on canvas, 124 x 91 cm. 
 
The second area my painting and ink drawings investigates is the methodology of 
European impasto techniques and the use of calligraphically line to express Ba-Gua 
energy as driven by a musical sense. These impasto and lines in painting and drawing 
are informed in my creative process by musical energies - especially Peking Opera. In 
Hong Kong, I worked with Bruce Crossman and Hong Kong New Music Ensemble 
musicians, including director William Lane, to create images for a collaborative 
project based on Crossman’s music - Shy Like Blushing Flowers (see Figure 5.14). My 
portfolio work includes two film collaborations with this composer,  exploring the 
multi-artform aesthetic of Chinese culture. (see Figure 5.15). 
 
																																																								
119 Bi Yi Shuang Fei Is a section of the story of Butterfly Lovers. (Wilt 2012, p. 36). 
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Figure 5.12: Luping, Z. (2016). Detail-1 of Butterfly Lovers. “Bi Yi Shuang 
Fei” for Bruce Crossman’s music - Shy like blushing flowers. 
Figure 5.13: Luping, Z. 
(2016). Detail-2 Butterfly 
Lovers. “Bi Yi Shuang Fei” 
for Bruce Crossman’s 
music - Shy like blushing 
flowers. 
 
Workshopping on the Hong Kong trip became a catalyst for me to finish the gestural 
and painterly intercultural collusions of the ‘fourteen emperors’ series through 
engagement with the UK-Hong Kong aesthetic of Fine Arts Asia, and with the Hong 
Kong New Music Ensemble, provided a final short film with a voice-visual interaction 
of my aesthetic. 
 
Figure 5.14: Luping, Z. (2016). Act-1 for Shy like blushing flowers. The film of Bruce Crossman’s music. 
Dr Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, 
Playhouse Theatre WSU, Australia. 
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Figure 5.15: Luping, Z. (2016). Act-2 for Shy like blushing flowers. The film of Bruce Crossman’s music. 
Dr Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, 
Playhouse Theatre WSU, Australia. 
My art creation is the individual production of a feeling that is focussed on my 
thinking and cannot simply be the illustration of my identity (see Figure 5.16). 
Creativity is truly self-conscious, it  proceeds from sensations, and is always 
reciprocal as reality filtered by perception.  
 
Figure 5.16: Luping, Z. (2015). Where are the sounds of joy? Act for the film of Bruce Crossman’s 
music. Dr Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Iwaki Auditorium, ABC Centre, 
Southbank Melbourne, Australia. 
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5.3 Intercultural Interaction of Cross-Cultural Communication 
Intercultural interaction of cross-cultural communication in the visual art field acts to 
bring together such comparatively unrelated areas as cultural humanities and 
accredited areas of communication. My main concern is to establish and understand 
how my creative work from Chinese cultures communicates with Australian 
audiences. My research also incorporates anthropology, cultural studies, psychology 
and visual art as communication (see Figure 5.17).   
 
Figure 5.17: Luping, Z. (2016). Photo of my studio phytography. 
 
The crossover should generate new art forms that engage Australian audiences in 
the appreciation of my Chinese-Australian artwork. My research has also cut deeply 
into a Chinese-Australian understanding of intercultural relations and creative 
methodology, to the point where it may be a useful communication across 
multicultural populations within Australia, England, and China. Some elements of 
artistic ideation are appropriated from contemporary Australian intercultural music, 
such as that of the Bruce Crossman. Aspects of traditional Chinese music ideation 
with contemporary Western musical techniques, as well as his philosophical links 
with Ba-Gua, dominate his artistic approach to sound. I see a synergy of these ideas 
to my own visual arts research with its multi-art form Confucian approach, such as 
rhythm (called color in painting) and beat (called brush), with East Asian cultural 
influences throughout. The application of intercultural Australian musical ideas with 
contemporary Chinese and Chinese-Australian painting with its roots in traditional 
Chinese painting, Ba-Gua philosophy and the European masters (Renaissance, 
Rembrandt), creating a new route for artistic development. For myself, I call this 
Qian ‘painterly voice’.  
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The form of my painting of “Heaven – Reaching Junction” takes inspiration from 
Michelangelo Buonnarroti’s fresco, the “Creation of Adam”  in the Sistine Chapel. 
The cultural sense of it, such as the characteristically human nature, suggests 
connection to each other—heaven and earth in Ba-Gua type parallel.  I see how the 
hands in this painting, would express how the humanity of West and East reaches a 
cultural junction in visual artwork. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.18: Chinese seal script for Tian “heaven” (Fu 2005, p. 36). 
In the field of astronomy, the sky is not a void. In my thesis, the sky (heaven) in the 
old Chinese cultural meaning in Yin-Ying, Bu-Gua and Qian is the tool for exploring 
my ‘fourteen emperors’. The conceptualization of sky as void is a specific 
interpretation from old Chinese philosophy and Chinese belief, signifying sky and 
heaven at the highest level things of people and things in general. For example, Son 
of Heaven is an honorific designation for the "Chinese Emperor". In the Qing dynasty 
the emperor’s120 name is Qianlong. Qian signifies sky, and Long means Dragon. In 
this way the emperor’s name implies that he is the son of heaven (highest).  																																																								
120 The Qianlong Emperor (25 September 1711 – 7 February 1799) was the sixth emperor of the Manchu-led Qing 
dynasty, and the fourth Qing emperor to rule over China proper. Born Hongli, the fourth son of the Yongzheng 
Emperor, he reigned officially from 11 October 1735 to 8 February 1796.1 On 8 February, he abdicated in favour 
of his son, the Jiaqing Emperor – a filial act in order not to reign longer than his grandfather, the illustrious Kangxi 
Emperor. Despite his retirement, however, he retained ultimate power as the Emperor Emeritus (or Retired 
Emperor) until his death in 1799; he thus was the longest-reigning de facto ruler in the history of China, and 
dying at the age of 87, the longest-living. As a capable and cultured ruler inheriting a thriving empire, during his 
long reign the Qing Empire reached its most splendid and prosperous era, boasting a large population and 
economy. As a military leader, he led military campaigns expanding the dynastic territory to the largest extent by 
conquering and sometimes destroying Central Asian kingdoms. This turned around in his late years: the Qing 
empire began to decline with corruption and wastefulness in his court and a stagnating civil society. Jacobs, 
Andrew. "Dusting Off a Serene Jewel Box," New York Times. 31 December 2008. 
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In the field of astronomy, the sky is called the heavenly domain. The actual sky is 
everything situated upon the appearance of the globe, including the atmosphere and 
beyond that the void. During daylight, the sky appears to be blue because air 
scatters more blue sunlight than red (Watson 2002)121. During the day, the sun can 
be seen in the sky unless covered by clouds. Airplanes, birds, creatures of the night 
and kites fly in the sky. At night, the sky emerges with a mostly murky appearance or 
an area brilliant with stars. The Moon, planets and stars are in sight in the night sky. 
Rainbows and polar lights are natural phenomena. There are fulminating storms and 
cascading rain. During the day the smoke and the contamination of light are created 
by human activities, and day or night, pollution can and does appears over large 
industrial  towns. 
Sky (Tiān) is one of the oldest Chinese terms for heaven and a key metaphoric 
concept in Chinese mythology, philosophy, and religion. The sky is referred to in 
connection with its supplementary field of earth in Taoism and Confucianism. Sky 
belief  before the 20th century was a common belief in China. During the Shang 
Dynasty (17–11th centuries BCE), the Chinese referred to their supreme god as sky. 
During the following Zhou Dynasty, sky became synonymous with this character. The 
Chinese always use the Lao Tau’s principal as a tool, one special passage is 
frequently quoted: “The nameless Tao is the beginning of Heaven and Earth; with a 
name Tao is the Mother of the Universe (All Things)….. To the Chinese what is 
highest, the origin of things, is nothingness, emptiness, the altogether 
undetermined, the abstract universal, and this also called Tao……” (Chang 2011, p.4). 
The Tao means sky, mother of the universe. 
 
																																																								
121 J.G. Watson (June 2002). "Visibility: Science and Regulation". J. Air & Waste Manage. Assoc. 52: 628–713. 
doi:10.1080 / 10473289. 2002. 10470813. Retrieved 19 April 2007. 
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Figure 5.19: A Flying Apsarasa. (538-539 AD). Dunhuang Mogao 285, 590 x 600 pixels. Western Wei 
Dynasty. (Chen & Xiao 2006, p. 78). 
 
In Chinese culture, Ba-Gua is a primary element, called  Qián (see Figure 5.18), and 
signifying either “sky or heaven” (Hinton 2013, p. 113). In Chinese traditional 
philosophy and religion, the sky is one of the oldest Chinese terminologies for the 
universe and a key concept – “Innate Ba-Gua” (Xie 2010, p. 82). In the Shang 
Dynasty (17–11th centuries BCE), the Chinese called their highest god - Lord. The 
conceptual sky as applied in art, such as A Flaying Apsarasa (see Figure 5.19) of 
Dunhuang Mogao fresco. The previous Chinese history of painting produced artwork 
with unique twists and turns, which in the long-term, stretch harmonious charm 
visually, to present the wish of people with a beautiful dream and an ethereal world 
of imagination searching for connection.  
 
The symbolization of sky in the Western way, is exemplified in early Greek art by 
“The Nike of Samothrace” (see Figure 5.20). This sculpture excavated in 1863, is 
thought to have been created around 200–190 BCE. It was produced not only to 
glorify the goddess, Nike, but to honour her strong wings, suggestive of flight 
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ideation. And for humanity, It expresses a sense of action with the skilful wings of 
power for flight and connection. This is an ideal in which the Greeks believed. 
 
 
Figure 5.20: The Nike of Samothrace. (200-190 BCE). Parian marble, 244cm (96 in). Louvre Paris  
(Lloyd 1985, p. 36). 
 
In summary, the Greeks and Chinese people believe the sky is void and that they can 
be connected through the sky to attain the human level of intercultural connection. 
Since the development of the airplane, produced as a vehicle for people, this 
connection has taken on a modern technological aspect like my ideation in which 
modern iconography is used to express human ideals. Even though spaceships and 
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rocket technologies are used for human connection and the Internet links people 
from everywhere in the world to explore the new ideas, all the roots are in the 
ancient concepts of the Chinese and Greek cultures. These applications are all 
through the sky expressing people’s need for connection. Therefore, the world 
becomes small (in the human sense) and therefore easier and more convenient, just 
as the multiple cultures are becoming a combination for people to communicate 
today.    
 
5.4.   External Reactions with Photographers, Filmmakers, Musicians 
Social and applied interaction with photographers, filmmakers, and musicians has 
been of great benefit to my time in Australia. Sharing dreams, ideas, talents, skills 
and creative practice has been of considerable benefit to my self-development, 
“with specific applications to creative process” (Barrett & Bolt 2007, p. 23) as well as 
practical satisfaction with the development of my own production of “fourteen 
emperors” (see Figure 5.21).  A photographer’s sense of portrayal gives me a useful 
model for detail as I worked on accurate and expressive portraits. Through my 
project I learnt the development of narrative from filmmakers, and musicians signal 
passion as atmosphere for my ‘Fourteen Emperors’ (see Figure 5.22).  
  
Figure 5.21: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Emperor Shu 
Han Zhao Liedi Liu Bei. A part of thirteen emperors 
scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine Arts. (Li 2013, p. 
56). 
Figure 5.22: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Billy 
Hughes. Ink on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
 
Academic research is a valuable tool for collating, analysing and planning existing 
knowledge, (see Figure 5.23), but art practice is of a different order of thinking. 
Taking ‘one step back from reality’, brings a more direct contact with reality, an 
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immediate response to the environment. So that, painting is always at the edge of 
life and a shifting identity. (see Figure 5.24). My art practice locates direction by 
marking out originality measured by an independent, multi-media and transcultural 
journey, some elements are from painting, photography, movie and music and all in 
relationship to identity (Wilkins 2006, p. 17).  
 
 
Figure 5.23: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors series: Billy Hughes. Oil on canvas.  
195 x 245 cm.  
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Figure 5.24: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Billy Hughes, 
Ink & Colour on Paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
 
Figure 5.25: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Billy Hughes. Oil 
on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
 
  
Figure 5.26: Luping, Z. (2016). Detail-1 portrait of 
Billy Hughes. Oil on canvas.  
 
Figure 5.27: Luping, Z. (2016). Detail-2 portrait of 
Billy Hughes. Oil on canvas. 
 
My ‘Fourteen Emperors’ are not intended only as a surface illustration of perceived 
character traits or incidence (see Figure 5.25). In this moment, ‘painterly voice’ is a 
tough and intense reflection of an independent reproduction of truths from lived 
experience. It is not research at one pace back from reality but a direct intervention 
in reality, practice-based and practice-led. That is philosophically radical (see Figure 
5.26). And, it speaks to the potential universality of contemporary art and the 
development of thinking at any social level (see Figure 5.27). What is my purpose of 
artistic creation? It is about the creative cycle as a totally reiterative process for 
practice-led research (Smith & Dean 2009, p. 53). Questions that follow include: is 
today the function of artistic creation to extract a lonely, elite art revolution of 
individualities? Does the power of tradition and art principle exclude the radical or 
vice versa, as per parallels out across architecture (Gilbert 2001, p. 23)? Is the 
function of art to propose in advance? These are thoughts that surface across the 
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grand cultural narratives battering as a hurricane wind against my 'painterly voice' 
(see Figure 5.28).  
 
 
Figure 5.28: Luping, Z. (2016). Portrait of Billy Hughes. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
 
The more important issue today is the creation of contemporary art. Between the 
universality of traditional art  on one hand, the universality of the contemporary art, 
a revolutionary exploration and so on, and individualities, freely engaging the 
openness of self (see Figure 5.29). It’s the principal contradiction between two kinds 
of universalities. On one side the abstract universality of radical  development (see 
Figure 5.30), and on the other the concrete universality of existing and creation, and 
visual arts practice (Graham 1994, p.43).  
 
  
Figure 5.29: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-1 of 
sketch of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: 
Billy Hughes. Ink on Paper. 
Figure 5.30: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-2 of 
Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors 
Series: Billy Hughes. Ink & Colour on Paper. 
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My position is that artistic creation today needs to practice deep involvement in the 
new universalities fitted to this internet connected era, manifest in an electronic, 
digital ‘global’ culture becoming (apparently) smaller, faster, easier beyond older 
ethnographics or ‘nationality.’Art is affected by electronic media as much as  it is by 
economics and/or casual conversation, indeed everything (see Figure 5.31). In my 
migratory way I am bound to deep involvement in new challenges, but not 
necessarily rejecting traditional art and its previous localities and universalities of 
aesthetics and principle (see Figure 5.32). The question of art is very important, 
because art is already a constant proposal of new notions of aesthetics as occurs 
within my current studies. My interaction with photographers, filmmakers and 
musicians is normal and essential. 
  
Figure 5.31: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Billy Hughes. 
oil on canvas.  
Figure 5.32: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Billy 
Hughes. oil on canvas. 
 
5.5. Painting Production 2: Processes 
I challenge the way that traditional art remains archived and ‘forgotten’ as history, 
that is to say, notions of progress are foregrounded insisting upon constant change 
marked as innovation. I prefer to maintain a universality of aesthetics and principle 
that exist in favour of classical art forms or simply another formation of art that is 
not necessarily ‘progress’ but just a different, useful mode of practice. I envisage a 
liberation that does not obliterate previous or other kinds of useful practice.  
My process throughout the 'fourteen emperors' project defintely marks my 
development within visual arts: my thought, supervision times, collection of 
materials, combination of the visual with sound, drawing, and my painting’s 
commencement of actions and proceedings, all shape a processional structure for 
the creative production of my ‘painterly voice’.  
The process of my 'fourteen emperors' is revealed in action as well as newly 
developed methodologies expressing my painterly voice’. My art shows or describes 
inspiration, rationale, and intentionality. And, it certainly evinces authenticity in my 
journey (see Figure 5.33). 
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Figure 5.33: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Emperor 
Houzhu of Chen Chen Shubao. A aart of 
thirteen emperors scroll. Boston, Museum of 
the Fine Arts. (Li 2013, p. 55).  
 
Figure 5.34: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley 
Melbourne Bruce. Ink on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
Before I started to paint my ' fourteen emperors’ I thought about what characterises 
my expression within art. What do I advance artistically? Is art different from 
scientific, political or other formations of revolution? Does art complement or work 
against other kinds of defined revolution? It seems that art, let’s guess that visual art 
is sensual, actually marks out one important human sense in its title and that is the 
optical. 
 
For the ‘fourteen emperors’ as in, for example, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors 
Series: Stanley Melbourne Bruce (the form of which was appropriated from Yan 
Liben’s painting ‘Emperor Houzhu of Chen Chen Shubao’), I switched the face of 
Emperor Houzhu of Chen Chen Shubao and replaced it with the face of Stanley 
Melbourne Bruce ,122 (see Figure 5.36). 
																																																								
122 Stanley Melbourne Bruce, (1883 –1967) was the eighth Prime Minister of Australia (1923–29). He was an 
anglophile reactionary and wearer of spats, and one of only two federal leaders to have suffered the misfortune 
to lose his seat in parliament at a generalelection. (David 2005, p. 12).  
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Figure 5.35: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley Melbourne Bruce. Oil 
on canvas. 245 x 185 cm. 
My philosophy is slowly developing through this process. It is unnoticeable through 
the clock and calendar arrangement of days or weeks or years but there is certain 
progress. My intercultural, mixed media, interdisciplinary process is building, and my 
eyes are opening (see Figure 5.37). As my painting synthesizes in its optics the 
musicality that gives me life, it liberates my mind as a structure on my canvas (see 
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Figure 5.38) given that creative practice is rooted in a “reflective-practice cycle” 
(Schon 1987, p. 15). 
  
  
Figure 5.36: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ Series: Stanley 
Melbourne Bruce. Ink & Colour on Paper.  
44 x 32 cm. 
Figure 5.37: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley 
Melbourne Bruce. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
So I have a certain sense that the effect of ‘painterly voice’ elements within my 
'fourteen emperors' lends inspiration for my continued artwork (see Figure 5.39). 
Tradition and revolution are internal laws of nature and thinking around both 
conditions can be as challenging as it is enjoyable: “Process as a way of 
strengthening the artistic product and generating discursive knowledge through 
writing” (Bolt 2009, p. 33). It's the kind of thing we experience but art cannot 
provided narrow prescriptive principles toward any understanding art except when 
we see that in itself it is a natural force of nature.  
My new way 'painterly voice'  tracks the progress of my project, and in truth the 
effect is the most astonishing part of process-painting I've ever experienced, an 
involving visual world as narrative as my ‘fourteen emperors,’ seems to make 
materiality work beyond time (see Figure 5.40). The simple, workman-like process of 
my project engages the primacy of exploration, using canvas, banausic and fine arts 
materials such as oil colours, medium, charcoal, watercolour, paper, brush, and 
palette knives. Materials commonly used to produce oil painting that speaks of 
imagination, ideation, time, emotion, movement, etc. (see Figure 5.41).  
In the process of my painting, as in the art world generally, nature itself is valued as 
art – the geometric form (across) an illustration of the artist nature. “This process 
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gives birth to: artistry” (Schon 1987, p. 15). The art process for me was involved in 
subjects linking circumstances to my 'fourteen emperors', stochastic creation, 
improvisation, and the emancipate ideation of non-stable principles such as 
performance, rhyme, and passion (see Figure 5.42). Using these elements created 
unusual effects and effectiveness in unpredictable or asymmetrical arrangements 
produced by my actions such as music preference, imagination, medium flooding, 
and thick oil drop, or oil knife processes such as dance, abstract imaginations 
appearance, new forms, or new composition (see Figure 5.43). 
  
Figure 5.38: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley 
Melbourne Bruce. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 5.39: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of 
Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ 
series: Stanley Melbourne Bruce. Ink & Colour on 
Paper. 
My smaller sized pieces often configured in relation to the form on the paper. From 
making painting as a flowing journey, these pieces reflect my explorative role yet 
sometimes the process feels patchy or incomplete. These are my studio works. It’s a 
reiterative, creative process cycle, which researchers Hazel Smith and Roger Dean 
call “iterative” (Smith & Dean 2009, pp. 19-20). 
It’s a significant self-realisation that my artistic truth is an intention emanating from 
'painterly voice'. It’s a new characterisation of my rational relation art, but also in the 
context of globalization pushing to me towards a radicalization of art forms, in a 
novel realistic assessment of future art forms. Because my revolution today is the 
revolution of current universality, I am pondering without prejudice on accelerated 
changes to art practice with regard to future aesthetics.  
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Figure 5.40: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of sketch of Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley Melbourne Bruce. Ink on 
paper. 
Figure 5.41: Luping, Z. (2016). 
Portrait of Stanley Melbourne 
Bruce. Oil on canvas.  
61 x 51cm. 
 
My audience’s attention towards my 'fourteen emperors' paintings and interest in 
my 'painterly voice' illuminates a truth that as well, as producer, I am also audience 
throughout the process with the notion of self-reflection (see Figure 5.44). In my 
series paintings, I work with many ideas on the potential of music as a synthesizing 
and blending visual form making it emphatic to me in a way that reveals a creative 
voice (Wilkins 2006, p. 7). By doing so, I can see the connection between my internal 
and external practice by using and copying my own philosophy and my image by 
means of film. Thus, my 'painterly voice' radicalises traditional art principles to be 
built into artworks such as “Mona Lisa” with the notion of physical time – note the 
fleeting smile on her face (see Figure 5.45). “Examples of this artistry and process 
can be seen in the creativity and ideas of American architect Frank Gehry” (Gilbert 
2001, p. 24). 
In On Screen (2016) my visual appeal involved a rehabilitation of theatricality, and a 
visual imagination intended to excite the audience’s appreciation of the moment, 
“across which the artist creates ‘cogency’” (Schon 1987, p. 6). My series of paintings, 
presented as a story of cultural portraits, was covered in depth amongst a range of 
cultural viewpoints and visual compositions. 
Across my practice, my ideas of "free self” and “unlimited production” are processed 
by the creation of self-imagination shown at the same time with an imagination of 
"myself". In doing so, I reflexively addressed 'painterly voice' based upon unlimited 
ideation within new artistic formations. My development as an artist is self-
emancipation, not just the mindless application of a fine art skill but a principle 
analysis (see Figure 5.46) that “the process of composition traces a path from the 
intangible” (Saxton 1998:1). The process of my art is to advance an idea open to the 
question: how does this advance the condition of humanity in the context of this 
inconsistent world? Also, without classic art, without traditional artistic principles, 
any new appreciation of art and a free philosophy needs past reference in order to 
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recognise new art as a real option and that “composition is the act of forming” (Ibid 
1996, p. 1) –  from what, to what? 
  
Figure 5.42: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Emperor 
Wei Wendi Cao Pi, A part of thirteen emperors 
scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine Arts.  
(Li 2013, p. 59). 
 
Figure 5.43: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Andrew 
Fisher. Ink on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
My exegesis does dream of globalization. I am pondering an option to mix music 
with the visual art forms, a deeper dream then of total multimedia. And, I think 
cross-pollination is a great notion that fits with a contemporary dreamtime (see 
Figure 5.47). So, my current process generates the beginnings of new art, new 
methods, and a dream of exploration as a method of feeling or sensing this new 
world. I should be free about this kind of dream, a “question forming a bell-like 
clarity approach” (Schon 1987, p. 4) 
 
Linking the definition of globalization123, the natural world is parodied in electronic 
artifice, then drawn together for a ‘global’ expression of those fused worlds of the 
natural and artificial. From my artistic approach, from my perspective, I guessed that 
by drawing on regional ethnology from music and Chinese art forms, there may 
global similarities, points of exchange. Fourteen emperors is distinctly trans-cultural 
and intentionally of value to its audience. I have been inspired by aspects of Bruce 
Crossman’s contemporary music as quite a number of musical notes and sounds of 
his apply to Chinese operatic musicality, for example, when the Chinese Cymbal 																																																								
123 Globalization is the trend of increasing interaction between people on a worldwide scale due to advances in 
transportation and communication technology, nominally beginning with the steamship and the telegraph in the 
early to mid-1800s. Globalization is a widely-used term but different people mean different things by it. 
(Ghemawat & Altman 2014, p.13). 
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sounds at the stop beat, contextualizing Yin-Yang: content (black) and void (white). 
Some beat sounds were based on Chinese calligraphy, the “Cursive script".  To the 
best of my understanding, his approach involved only taking what he needed and 
using it as resource for the creation of his music. Globalization can be on a 
continuum with the local, national and regional (Held, David; Goldblatt, David; 
McGrew, Anthony; Perraton, Jonathan (1999). From my perspective artistic 
globalization is in the main, a progression of integration that blends human social 
and cultural aspects. As an aspect of the history of globalization, conflict and 
difference come closer to all as with the corollary condition of understanding each 
other. In that way philosophic contention does not only take place between 
professional ‘warriors’, we are now increasingly all on ‘the front line’. Using and 
challenging moments of artistic globalization have many points in common  with 
previous worlds, it is just on massive, accelerated and intense scale and, at this time, 
it is through hyper-increased interactions between nation-states and human nature 
that compose the growth of international communication, ideas, and culture.  
 
  
Figure 5.44: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Andrew Fisher, 
Ink & colour on paper. 44 x 32cm. 
Figure 5.45: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Andrew Fisher. 
Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
From his music interpretation, Keith Howard124 related Chinese music, in the context 
of globalisation, to 'ethnomusicology'. He also addressed research projects on 
Korean music and wrote a series of books comprising 'Bands, Songs and Shamanistic 
Rituals', 'Korean Musical Instruments', 'Preserving Korean Music' and 'Creating 																																																								
124 Professor of Music, School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. Viewed: 01/04/2018. 
http://soas.academia.edu/KeithHoward/CurriculumVitae  
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Korean Music'. He used many, diverse ways to create his music in his teaching of 
students. 
 
 
Figure 5.46: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
245 x 185cm. 
 
The Chinese art, in terms of time movement, is transformational in the shift to a 
globalization of art forms. If we only focused on hearing the authentic now, we 
would lose creativeness in future. The result would be reproduced work without no 
innovation. Why did the Chinese sing words with snatches of English words 
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embedded in Chinese contemporary songs? Such as Teresa Teng’s125 song “Goodbye 
   ”.  This signified modern globalization and a new hybrid Chinese art-form 
appeared within the overall music field between English and Chinese culture. 
According to Frederick Lau126 the music “can be used along with thinking musically” 
(Lui 2007). He discussed the Chinese musician Wang Fong‘s 127  sound as being 
commonly understood and the audiences enjoyed the music without understanding 
the language in either a literary or literal way, but certainly, sensually. New art-forms 
further revealed globalization, slowly at first, but then increasingly in China, posing 
many questions for myself amongst the many millions within different audiences. 
Are Wang’s songs global when sung by Chinese singer in China or to be so does it 
have to be somewhere else? How can global or local, traditional or contemporary, 
be defined within a globalized China or Australia? What is at stake between the 
regional and global? How can the audience see global identity as a new art form? As 
do all migrants, I found this making of art in the context of global identity, a life full 
of half-finished stories. Bruce Crossman’s music since he became my supervisor 
encouraged me to apply musicality and optics to my fourteen emperors on a quest 
for my ‘painterly voice’. The effect of my brush, ink and line in combination with the 
thick oil painting, is intended to describe the emperors’ face in a  satirical way with a 
humour common to both Chinese and Australians.         
 
  
Figure 5.47: Luping, Z. (2015). Sketch of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen 
emperors’ series Andrew Fisher. Ink Paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
Figure 5.48: Luping, Z. (2016). 
Portrait of Andrew Fisher. Oil 
on canvas. 61 x 51 cm.  
I created this painting in accord with globalisation and the continued individuation of 
the arts. As an ongoing concern and interest of mine, it is the present and most likely 
future context for how we function socially, culturally and, indeed, biologically. This 
is the direction and context I am set upon. It is my culture now. 																																																								
125 Teresa Teng (1953 – 1995) was a Chinese Taiwanese singer. Gang Lihang (1998) Queen Singer Teresa Teng 
Press China Literature Publishing Company China. 
 
126 Frederick Lau is the chair and professor of Ethnomusicology at the University of Hawai’i at Minoa. Viewed: 
01/04/2018. https://manoa.hawaii.edu/music/about-us/faculty/frederick-lau/  
 
127 Wang Feng (1971 -) He was born in Beijing, China. He is a contemporary famous rock singer and music 
producer in China, and a leading in Chinese rock music. 
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Regarding 'painterly voice': the challenge for me here is the creation of new forms. 
It’s important because of what I thought previously about unlimited desire for new 
forms being an issue in contemporary art (see Figure 5.49). I should be definite 
about my analysis of ‘painterly voice’ in its uniqueness. What is unique about my 
‘fourteen emperors’? I indicate that, in fact (see Figure 5.50), there is just the pure 
making of new methods, “the creative practitioner takes on the research-based 
theory emphasis of the positivists” (Schon 1987, p. 3). 
  
Figure 5.49: Luping, Z. (2016). 
The etail portrait-1 of Andrew 
Fisher. Oil on canvas.  
Figure 5.50: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail portrait-2 of Andrew 
Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
My new method feels dreamlike. (see Figure 5.51). Therefore in art, for humanity 
there is no pure creation of forms, God created the world, if you like, but for humans 
there must be something like an advanced purification process within the “swampy 
zones of practice” (Ibid 1996, p. 3). When I painted the fourteen emperors 
(Australian) on thirteen emperors (Chinese), the faces of Australian prime ministers 
were superimposed (see Figure 5.52). That was the sense of the idea developing 
materially. Things change in that process and in this case, for me to come closer to 
the relation between narrative and political figures, “… such as the senses’ 
expressivity within materiality” (Graham1994, p. 178). 
Practically the relationship between narrative and politicians crossed different 
cultures and the whole process including accuracy of portrayal, satire and narrative 
became a deep cultural investigation (see Figure 5.53). And of course, there is 
something of appropriation as shown by Duchamp (see Figure 5.54). My way was all 
in conjunction with the Australian politicians and the Chinese past politicians, 
portraying them as Qian or ‘painterly voice’, but it is also a new way of exploring “… 
its theoretical specificity is unimportant to individual or society at large” (Ibid 1996, 
p. 3).  
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Figure 5.51: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Andrew 
Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 5.52: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Andrew 
Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
My completed series of paintings, is more radical on my terms, than simple process. I 
believe my artworks offer relevance to global contemporary art practice, in its 
“sense of a situation and action” (Schon 1987, p. 4). Alexander Sturgis called it Non-
Objective Painting and, I explain my process-based practice as “reflection-in-action, 
necessarily involves experiment” (Ibid 1996, p. 68). My process implies a logic of 
time, a structure of the marks of knowledge, understanding, historical periods and 
awareness: guiding the audience to regard any potential implication of a 
contemporary painting as radical. “This form of painting arose from a desire for 
absolute autonomy and that the goals were fulfilled in Aestheticism and therefore 
resulting in its inevitable termination” (Peter 1971, p. 147). 
I find my process exciting because my paintings are open to different interpretations; 
it challenges my previous mode of thinking by means of material production, in ways 
that may move an audience’s imagination.   
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Figure 5.53: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of 
Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ 
series: Andrew Fisher. Ink & Colour on Paper. 
Figure 5.54: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of 
Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ 
series: Andrew Fisher. Ink & Colour on Paper. 
 
5.6. Summary  
In conclusion, there were multiple approaches and processes taken to create the 
‘fourteen emperors’ project, including traditional research, interactions with 
painters, musicians and filmmakers, studio reflection and action, intercultural 
interaction of cross-cultural communication, and external reactions with 
photographers, filmmakers and musicians. Above all the project demanded a 
radicalization of my imagination, and that has changed forever from this point. 
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CHAPTER SIX  
ANALYSIS OF QIAN THROUGH SKETCHES, SOUND 
INTERACTIONS AND EMPERORS 
6.1. An Analysis of Painterly Production Within a Qian Philosophy Across: Sketch 
Materials (Ink Wash, Calligraphically Drawing, Impasto Miniatures) 
The concluding effect of my research, I project, will be an investigation of the unique 
experiences of a migrant’s progress and way of life when viewed from the 
framework of my individual philosophy expressed in painting and writing, that is 
‘painterly voice’. 
 
Worthiness of Proposed Research: The Development of my new way of ‘painterly 
voice’: My current research aims to achieve a re-invigoration of visual art, which I 
see as exploring a new way of artistic thought: “boundary and junction” (see Figure 
6.1). My research aims to use Chinese culture of Yin-Yang, Ba-Gua as a traditional. 
method to find a connection linking the Western artistic way of seeing to Confucian 
thinking. (see Figure 6.2).   
 
  
Figure 6.1: Luping, Z. (2014). The 
detail-1 of sketch of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: Kevin 
Rudd. Ink on paper. 
Figure 6.2: Luping, Z. (2016). The sketch of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: Tony Abbott. Ink on paper.  
22 x 30 cm. 
 
The development of my new way of ‘painterly voice’ consists of three elements: 
Jenny Saville’s oil painting skill, Peking Opera visual and sonic influences and the 
spatial form of Yan Liben’s painting. Artwork with a cogency of ‘impasto layers 
versus expressive line’ energized by Yin-Yang, and Ba-Gua levels of movement will 
work towards an expression of Qian. These heavenly layers include: height, spatial 
elements, political rulers, feelings of people, political will, Chinese landscapes with 
their connection to nature and Australian political icons. The idea in exploring this 
‘painterly voice’ with impasto versus line across ‘height elements of Ba-Gua, is to 
make ‘humorous and graceful’ artwork as an expression of Qian (heaven) through 
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the intersecting lines of Yin-Yang Ba-Gua. My plan has been to create a new form of 
expression through European impasto oil techniques, synergized with Chinese line, 
and spatial techniques to reveal political character in Australia but still rooted in the 
structures of ancient Chinese emperors. The marking-making with oil colour impasto 
and Chinese painting line techniques becomes Ba-Gua energy as a double cultural 
revelation of human character.  
  
6.2.  Visual Interaction with Chinese-Australian Music-Theatre (Sing Emperor/Film, 
Kumqu Opera Aristocratic Lovers)  
Visual interaction of painting with music-theatre that is reflexive of self, was 
assumed in the two short films, Shy Like Blushing Flowers and Where are the Sounds 
of Joy? (Bruce Crossman’s tunes). I believe, through the making of those short films 
my art narrated performance of creativity is of significance to future audiences. I am 
imaging new forms of Opera, given that the Italian root of the word opera means 
work (see Figure 6.3).  
 
 
Figure 6.3: Luping, Z. (2016). Act-1 as Performance in Film for Bruce Crossman’s music: Shy like 
blushing flowers. Dr Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity 
Unlimited 2016, Playhouse Theatre WSU, Australia. 
I write against the possibility of an art that has a purely traditional range. I believe all 
Art has a greater meaning and will always be oriented to something beyond itself, it 
is an interaction as man is being and going into the future (see Figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4: Luping, Z. (2016). Act-1 as Performance in Film for Bruce Crossman’s music: Shy like 
blushing flowers. Dr Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity 
Unlimited 2016, Playhouse Theatre WSU, Australia. 
I want to make my action for the notional film, illustrate itself through itself for 
Crossman’s tunes.  From where does form and matter originate. Does the self-rule 
and liberty of my art and the radical really exist? On exploring the values it is based 
on, what do my actions contribute? It is called “practice-led research” (Smith & Dean 
2009, pp. 5-7). This class of visual interaction , unbound from trouble with interests 
in roles, use, and movement,  is perhaps the most spirited kind of sighting. My action 
is purely uncontracted, not inhibited by imagination, drive or want. 
My art work embodies different periods of my practice and experience. My art 
career started from Wenzhou (my home town), moved to Hangzhou, Shanghai, 
Shenzhen and Beijing, then I migrated to Australia, to the Gold Coast, Brisbane and 
Sydney: the relocation and cultural situation influenced my task and intention. 
“There needs to be a cogency across artistic ideas that works for them personally” 
(Schon 1987, p. 6) My sense of the visual interaction of artworks in music-theatre as I 
depicted, tracks though the significance of the movement or progression of my art 
career.  I will review Kumqu opera as a basic resource, to link Bruce Crossman’s 
tunes to create a new contemporary opera, to establish the importance of my acting 
direction, individual practice and to continue with my new art. My acting appears as 
an intricately carved text, voice and colour flying through my body. In dialogue with 
Bruce Crossman’s tunes, my performance shows the process of my new opera. 
I explore Chinese-Australian music-theatre to trace my new representation, radical 
and pure opera performance. Then with a different color text (English and Chinese) 
for each layer, I will produce the sound of Bruce's tune for the stage lightings that 
create more space, overlapping the layers one by one so that my performance is 
always having a surprising effect. “The key point for the creative practitioner is, that 
there needs to be a cogency across artistic ideas that works for them personally” 
(Schon 1987, p. 6). The creative option of my new opera combines visual interaction 
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with Chinese-Australian music-theatre, through  text and colour scale. It is all about 
the visual interpretation of my exploration through the transparency of my research. 
My new visual dialogue is not just the idea of transferring  ideas from one 
convention to another: it is my procedure with in the very act of my doing that 
shows my identity, “‘exercise of intelligence’, and internal ‘rigorousness’ of artistry 
that bounds the improvisatory exploration” (Ibid 1996, p. 13). 
6.3. Their Extension into An Australian-Chinese Emperor Series (Impasto Marks, 
Line Marking, Ink Wash, and Musical Rhythm As Marks)  
The theme in my art, naturally parallels my personal feelings. My narrative in art 
uses Qian, my sketches could just as easily be audio interactions, “… the creative 
practitioner makes sense of the world through trying to create a practical 
‘coherence’” (Ibid 1996, p. 6) Accordingly my artworks are bonded tight to my 
expression in…“…this creative basis of the artist as an ‘individual cosmology’” (Ibid 
1996, p. 197). 
  
Figure 6.5: Luping, Z. (2016). Detail-1 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen 
emperors’ series: Tony Abbott. Oil on canvas. 
 
Figure 6.6: Luping, Z. (2016). 
Detail-2 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: 
Robert Gordon. Oil on canvas. 
My real expression was essential for making  up-to-date art, and I make my personal 
appearance with the 'fourteen emperor's' (see Figure 6.7). In reality, the form of the 
new idea exists only as an expression of myself or my action (see Figure 6.8), which 
“… can be both culturally specific— something derived from tradition and 
consciously taken on-board by the artist” (Ibid 1996, p. 177). 
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Figure 6.7: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert 
Gordon. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 6.8: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert 
Gordon. Oil on canvas. 
Sometimes my painting wants to move beyond appearances, “wants to expand 
these influences beyond the safe—to be ‘extreme’” (Utz 1998, p. 145). This 
exploration is a good thing for my art. I wanted my art to have very significant 
purpose for today, for my new way: “… enough to  form a language of one’s own’” 
(Ibid 1996, p. 144). I think that my art is something like a subjective expression for 
future arts. 
It goes without saying that it was necessary that I create the ‘fourteen emperors’ in 
an Australian-Chinese emperor series. If my art is advanced, it is working to some 
degree, in a lateral sense, against the forces of traditional artistic principles. As 
Edmund Capon writes: “I’ve always had it firmly fixed in my mind that great ideas are 
horizontal, not vertical” (Capon 2009, p. 16). The outcome is that I must show my 
work. An analysis of my art reveals something like encouragement and/or hope. If 
my advancement of art was optimistic, it was because the research showed me real 
new skills applied to the art in-itself through my particular use of materials and 
techniques combined with musical rhythms informing visual marks. “Engages in a 
reiterative cycle process that is both cyclic and iterative” (Smith & Dean 2009, pp. 
19-20). 
  
Figure 6.9: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Julia 
Gillard. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 6.10: Luping Zeng (2016), The detail-2 of 
Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: Julia 
Gillard, oil on canvas. 
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Creativity arrives out of effort, suffering and struggle if you like, because it ultimately 
relies on one’s own thinking and decision-making. “The feeling likes the way of the 
water, where all life floats in suspension” (Jung, 1969). Using the Chinese Daoist way 
in combination with a European way, is familiar for “Bruce Crossman drawing from 
his European heritage and also from the Asian-Pacific region where he lives” (D 
Porlelli, 2012). Such that the Bu-Gua’s point – the limitless – was given a more 
complex treatment similar to Ho’s discussion of the qiyun complexity of a single 
tone/energy. The adaptation of water, ink mix and impasto was a way of qiyun to 
adapt  Saville’s techniques. In the same way “Crossman examines his work using the 
Chinese artistic concept of qiyun, which was developed by [the] Ethnomusicologist” 
(Edward Ho)128. “I see Dao as creating a ‘way’ between multiple positions that unifies 
them. The ideas of unity and polarities are evident through both Western art music 
and in the influence of nature in East Asia” (D Porlelli, 2012). For my newly learned 
“yin-yang dualities in art practice, especially elaborations in musical tones”; (Ho, E. 
1997),see Figure 6.15. My paintings on canvas purify this satirical character in new 
forms of portraits, some taking a feeling at the moment to complete, such as the 
qiyun (melody). A creative point in materiality arrives from the movement of your 
whole body's energy; it is like water, flexible, able to take on any shape. “According 
to ancient sages, the source of creativity is to be found in one’s heritage; to revitalize 
the legacy of a culture thus requires responding to stimuli coming from both within 
and outside the culture” (Chou, 2004). Analysis for the black and white composition  
shows the structure between the emperors' emotion and movement, like a melody 
to make the fact of painting itself in  the way of qiyun brushstrokes, also called qiyun 
lines (see Figure 6.9). Today I may think of the composition of my ‘fourteen 
emperors’ in which “value has been attached firmly to the traditions of painting, 
poetry and calligraphy as the indivisible trinity in the intellectual imagination of 
dynastic China and even in to the modern era. It is a belief that lies at the heart of 
painting in the Middle Kingdom” (Capon 2009, p.217). 
 
  
Figure 6.11: Yan, Liben. (7th century). 
Emperor Xuan of Chen Chen Xu, A part of 
thirteen emperors scroll. Boston, 
Museum of the Fine Arts. (Li 2013, p. 64). 
Figure 6.12: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Ink on 
paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
 																																																								
128  Bruce Crossman, “Asian-Pacific Creative Breath: Communicative Energy between Realms” Asia Studies 
Association Australia: Conference Paper, 2012, p.1. 
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In ‘fourteen emperors,’ multiple views of each character were sketched and brushed 
to create a new way of voicing energy. The relationship between the ink way (East) 
and oil paint (West) is expressed in a series of attitudinal strokes that move beyond 
the politicians' mode of expression and the usual form of portrait, into the context 
itself (see Figure 6.17). Calligraphy (Chinese and English) appeared in my series so 
that “we may think that things today are radically different – as indeed they are, in 
many respects. But deeply inscribed cultural habits and values linger in the collective 
psyche; I think the way of the word is still a force in the artistic imagination of 
contemporary China, suggesting that the art of painting is not only about imagery” 
(Capon 2009, p.217).  
 
6.4. Painting Production 3: Analysis of Materials 
I am writing about my research thesis and my art philosophy in order to break 
traditional art principles in an effort to find new ways with contemporary music as 
visually effective as Bruce Crossman’s tune “Sky Like Blushing Flowers.” When 
audiences view my painting, they can feel these elements “requiring ‘improvisation’ 
and ‘reaction’on the path towards artistic ‘coherence’” (Ibid 1996, p. 6).  
 
I reflect on my new art philosophy – ‘painterly voice’ – about how contemporary art 
is not to be merely a form (see Figure 6.12). It is a special visual effect, a means of 
transport“ on a journey from the ‘intangible to the tangible’” (Saxton 1998, p. 1). It 
can communicate, without didactics, more experientially with the audience  allowing 
appreciation of new forms of practice. More importantly, my visual dialogue is about 
how work as an artist in a non-formulaic way. 
  
Art sometimes confuses a blend between contemporary concepts and formalistic 
productions. On one side is the self-reliant desire for new forms, always new forms, 
something like a reproduced wish (see Figure 6.14). 
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Figure 6.13: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert 
Gordon Menzies. Ink & Colour on Paper. 
44 x 32 cm. 
Figure 6.14: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert Gordon 
Menzies. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
In my contemporary imagination is the vast wish for new forms, and my perspective, 
what I see, should be in advance of my activity. But, on the other side, are the 
troubles with the limitations of position, power, life and death. The clash of the 
pressure between the mania for new forms and the passions of love, sorrow, living 
and dreaming is something of a rift between past and present. The “approach with 
artistic materials, or ‘handlability’” (Bolt 2007, p. 33) is the guiding current in 
contemporary art (see Figure 6.15). That is my belief, the challenge for 
contemporary art in my current series of paintings is that “we come to know the 
world theoretically only after we have come to understand it through handling” (Ibid 
1996, p. 33).). All my 14 paintings have that as a class of objective, expressing how 
not to be only at the surface of formalistic contemporary art.  
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Figure 6.15: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-1 of Version-3, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert Gordon Menzies. 
Ink & Colour on Paper. 
Figure 6.16: Luping, Z. (2016). The 
sketch of Version-4, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: Robert 
Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas.  
195 x 245 cm.  
The  painting of “Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: Robert Gordon Menzies”  
shows the direction of my research, and I am very glad to interpret it here. The 
reader can see that there is something like a practice, a linking or points of junction, 
“… what I really want personally is to be in touch at first with the physical dimension. 
I believe that through the physical dimension, one can perhaps have a glimpse of 
spirituality.” (Ung 2008, p. 12). I felt something very unexpected, because my 
expression identified all that before the truths were revealed to me (see Figure 
6.16).  
I have somewhere, a great drawing about the search for the musical elements, which 
is ideology, an artistic presage, a creation of a new knowledge, and so it's astonishing 
to come across that, after the truths “with an eye to what emerges beyond the 
artefact—the tacit knowledge of ‘spirituality’” (Ung 2008, p. 12). And it's the 
potential, the ability of art to present something before the truths, before the 
support. And it's something calm and raised, like a “… prompting of the mind to 
creative activity or an act of drawing in breath” (Brown 1993, p. 1381). We know it's 
like a music, it's something like the music of immortality. So, my painting is in the 
works of music (see Figure 6.17). And so, it's the creation of a new possibility of art 
and a new vision of the world, our world, “as a sensual impulse [of] that moment” 
(Dessaix 1997, p. 21). But a visualisation that is skilful, notional and philosophical. A 
new vision that is the appropriate way, creates a new artistic opportunity. 
Something that is a new experience of the world has a new body, as derived from 
doing and senses (Barrett 1997, p. 1). It's an illustration of my painting. 
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Figure 6.17: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on 
canvas. 245 x 185 cm. 
For this painting, art is not only the uplifting succession of the endless into the 
limited art of the mind and passion. It is the creation of an unlimited individual 
within the limited means of my expression (see Figure 6.18). As Bruce Lee’s129 
notion: “Using no way as way; having no limitation as limitation” (Bruce Lee: Kung 
Fu. art. Life, p.7). 																																																								
129 Bruce Lee (November 27, 1940 – July 20, 1973) was a Hong Kong and American actor, martial artist, 
philosopher, filmmaker. 
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Figure 6.18: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait of Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
So the phrase “to give up” has two values – in the sense that to give up is to not give 
up., It follows then, that “… form and shape—then an overall controlling modernist 
system is not necessary” (Ibid 1996, p. 31). In the first place, it is important not to be 
a blind fanatic (see Figure 6.20). I think it’s a great question today because the desire 
for uniqueness is the desire for a new art style, a vast want for new art with the  
blind pursuit of the other. The real need is to find the spirit from within your real 
enthusiasm – inside, seen as “more than one system” (Ibid 1996, p. 31).  
The new approach of ‘painterly voice’ shows my intention to not have limited ways. 
It involves the making of a new endless stream of thought, of a new light in art (see 
Figure 6.18). I think it’s the very purpose of art, to create a new ideal about the 
world by means of a specific yet unlimited summarization. So, I should change the 
cultural clash, such as Bruce Lee argued: “Empty your mind. be formless, shapeless - 
like water” (Bruce 1970, p. 52). The cultural clash today is between the limitlessness 
of the wish for new forms and the exciting of the principle of the traditional way (see 
Figure 6.19), and so on – “… there is also an indeterminate context” (Schon 1987, p. 
13). And new art wants to rid the art of this clash and place it on the side of a free 
new way, a new perspective, a new image of the world: a “multiple system approach 
within architecture” (Gilbert 2001, p. 31) and at the cross roads of art today, the care 
for method and of abstraction. So, my research thesis is something of the 
exploration of this cultural clash. 
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Figure 6.19: Luping, Z. (2016). My studio. Photography. 
The craziness of new forms, with their uniqueness, their analysis, their symbolism 
“its formulation of artistry” (Schön 1987, p. 6), and so on, is not a critical position 
about art principle because the art principle itself is the passion of freshness and the 
constant renewal of the idea (see Figure 6.21). I have a thought, but it is not ready 
yet to be advanced, “the beautiful flowers plucked from a neighbour’s garden will 
never produce roots for future blossoms” (Chou 2004, p. 213) – It needs to be 
updated for a new development of my thinking. For example, my idea is like a 
flower, which in the coming season will be an old flower, something like an old thing 
and so on. So, it is a necessity for me to see that the complete thing with the new 
flower (next year) or regrowth is not critical, it is not to take a position about the 
world as it is. It is an opportunity to see that my real wish, which is a revolutionary 
request, is my exploration of perpetuity: “ideas of drawing in breath” (Brown 1993, 
p. 1381).  
The want something that has permanency, something which is ability, something 
that is complete or closed in-itself. I don’t think it’s quite like that (see Figure 6.22), 
but it’s a possibility because the constant alteration, the constant reconfiguring of 
art thinking is a desire for new forms that match a globalising world. 
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Figure 6.20: Luping, Z. (2014). The 
sketch-1 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen 
emperors’ series: Robert Gordon 
Menzies. Ink & Colour on Paper. 
Figure 6.21: Luping, Z. (2016). The sketch-2 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas.  
 
Ba-Gua Qian Fourteen Emperors Series: Sir Edmund Barton, GCMG, KC  
 
My painting of Ba-Gua Qian Fourteen Emperors Series: Sir Edmund Barton, GCMG, 
KC (see Figure 6.24) portrays the 1st Prime Minister of Australia Sir Edmund Barton, 
GCMG, KC130 (see Figure 6.25). I replace his face with that of Emperor Zhao of Ha Liu 
Fuling131 (see Figure 6.26). In my painting, I understand the desire to create a visual 
impact in order to shock contemporary art.  
 
I think about it almost every day and I do it. Personal-dialogue in this painting 
reflects several specific pursuits during which I have imagined the exploration my 
thoughts in the last year alone, under my supervisor’s observation. At the height of 
the development of my ‘painterly voice’ in WSU at present, for example, I am 
undertaking an artist residency wherein artistic works are built from elements of 
music (see Figure 6.27), taken from what sounds like a human being, and a number 
of Chinese Beijing operas. This painting had been shown with the title Ba-Gua Qian, 
as a “reflective-practice philosophy” (Schön 1987, p. 68), along with another of my 
paintings of the “Gallipoli Composition Ideas.”132 These are not only exploratory and 
revolutionary, but also traditional in appearance (see Figure 6.28). 
 
																																																								
130 Sir Edmund Barton, GCMG, KC (18 January 1849 – 7 January 1920) was an Australian politician and judge. He 
served as the first Prime Minister of Australia and became a founding justice of the High Court of Australia 
(Nma.gov.au. Retrieved 4 November 2011, p. 315–316). 
 
131 Emperor Zhao of Han (94–74 BC) was an emperor of the Western Han dynasty from 87 to 74 BC (Zhou 2003, 
p. 34). 
 
132 Bruce Crossman’ Tune: Gallipoli Composition Ideas, Related to a Chinese-Australian Sniper. 
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The whole story of the painting addresses up-to-date humor that makes me want to 
play with famous names, “iterative as reiterative cycle” (Smith & Dean 2009, pp. 19-
20) where serious juxtapositions with music and humor in calligraphy create a style 
in the form of hilarious contemporary folklore(see Figure 6.29).  
 
  
Figure 6.22: Yan, Liben. (7th century), Emperor 
Zhao of Ha Liu Fuling. A part of thirteen 
emperors scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine 
Arts. (Li 2013, p. 61). 
Figure 6.23: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Edmund Barton. 
Ink on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
 
My point of view for this painting is this: while I wouldn't equate a depiction of the 
power of Sir Edmund Barton in his day with the power of Zhao of Ha Liu Fuling, 
power contains the same in principle. The portrayal can isolate, enrage, or puzzle the 
audience, almost to the point of distraction, or even entertainment .  
 
I have also seen art that made me excited during production, with a story which 
makes the audience wish they had assumed it first. On that the very first time, when 
I saw the Australian politician’s face combined with Yen Liben’s Thirteen Emperors 
Scroll on the big canvas, I was shocked. Unthinkable!  Because this painting caused 
me to consider and reconsider humanity and its histories. 
 
Seventeen years ago, when I migrated to Australia, I visited the Art Gallery of NSW, 
and witnessed contemporary art. I felt cheered inside with passion. I opened my 
eyes and I was overawed to think that there was so much valid, vast and previously 
unachievable attractiveness not known to my recently past world. As a Chinese 
painter, I imagined it was more to do with the point that I had thought that I would 
never deal with contemporary ideation. Even a man's negative reaction to art is still 
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a reaction, and an effectiveone; so… “fuck being the frog in the well. After this visit I 
wondered  if my emotion, my desire to clash with Australian contemporary art is a 
rare response or is it a common one. Whenever I  have visited the Art Gallery of NSW 
within the last few years I have wondered: why did contemporary art shock me and 
stir my motivation?  
 
  
Figure 6.24: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3, Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Sir 
Edmund Barton, GCMG, KC. Ink & Colour on 
Paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
Figure 6.25: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Sir Edmund 
Barton, GCMG, KC. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.  
 
  
Figure 6.26: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1 of 
Version-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors 
Series: Sir Edmund Barton, GCMG, KC. Ink & 
Colour on Paper. 
Figure 6.27: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1 of 
Version-3, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors 
series: Sir Edmund Barton, GCMG, KC. Oil on 
canvas.  
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Figure 6.28: Luping, Z. (2014). Sketch-1 of Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Sir Edmund 
Barton, GCMG, K. Ink & Colour on Paper. 
Figure 6.29: Luping, Z. (2016). Sketch-2 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Sir 
Edmund Barton, GCMG, KC. Ink & Colour on 
Paper.  
 
 
Figure 6.30: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait of Sir Edmund Barton, GCMG, KC. Oil on canvas.  
61 x 51 cm. 
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Figure 6.31: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Sir Edmund Barton, GCMG, 
KC. Oil on canvas, 245 x 185 cm. 
 
Ba-Gua Qian Fourteen Emperors Series: Alfred Deakin 
 
My painting of the  Ba-Gua Qian Fourteen Emperors Series: Alfred Deakin133 (see 
Figure 6.34) uses Ba-Gua as a tool to explore the musical elements of the ‘painterly 
																																																								
133 Alfred Deakin (3 August 1856 – 7 October 1919) was a leader of the movement for Australian federation and 
later the second Prime Minister of Australia. Deakin was a major contributor to the establishment of liberal 
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voice’ in order to express humanism. The philosophy of my research is a melding of 
radical artistic ideas in an effort to find a new way to create my own art world of 
imagination (see Figure 6.33). Meaningfulness in advance of multiculturalism seeks 
common points in humanity, trying to awaken a new sense of future worlds and 
human co-existence (see Figure 6.37). 
 
  
Figure 6.32: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Emperor 
Guangwu of Han Liu Xi. A part of thirteen 
emperors scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine 
Arts. (Li 2013, p. 63). 
Figure 6.33: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Alfred Deakin. 
Ink on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
 
The engagement with Chinese calligraphical line in Yan Liben, their application and 
the changing of it is illustrated in my emperors’ series. In Yan’s emperors’ painting, 
the depiction of heavy personalities and the deep lines make it possible to use the 
colors cinnabar and lime green, and sometimes the precious mineral colors such as 
gold and silver. The placement of the emperors was more restrained and the facial 
features depicted. The painting of thirteen emperors, is known as "the advice for 
prosper and dethrone" for the future emperor’s guidance. Yan Liben’s painting 
belongs to Meticulous (Gongbi) paintings, Chinese traditional paintings, advocating 
realistism, focus on shape, keeping work neat and tidy. Yan Liben painted the 
“Thirteen emperors scroll” with careful skill, rich color, and in character clothing. 
These elements also showed the nature of temperament. It was an example of 
ancient Chinese figure paintings. Relating to Chinese calligraphical line in Yan Liben’s 
painting line could be called “cloth go out water line, soft, and melody” such as Huai 
Su’s cursive calligraphy (see Figure 3.30). We can clearly see the sense of Yan’s 
painting lines. The closing of Su’s calligraphic lines in cursive script was lighter, more 
elegant, beautiful and remarkable. Yan was a palace painter in the classical style (see 
Figure 1.6).  																																																																																																																																																														
reforms in the colony of Victoria, including pro-worker industrial reforms. He also played a major part in 
establishing irrigation in Australia. (Judith 2003, p. 4). 
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Figure 6.34: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Alfred Deakin. Oil on canvas. 
245 x 185 cm. 
 
In my ‘fourteen emperors’ I applied the linear style more closely like Jenny Saville’s 
painterly lines (see Figure 3.27), in an abstract style exploiting the wild sensation 
(rhythm). When I focus on my painting I only see the figural lines of structure on an 
ocean of balmy clouds on  high mountain. All chances are taken to play, crazily as 
ocean waves track the coast during an absurd storm or a beautiful girl dancer lulls to 
sleep, still dancing (see Figure 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4).    
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Figure 6.35: Luping Zeng (2015), Sketch-1 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Alfred 
Deakin. Ink on Paper. 
Figure 6.36: Luping Zeng (2015), Sketch-2 of Ba-
Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Alfred 
Deakin. Ink on Paper. 
People seemed to enjoy watching the development of these paintings and stories 
about politicians, scholars and emperors. They have been collected and presented 
here for audiences to read and view; these stories and the artistic nature are 
boundless. I will create more, providing audiences with much to consider, if they so 
wish. My emperors are working enthusiastically in the context of globalization to 
deliver many more narratives for their people to ponder. 
 
  
Figure 6.37: Luping, Z. (2015). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Alfred Deakin. 
Ink & Colour on Paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
Figure 6.38: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Alfred Deakin. Oil 
on canvas, 195 x 245 cm.  
 
One important and positive meaning in transcultural exchange is to find a common 
point in humanity, to awaken a new inner sense in the future world of the human, 
between artist and audience in collusion (see Figure 6.35). 
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In this painting, I use the face of Alfred Deakin (see Figure 6.34) to replace the face of 
Emperor Guangwu of Han Liu Xiu134 (see Figure 6.35) in the sense that I want to find 
these politicians, Chinese and Australian, in the different times and different 
countries when and where they interacted with different polices.  
 
During the research, I also learned some perspectives from these politicians on how 
they had to bear pressure from open and strong opposition while keeping to their 
major aim of developing their homeland (see Figure 6.36). 
 
These points of view can be used for my research on my own revolution of self, by 
keeping a close observation on every day news in a free press (see Figure 6.37), and 
by adhering to my aim of advancing my art (see Figure 6.38). For me, Alfred Deakin’s 
story was that: 
 
He led the movement for Australian Federation in the last quarter of the 19th 
century. He played a major part in establishing irrigation in Australia. His major 
contributing was the establishment of liberal reforms in the colony of Victoria, 
including pro-worker industrial reforms. (Norris 1981, p. 45).  
 
  
Figure 6.39: Luping, Z. (2014). The portrait-1 of 
Alfred Deaki. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 6.40: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-2 of 
Alfred Deaki. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm.  
 
Deakin’s revolutionary acts were always in keeping with his aim (see Figure 6.39).  I 
learned how to cope with change in myself and to explore my ‘painterly voice’ to 
stay close with the changing world and to be self-critical in my current research and 																																																								
134 Emperor Guangwu: (born Liu Xiu; 13 January 5 BC – 29 March AD 57), "Shizu Guangwu emperor Weixiu, 
courtesy name Wen Shu, from Nanyang Cai Yang" was an emperor of the Chinese Eastern Han dynasty. (Li 2013, 
p. 63). 
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practice (see Figure 6.40). And from Emperor Liu Xiu‘s story, I also learned about his 
ambition, how his survival  always relied on the successful prediction of whatever 
was to eventuate in his community:  
 
He finally reunified all of China in AD 36. He established his capital in Luoyang, 
ushering in the Eastern Han Dynasty. He implemented some reforms especially in 
land reforms. His reforms gave a new 200-year lease on life to the Han Liu Xiu and 
Dynasty  (Sima135 1046, vols. P. 39).  
 
To create artwork in advance, I need some prediction of what will be happening in 
art after a decade, and how I might relate to that (see Figure 6.41). I try to create my 
paintings as fresh visual dialogues contained upon a canvas. My passionforf 
expression is in the structure of abstraction and pure composition, with the 
configuration of a brush’s movement like a calligraphic song set to explore the depth 
of the human aesthetic.  
 
                
Figure 6.41: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-3 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Alfred Deakin. 
Ink & Colour on Paper. 
I produce my painting using sound because I am a human and as shocked as other 
people to anticipate that a painting should be completely visually based, and not a 
work founded in music. Brush techniques come closest to my sense of sound in the 
expression of my imagination and, indeed, passion. I keep the process simple, 
because forcing too much complexity easily loses sight of the point of a depiction. 
While I often include my own life in my paintings  they are quite autobiographical, I 
am critical of self. Standing at the big white space of the canvas in my studio, I am 
privately establishing a new and revolutionary-determined figure (see Figure 6.42), 
at least enough to get the job done. 																																																								
135 Sima Guang (1019–1086) was a Chinese historian, scholar Song Dynasty (Li 2010, p. 3).  
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Figure 6.42: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on 
canvas. 245 x 185 cm. 
In terms of practising my art in relation to any potential future dialogue for visual 
art, it appears that being remote from the metropolitan world, yet connected by 
globalisation is better than only working in the immediate ‘real’ surroundings. 
Because today leaves an individual needing to engage with the electronic world 
globally and in the future (see Figure 6.43). For example, we need to think about the 
“digital time” of now, as the third knowledge revolution, meaning that “DT” is 
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coming to replace “IT”. The world is developing more in common culturally and is 
more transparent politically (perhaps) after three decades (see Figure 6.44). How 
can I create while accessing this future? (see Figure 6.45). 
  
Figure 6.43: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Emperor 
Wen of Sui Yang Jian. A part of thirteen emperors 
scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine Arts.  
(Li 2013, p. 64). 
Figure 6.44: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ Fourteen Emperors Series: John Joseph 
Curtin. ink on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
There needs to be a new and clearer perspective on the established practices of 
even quite recent contemporary art. My concern is with regard to art and aesthetics 
with the symbiotic and qualitative relationship between humanity and culture. 
Whether or not art needs to escape the rote reproduction of traditional skills and 
remain relevant as a tool for thinking, that is to say by pursuing intellectual 
development though the act of making something (see Figure 6.46). One solution is 
to maintain the primacy of the cerebral as developed with the West, while at the 
same time not dispensing with traditional skills, but to consider them as a resource 
along with new technologies. 
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Figure 6.45: Luping, Z. (2015). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph 
Curtin. Ink & colour on paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
Figure 6.46: Luping, Z. (2016). the portrait of 
John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
 
Art and Aesthetics need not put the brake to progress, not to allow new 
methodologies to seal the archive on traditional methods (see Figure 6.47). This 
takes on self-liberation as natural development, to have an open mind towards the 
reflexive art and aesthetics of human development. Once the new field of practice is 
established it opens the way for many new artistic objects and methods alongside all 
the skills and thinking available in the world (see Figure 6.48). In many ways, this is 
what the “knowledge revolution” of today brings to critical prediction with the 
human aesthetic as a natural development. Action between the transcendental, 
formations of art and the natural order exist in harmony (see Figure 6.49) giving a 
stable yet potent practice (see Figure 6.50). 
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Figure 6.47: Luping, Z. (2016). Sketch-1 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen 
emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Ink on Paper. 
Figure 6.48: Luping, Z. (2016). 
Sketch-2 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: John 
Joseph Curtin. Ink on Paper. 
This action between the transcendental, the form evolving though art production 
(and the natural in the conservation of existent actual things) (see Figure 6.49) and 
potencies in which practise and thought become as difficult as thinking itself, is 
trying to balance the future or perhaps is performing the new, thus further 
depending on the doing, which I would like the freedom to achieve (see Figure 6.50). 
  
Figure 6.49: Luping, Z. (2016). 
The portrait-1 of John Joseph 
Curtin, oil on canvas. 
61 x 52 cm. 
Figure 6.50: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 Version-3, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ 
fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. ink on paper. 
 
6.5.  Summary  
To conclude, the identification of my 'painterly voice' as my current, radicalized 
thought, has benefited by means of the analysis of Qian through sketches, sound 
interactions and collected knowledges of Chinese emperors and Australian prime 
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ministers (see Figure 6.51). The word Exegesis when translated from the Latin into 
English means ‘explanation’ and here that academic requirement has been well 
provided by means of an analysis of painterly production within Qian philosophy: 
across sketch materials; visual interaction with Chinese and Australian Music-
Theatre, and the fusion of multi-art forms such as music and visual art into the 
Australian-Chinese Emperor project. Theanalysis of Materials giving material 
expression to paint, text and writing – that is ‘painterly voice’. 
 
 
Figure 6.51: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of vession-2, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: John 
Joseph Curtin. Ink on paper.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN:  
CONCLUSION QIAN DIALOGUES  
7.1. Ba-Gua Energy Across Chinese - Australian Visual - Sonic Ideas 
In brief, my research project, ‘painterly voice,’  presents an experience of a migrant 
in contemporary Australian society, a society greatly different from my homeland. 
For instance, in the East, abstract painting is largely ignored, while in the West such 
paintings are considered prestigious as creative ideas are pursued.  So, the question 
here is what exactly is the individual condition of art? For me it is a dialogue that is 
comparatively new. My research in Australia regards immigration as a topic of 
serious contention, much current debate, represents certain features of a 
multiplicity of contemporary significances, even the shock or trauma of one culture 
meeting with another as a kind of grinding of tectonic plates. More and different 
cultural concepts have yet to be integrated into this multicultural society. My new 
understanding is that my research has led to my acceptance in the Australian artistic 
community. I have developed a better understanding of how through my practice-
led research, I can use Chinese art techniques to explore Australian cultural and 
political events. In this way I “identify the distinctiveness of the creative 
practitioner’s artistic cogency” (Schon 1987, p. 6).    
 
The 'painterly voice' in my 'fourteen emperors' painting, and sound in my new 
research, is Qian in harmonic dialogue. In the spring of 2014, I began to write 
independently towards a radical thesis that speaks my 'painterly voice'. In the early 
stages, my search has been to take time in thinking with my 'painterly voice.' To be 
at one with Qian, forms a dialogue. And the dialogue takes off as a natural event; 
“‘Divine prompting’ or ‘prompting of the mind to creative activity’ or ‘an act of 
drawing in breath’” (Brown 1993, p. 1381). 
 
Although today I feel a link between calligraphy and Western abstract painting, they 
are simply not the same. All artistic endeavor is like being fond of a girl, and she 
loves dancing the melody whie you are singing the song. This is like the combination 
of calligraphy and painting noted especially for my fourteen emperors. When I write 
it and paint it,  it is a period of expression, a kind of dance,  a joining together. 
“Today we think of the work of Xu Bing, for example, whose range of invented 
characters conveys the image of ancient wisdom but in fact are meaningless and 
unintelligible, as a visual artist whose language is indeed language” (Capon 2009, 
p.217).  
The New York School “… was an informal group of American poets, painters, 
dancers, and musicians active in the 1950s and 1960s. in New York City. They often 
drew inspiration from surrealism and the contemporary avant-garde art movements, 
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in particular action painting, abstract expressionism, jazz, improvisational theater, 
experimental music, and the interaction of friends in the New York City art world's 
vanguard circle” (Yezzi, David 1999)136. From there we can see an art movement in 
which many new styles were raised, much like the  idea of mixing  Chinese 
calligraphy and Western abstract painting. In China, in the time of the cultural 
revolution, many artists suffered (including me) being under the dictatorial system. 
Capon on the subject of Xu, writes: “… and again, like his ancient predecessors, there 
are undertones of political comment and criticism, particularly of the Cultural 
Revolution, through which Xu lived and suffered” (Capon 2009, p.217).  
 
Figure 7.1: Franz Kline (1955) Vawdavitch, Oil on canvas 158.1 × 204.9 cm "Abstract Expressionism" at 
Royal Academy of Arts, London 
The sixth Asian Art Biennial, titled “Negotiating the Future” organized at the 
National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts in In Taichung, Japanese artist group Chim 
Pom’s site-specific installation Street (2017) is an asphalt road that runs from the 
museum’s foyer through the main entrance to the street outside. This elevated 
																																																								
136 Yezzi, David, "Last One Off the Barricade Turn Out the Lights", a review in The New York Times of The Last 
Avant-Garde: The Making of the New York School of Poets, by David Lehman, Thursday, January 3, 1999. 
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roadway also served as a stage for sound artist Cheng Yi-Ping, also known as Betty 
Apple, during a block party 137( ArtAsiaPacific) .  
This was a novel idea, with a different form. In mixing calligraphy with abstract 
painting the artist,  
 Gu Wenda, another living and immensely successful artist who uses and indeed 
abuses language within a pictorial concept. Such artists as these are dramatically 
of our time but they have not entirely abandoned that deeply enshrined notion 
that art  and writing  are indivisible, and natural partners in the visual experience. 
It may be said that, like their predecessors, they too are marking images to assault 
the most powerful weapon of the state, ideology and the written word, and doing 
so in a way that exploits language as, primarily, a visual and metaphorical 
experience (Capon 2009, pp.217-218). 
Concerning abstract painting:  “The paradox in the evolution of French painting from 
Courbet to Cezanne is how it was brought to the verge of abstraction in and by its 
very effort to transcribe visual experience with ever greater fidelity” (Greenberg 
1982, P.171). In the style of Franz Kline138 painting was closer to Chinese calligraphy 
(see Figure 7.1) than those of other Abstract Expressionists in New York.  
The latest abstract painting offends many people, among whom are more than a 
few who accept the abstract in art in principle. New painting (sculpture is a 
different question) still provokes scandal when little that is new in literature or 
even music appears to do so any longer. This may be explained by the very 
slowness of painting's evolution as a modernist art. Though it started on its 
'modernization’ earlier perhaps than the other arts, it has turned out to have a 
greater number of expendable conventions imbedded in it (Greenberg 1982, 
P.93)139. 																																																								
137 ArtAsiaPacific, NEGOTIATING THE FUTURE SIXTH ASIAN ART BIENNIAL REVIEWS BY RIKEY CHENG FROM, 
MAR/APR 2018. Viewed 16/04/2018.  
http://artasiapacific.com/Magazine/107/NegotiatingTheFutureSixthAsianArtBiennial 
 
138 Franz Kline (May 23, 1910 – May 13, 1962) was an American painter. He is associated with the Abstract 
Expressionist movement of the 1940s and 1950s. Kline, along with other action painters like Jackson Pollock, 
Willem de Kooning, Robert Motherwell and Lee Krasner, as well as local poets, dancers, and musicians came to 
be known as the informal group, the New York School. Although he explored the same innovations to painting as 
the other artists in this group, Kline's work is distinct in itself and has been revered since the 1950s. "Art View: 
Franz Kline- A Legacy in Black and White". The New York Times. January 19, 1986. p. A29. Retrieved 8 April 2015. 
 
139 Greenberg, C. (1982). 15'American-Type'Painting. Modern Art and Modernism: A Critical Anthology, 22(2),p. 
93. 
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I feel fortunate to have been able to immigrate to Australia; I think Australia is 
unrestrained territory, but China is totally culturally and politically committed. I think 
it is true that Abstract Expressionism in an autocratic system would be recognized in 
China as being against the government. It is easy to see why authoritarians censor 
Abstract Expressionism as too much in the way of free thinking. It is a very unkind 
act that causes the artist's voice to be stilled. Well, now I feel I can do anything with 
expressivity in democratic Australia. The multi art-form is close to an artist's idea of 
personal liberty. On canvas it is realized as an expression of an individual . “It no 
longer served to distinguish an individual’s cultural inclinations, since it was no 
longer the exclusive concomitant of refined tastes” (Greenberg 1961, p.10)140. 
For example, Chinese painter Shao Yan's 141  emphasises a style of Abstract 
Expressionism using Chinese characters. Shao created ink paintings that assimilate 
traditional Chinese calligraphy with Western abstract painting.  From Shao's painting, 
we see a modernist calligraphy crossed notionally with a basic concept of Western 
fashion. And Gao Xingjian's142 ink paintings is a poetic way, figurative or abstract. His 
paintings present light and shadow as a moving figure. it shows “more than self-
expression, self-purification” (Gao)143. The painting style of another Chinese artist, 
Lui Shou Kwan,144  is close to that of American Abstract Expressionist artists, for 
example, Adolph Gottlieb and Franz Kline. He tries to catch and deliver a notion he 
has received from Zen, and this idea leads to his exploration of the void.  
I used the “Qian to expose a new aesthetic for the dialogue of contemporary art, as 
derived from doing and senses” (Barrett 1997, p. 1). The appreciation I find in shared 
experiences,  shows me that the earth becomes small and that everything is all 
becoming closer, more intense and passionate. We need the company of each other 
to understand what it has meant to have sensations in common prior to the death of 
ourselves and/or the planet. 
 
																																																								
140 Clement Greenberg (1961). Art and Culture: Critical Essays Beacon Press, Boston, USA. 
 
141 Shao Yan was born in Shandong Province in 1960 and distinguishes himself with his unique style and 
technique. Viewed: 17/04/2018. http://www.asiacontemporaryart.com/artists/artist/Shao_Yan/en/  
 
142 Gao Xingjian (born January 4, 1940) is a Chinese[3] émigré novelist, playwright, and critic who in 2000 was 
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature “for an oeuvre of universal validity, bitter insights and linguistic 
ingenuity.” He is also a noted translator (particularly of Samuel Beckett and Eugène Ionesco), screenwriter, stage 
director, and a celebrated painter. In 1998, Gao was granted French citizenship. 
 
143 Singapore, Nov 17, 2005 – Feb 7, 2006 
 
144 Lui Shou Kwan (1919-1975), Guangzhou, Guangdong, China, based in Hong Kong, Chinese painter. 
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I like to feel that I show my 'painterly voice' when I represent Qian. With Qian It’s 
not only that one’s aesthetic that should develop, but a whole philosophy of life. 
One’s approach through engagement as a practitioner and/or audience with Qian, 
should lead the audience “across the diverse situations providing practical 
rigorousness” (Schon 1987, p. 13).  
 
 
Figure 7.2: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on 
canvas. 245 x 185 cm. 
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My artworks illuminate the way Qian is linked to uniqueness, objectified by my 
hands in a working sense of relating to the way I explore and experience the made 
world by means of human perception (see Figure 7.2). I understand the Ba-Gua Qian 
in its essence, as a systematic structuring of my perspective and my identity. My 
whole philosophy of art creates a radical context for my sense of change and my 
journey of discovery. I lead myself to believe in what it means to independently 
practice my art dreamtime, which marks in detail the way in which I have travelled in 
this worldl. 
 
  
Figure 7.3: Yan, Liben. (7th century). Emperor Wu 
of Northern Zhou Yuwen Yong. A part of thirteen 
emperors scroll. Boston, Museum of the Fine Arts. 
(Li 2013, p. 60). 
Figure 7.4: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-2, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James 
Lee. Ink on paper. 22 x 30 cm. 
 
Specific production outcomes will include: 
 
1. The Fourteen Emperor Painting Series: Major Public Show 
 
The 'Fourteen Emperor' series is a major public show (see Figure 7.3) maintaining 
broader connections between art, different cultures and Qian, by taking it to an art 
gallery that can accommodate such an exhibition. The ‘fourteen emperors’ will be 
installed to show reflectively that my 'painterly voice’ might arouse radical and 
layered experiences through Qian (see Figure 7.4) from its beginnings at the close of 
2013, through my project, which includes music within painting. 
 
My paintings and other representations within the exhibition will be directly affected 
by the audience’s critical appraisal, from Eastern or Western cultures or both. 
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Simultaneously, my other artwork, films showing my 'painterly voice', demonstrate 
my new directions in art production (see Figure 7.5). My 'fourteen emperors' fit 
quite comfortably within the philosophy of Ba-Gua Qian culture.  
 
Cultures still vary greatly around the world and incorporate widely differing artistic 
appreciations. My 'painterly voice' is a future community, re-defining group as well 
as individual perspectives (see Figure 7.6). It seems that an art movement treats 
immediately previous art with damning and critical doubt. Each juncture of visual art 
seeks endless freedom within the prevailing culture. In the end the only constants 
are change, regrowth and decay. 
 
  
Figure 7.5: Luping, Z. (2015). Version-3, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James 
Lee. Ink & Colour on Paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
Figure 7.6: Luping, Z. (2016). Version-4, Ba-Gua 
‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James 
Lee. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
 
2. Calligraphy, Water Colour and Line Drawing Series: Process Exhibition Major 
Showing 
 
“Aesthetic in triangles”, as the 'painterly voice' in famous Qian remarks. The skills in 
my 'fourteen emperors' include  calligraphy, watercolour and line drawing in a 
process that will be leading to a major showing (see Figure 7.7). I pursued 'painterly 
voice' with Qian alongside my passion for music. Meanwhile, a few of Qian’s 
elements helped me to compose Australian contemporary music. 
 
My artwork and exegesis is an archive for my art practice I captured the art’s 
uniqueness and development as it has been created within contemporary Australia. 
Art, WSU my art works and independent theme – 'painterly voice'– incorporated  
Australian contemporary music . (see Figure 7.8). 
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Figure 7.7: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1 of Sketch 
of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Robert 
James Lee. Ink on Paper. 
Figure 7.8: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2 of 
Sketch of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ 
series: Robert James Lee. Ink on Paper. 
 
1. Exegesis Exploring Unique Synergy Between Ba-Gua and Traditional and 
Contemporary Chinese Painting, Baroque/Renaissance Techniques and 
Contemporary British Painting Within Chinese-Australian Identity: Publishable as 
a Monologue to Accompany Published Edition of the Paintings  
 
The unique synergy of exploring tradition in the Chinese Ba-Gua, Qian context 
signifies my 'painterly voice', philosophy, practices, creation and imagination from 
the old Yei Liben's "Thirteen Emperors Scroll" into the current study into the yield of 
power to satire, trauma to humour and anger to friendship. Yei Liben's "Thirteen 
Emperors Scroll" is now a construct of history present in my study, contributing to 
unique interactions between Ba-Guam, my artwork as contemporary Chinese 
painting to link other Chinese contemporary painters, such as Zhang Xiaogang, Yue 
Minjun and Lindy Lee. 
 
2. I have used a narrative style borrowed from Michelangelo's "Sistine Chapel 
ceiling,”145  along with  techniques of Rembrandt and Jenny Saville. The drive of 
these combinations and my proposition, was that a specific symbol of Qian in the 
reaction and alteration of an idea and my practice, evolved throughout my 
process. Progress was certain in fact, because of the motivation between the 
inner need for practice and the raising of art’s infinite principles, coupled with 																																																								
145 The Sistine Chapel ceiling painted by Michelangelo between 1508 and 1512, is a cornerstone work of High 
Renaissance art. The chapel is the location for papal conclaves and many other important services (Shearman 
1986, pp. 22–36). 
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the external need for stimulating changes in the situations in which art is 
practised and addressed. 
 
The basic elements of my visual art act in combination with other elements, which 
alter an existence. Is that what is thought to be my art? Basic elements revolted by 
an external need for the pure (new) take steps and move to drive  my development 
(see Figure 7.9). 
 
My thought about tradition is that it is neither about keeping nor giving up, but all 
existing art principles need to be re-activated and updated, especially with the 
ageing of traditional art and the revolution of traditional principles given the 
existential dominance of  globalisation (see Figure 7.10). My 'fourteen emperors' 
shows that my philosophy of 'painterly voice’ is like a river of musical images  in a 
new composition. My painterly artifice is resonant with action, in a fast-flowing 
current before history, it’s a flash flood. 
 
  
Figure 7.9: Luping, Z. (2016). 
The portrait-1 of portrait of 
Robert James Lee. Oil on 
canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
 
Figure 7.10: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of portrait of Robert 
James Lee. Oil on canvas. 
7.2. Philosophy: Qian ‘Painterly Voice’  
My Qian 'painterly voice' combined with music in what I believe is unique artwork, is 
amongst contemporary new art thinking. My 'painterly voice' came about during my 
research under the guidance of Bruce Crossman. The performance pitted the 
performers sonic utterance against the calligraphical ink brush strokes of Zeng; the 
visual motions of artist’s brush stroke and performer’s upturned trumpet gesture 
picked up on the sonic gestural organisation of the music to express a type of chaotic 
collision of war” (Crossman 2015, p.10). My performance was in "Shy Like Blushing 
Flowers" (Bruce Crossman’s composition). “You out there who look for the new in 
new music, seek no further. Crossman is a real force for the present-future”146. 																																																								
146Grego Applegate Edwards (Thursday, May 18, 2017) Bruce Crossman, Living Colours: Pacific Sounds & Spirit, 
Gapplegate Classical-Modern Music Review, Navona Records USA. Viewed 14/03/2018,   
http:// classicalmodernmusic.com.au/2017/05/bruce-crossman-living-colours-pacific.html   
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Choosing to structure Qian as a contemporary rather than a traditional narrative, I 
covered the visuals with a montage and soundtrack consistently throughout "Shy 
Like Blushing Flowers"(see Figure 11). This new way, “celebrates its origins but it is 
its origins that limit accessibility” (Wright 2008). These deep movements pulsed 
through the stage lighting moving from macro level shots that corresponded to 
music. Qian 'painterly voice' begins still and brooding, moving across land (Yin) and 
sky (Yang), like floating (water) in a sea, trailing the audience’s imagination as the 
wake of a wave (see Figure 12). In this short movie I used classic operatic voice 
juxtaposing music and image. The bass elements of Qian throughout 'fourteen 
emperors', snap off like dry branches, the traditional principles of my art training. My 
'painterly voice' and 'fourteen emperors' show a comparatively radical artwork. In 
my paintings, as in all my explorations, I appear conscious of self, as if watching a 
movie, as I am observing my figure in my 'painterly voice', within Qian – ink, lines 
sweating and passion steeped with the music. My heart, beating with desire and 
stress, I see my painting along with a revolutionary sound that leads me to a path, to 
which I can return, out of traditional art. I am free.  
 
The painted optics of 'fourteen emperors' becomes bound in highly contemporary 
rhythms that strike a beat of nature in the same way as does Chinese music. “Any 
artistry I offered needed to arise from and serve this emerging conversation” (Wright 
2008). My style is combined with music. In most cases, Qian begins to signify heaven 
(top matter) during or just after a unique creation (see Figure 13). At some point in 
my art evolution, this strategy progressed the opportunities of my art career, 
strengthened my art practice and furthered my art development transculturally.  
 
Revolutionary thinking motivates my being. If my creativity was always dominated 
by traditional art styles, I would have action and no idea. I have practised my new 
understanding in 'painterly voice' and that will continue in the future (see Figure 14). 
 
7.3. Concluding Remarks  
With regard to cross-disciplinary approaches as innovation: “In this respect 
encounters with an inaccessible art form can themselves be opportunities for 
creative exploration and representation” (Wright 2008).147  I acknowledge that Qian 
'painterly voice' challenges the conduct of my art practice. In my art exploration and 
throughout my journey, particularly during my current study, my actions and 
purpose are a way of art. The music of the various elements became stronger 
throughout my project. My new philosophy is about rhythm growing and passing on 
at least one new visual art sense for contemporary art in Australia. I value my art 
practice. I want to extend it, to sing and act my 'painterly voice'. “Composition 
becomes a deep-felt emotion and spiritual sensibility linking heaven and earth” 
																																																																																																																																																														
 
147 David Wright : Aurora Festival 2008: Cross Cultural Consciousness. Viewed 15/04/2018. 
https://www.australianmusiccentre.com.au/article/music-of-the-spirit-research-abstracts#educational 
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(Crossman 2015). 148  My enthusiasm and practice become exploration and 
production, that is my journey ahead, my new way of Qian 'painterly voice'. 
 
 
Figure 7.11: Luping, Z. (2017). Cover Image. Butterfly Lovers for Bruce Crossman’s DVD – Living Colors. 
 
Significantly, Qian leads 'fourteen emperors' through self- knowledge on the basis of 
my ideation, to self-actualisation from a hybrid in Shy Like Blossoming Flowers: 
Strange Invisible Perfume. Literal guzheng sounds initiated from the visual guzheng 
in Shan Tao (Chapter Three), combine visually with my painterly, calligraphic actions 
in Strange Invisible Perfume, so that the aesthetic emerges as a sound-visual hybrid. I 
explore the cultural clash between the wish for my art development and my own 
dreamtime. My practice seeking for “heaven” is radicalised by liberty and, probably, 
academia. I can read Yan Liben’s painting “Thirteen Emperors Scroll from several 
viewpoints; both the Australian heaven and the old Chinese Qian are the same. (see 
Figure 7.15) 
 
Experimentalism149  is the philosophical belief that the way to truth is through 
experiments and empiricism150. This way is often used in my practice through trial 
and error. Experimentalism has always been practised in my study since I undertook 
it at the end of 2013, from thesis, painting, performance, to video along with my 
notion of my practice – especially when I worked with Bruce Crossman’s music 
“Where are the Sounds of Joy?”, “Shy like blushing flowers”, “Blooms late when 
spring is gone” and the musician Nicholas Ng’s: “New found land” in 2017 
(Playhouse, Penrith campus, WSU).    
 
																																																								
148contemporary theatre in Crossman’s Music of the Spirit: Asian-Pacific Musical Identity, Australian Music 
Centre, 2008. Viewed 15/04/2018. 
https://www.australianmusiccentre.com.au/artist/crossman-bruce  
 
149 "Experimentalism". Webster's New World College Dictionary. Retrieved 29 October 2016. by Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt Publishing Company. 
 
150 "Experimentalism". Your Dictionary. LoveToKnow Corporation. Retrieved 29 October 2016. 
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Figure 7.12: Luping, Z. (2017). Gallipoli-3. For Bruce C's Music, Shy Like Blossoming Flowers: Strange 
Invisible Perfume. Water colour on watercolour paper. 76 x 56 cm. 
 
I understood the teamwork was to show a beneficial record of events for the mutual 
structure of the individual and group. We worked together to extend the boundaries 
of individual knowledge and skill in creation, to create a remarkable new art-form. I 
was concerned to establish a new ideal of teamwork as a form of self- 
experimentalism. Under each new situation, there should be respect for teamwork 
along with a flourishing, free independence, and a joint art-form for the individual 
character in symbiosis as a team, as was on the whole, my experience and linking of 
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context when I worked with Bruce Crossman’s music between study periods. (see 
Figure 7.12). 
 
 
Figure 7.13: Luping, Z. (2017). Peony Pavilion. For Bruce C's Music, Shy like blossoming flowers. Water 
colour on watercolour paper. 56 x 76 cm. 
 
As a context for my experience, I unpacked the experimental background of David 
Hockney, in the way he produced images and mixtures using a photo’s print of a 
single subject. I designed an overlapping of elements to create a vision of 
multifactorial painting (see Figure 6.34). Because the figurative views were taken 
from different sides and at a slightly different position, the result was that my 
paintings had an approximation with Picasso's Cubism. Thus it addressed the way 
human vision works. Fourteen emperors was a new art-form, such as the film 
composite forms others’ combined ideas – interaction,  intersection and cross-
border For example, the calligraphy in  “Shy like blushing flowers”, thick colour 
textured by the brush along with my performance, and so forth (see Figure 5.2). All 
of these approaches showed that the experimentalism applied on my part was 
consistent  throughout my studies.   
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Figure 7.14: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-1 Peony 
Pavilion. For Bruce C's Music, Shy like blossoming 
flowers. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 7.15: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-2 Peony 
Pavilion. For Bruce C's Music, Shy like blossoming 
flowers. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
 
The recent publication of my artwork provides a cover image for Bruce Crossman's 
DVD "Living Colours" (see Figure7. 11).  
 
Their film for the musical performance, isolated moments of colour from Zeng’s 
ink painting as distilled moments of beauty to match the isolated Kunqu sonorities 
of the music, which suggests an erotic escape to a better place amidst turmoil. 
This way given a human face with the half-remembered eroticism expressed 
through Zeng’s face on the screen sensitively, Barkat and Tay picked up on the 
yellowish-green wash quality of the ink into a digital distortion of the painter’s 
face” (Barkat 2015: 5’12-35”).  
 
A socio-political element emerges in a modern day Bill Sing of Australia in the film, 
as a poignant comment on issues around immigration and acceptance in twenty-
first century Australia (Crossman 2015, p.8).    
 
My actions manifest in contemporary art theatre (film and performance at 
playhouse WSU) inspired by contemporary music emphasises the painterly 
demonstration (body’s movement) in my creative production, “tradition versus 
innovation; cultural diversity / intercultural creativity” (Nicholas 2012)151. Acting to 
live audiences at the theatre, I performed for Nicholas Ng (composer)’s music, “New 
found land” and David Wright’s (playwright) poetry, “Breath in the sky” (see Figure 
7.16). The concert "Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 2017", I made my painting- 
calligraphy to music through an ink and water brush, by the movement of my body 
(see Figure 7.18 and 7.19). The cross-disciplinary approaches made by ‘Painterly 
Voice,’ indicate that “Accessibility, while an issue, is not the ultimate determinant of 
worth in the performing arts. Of greater significance are the visceral and sensual 
experiences of those who encounter the form, be they performers or audience” 
(Wright 2008).      
 
I performed similarly at "Melbourne Composers’ League and ABC FM present 2015" 
Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre, Southbank Melbourne, Australia and "Presents Music 
Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016" WSU, where I fiercely threw paint at my canvas 
and sang the Beijing opera throughout my painting and calligraphy. “The result was a 																																																								
151 Nicholas Ng (20112)Encounters: Musical Meetings Between Australia and China, Australian Academic Press. 
QLD 
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profound personal exploration of tradition, geometry and the musical shaping of 
bodily expression” (Wright 2008). The aim of my creativity is to generate spiritual 
presence through stillness, with colour-energy (Crossman 2015). “Alike explore the 
past, present, and future of a long, complex and culturally rich interaction” (Nicholas 
2012). 
 
 
Figure 7.16: Luping, Z. (2017). Peony flower. For Bruce C's Music, Shy like blossoming flowers. Water 
colour on watercolour paper. 42 x 30 cm. 
 
My innate cross-disciplinary approaches are established in my study at this stage  
joined to the Chinese cultural philosophy of Qian. I deem these  methods to be the 
new orientation for my new way of 'painterly voice,' a power source considered by 
Ba-Gua as Qian. This power source is contextualised through the cross-disciplinary 
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approaches between globalisation, context, imagination and creation, both physical 
and mental in a new highly productive phase.  
 
  
Figure 7.17: Luping, Z. (2017). Performance of 
calligraphy. For Nicholas Ng (composer)’s Music: 
New found land and David Wright (playwright)’s 
poetry: Breath in the sky. David speech the “New 
found Land”, Symposium of Poetic Energies 
Across Sonic Space 2017 at building F, Live room, 
Penrith campus, WSU. Australia.  
Figure 7.18: Luping, Z. (2017). The film of my 
performance for Bruce C's Music, Blooms late 
when spring is gone. Ian Stevenson (film visual 
sequencer). Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 
2017. Playhouse, Penrith campus, WSU. 
Australia. 
 
 
I danced on the stage within "Blooms late when spring is gone", one of Bruce 
Crossman’s musical pieces, to his rhythm with dance-like movements around a Chi 
gung.152 (see Figure 7.18). I used Chinese Kung Fu and Ba-Gua movements watching 
my dance creative act as it was especially important for me to indicate my Qian 
'painterly voice', for my research philosophy.  
 
  
Figure 7.19: Luping, Z. (2017). The film of my 
performance for Nicholas Ng’s music: New found land. 
David Wright (playwright)’s poetry. Ian Stevenson (film 
visual sequencer). Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 
2017. Playhouse, Penrith campus, WSU. Australia.    
 
Figure 7.20: Luping, Z. (2017). Breath in the 
sky. Ink painting on canvas for Nicholas Ng’s 
music: New found land. David Wright 
(playwright)’s poetry. Ian Stevenson (film 
visual sequencer). Poetic Energies Across 
Sonic Space 2017. Playhouse, Penrith 
campus, WSU. Australia.       
 																																																								
152 Chi gung is often translated as life energy, referring to energy circulating through the body; though a more 
general definition is universal energy, including heat, light, and electromagnetic energy. (Yang 1987, p.52). 
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In this way, Chinese Kung Fu,153 a movement, dance posture, and Beijing opera 
appeared in new conjunctions. A visible mark remained from my painterly position 
and movements, after my moment of performance. Switching attention from my art 
intent to my actions, indicates that art existed materially in space and time and not 
simply as reproduction.  In the playhouse of WSU, I combined my interest in action 
painting with ideas of my Qian 'painterly voice’ positioned to blend the divide 
between art and life.   
 
  
Figure 7.21: Luping, Z. (2017). Painting’s images 
of Peony Pavilion. For Bruce C's Music: Strange 
invisible perfume. Ian Stevenson (film visual 
sequencer). Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 
2017. Playhouse, Penrith campus, WSU. 
Australia.  
Figure 7.22: Luping, Z. (2017). Congratulating my 
supervisor Bruce Crossman in the end of concert 
of Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 2017. Ian 
Stevenson (film visual sequencer). Playhouse, 
Penrith campus, WSU. Australia.    
 
In this piece, "Blooms late when spring is gone",  I used the time frame specified in 
the title to respond to surrounding noises (dance sound) that happened 
stochastically, as a matter of conjecture, during my performance. By actually calling 
attention to the sound of a mobile phone from the dark space, audiences moving in 
their seats, coughs, breathing in the dark, and other common sounds, I transformed 
them into a unique art performance with my dance, “the format borrows from 
Punch drunk’s recent exploration in pervasive game-playing as much as it's 
innovation in theatrical performance” (Josephine 2013, p.4). 
 
Movement in Chinese tradition and my artwork (painting, performance and 
calligraphy) in my DCA stage took on certain carefree feeling from Zhuangzi154 155. 
Zhuangzi believed that the key to true happiness was to free oneself from the world 
and its standards through the Daoist principle of "inaction," (Ames 1998, p.4) action 
that is not based on any purpose or motives of striving for gain. It was fundamentally 																																																								
153 Chinese Kung Fu is often erroneously used as an umbrella term when specifically referring to Chinese martial 
arts. (Yang 1989, p.14).  
 
154 Master Zhuangzi fourth century B.C.E), also known as Zhuangzi, other name call Zhou, In the Warring States 
period, lived in the country call Song. A famous thinker, philosopher, literary and Taoists and inherited and 
developed the notion from Laozi (Ames 1998,p.1).  
 
155 The book of "Zhuangzi" is an ancient Chinese text from the late Warring States period (476–221 BC), that 
exemplify the carefree nature of the ideal Daoist sage. Yang Sifan. (2005) "South China Scriptures" of Zhuangzi. 
Chinese Taoism,2005,0(2):43-46. 
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opposed to systems that “imposed order on individuals” (Watson (2003), p. 6). 
Daoist philosopher Zhuang Zi defined creativity as that which “moves across 
things”(Chou,2004). From Zhuangzi’s notion I learned self-liberation and applied that 
in my painter’s voice, as the context of the Chinese traditional notion of the vertical 
(history), to open my mind by forgetting that the traditional principle tied me, to 
explore my new way, as I wanted freedom. It is liberation that allows me to maintain 
the broad of knowledge from different fields and multiple cultures, as the horizontal 
context. This way has been globalizing and I use it within my way of study (see 
Figure: 7.20). 
 
 
Figure 7.23: Luping Z. (2018) ‘ Gallipoli’, oil on canvas (2015) for DVD of Melbourne Composers' 
League Celebrating Twenty Years. 
 
In exploring Chinese Kung Fu and comparable concepts of movement for my new 
art-form from Bu-Guam, I am not concerned whether the artistic combination has 
worked or has been altered by global updates and new styles, a traditional concept 
(single field technique). All of this is no longer a pressure for me and the expression 
of my artwork, but more importantly, what and how has my artwork and global 
elements have contributed to one another in the exploration and practise of my 
direct idea, and what significant processes have been adopted for my artwork and 
it’s functioning (see Figure: 7.17). 
 
Something we can see in old China (in Tang dynasty)  is a story of how Zhang Xu156 
found cursive calligraphy inspiring, by watching the solo performance of a famous 
sword-dancer named Lady Gongsun. Zhang Xu became famous as a cursive 
calligrapher with great skill in his unique script that was created from the time he 
compared in his own work to the movement of the sword dancer. So art arrived 
from connection and interaction to deliver a third and new way. In my painting 																																																								
156 Zhang Xu (fl. 8th century), courtesy name Bogao, was a Chinese calligrapher of the Tang Dynasty. (Li 2016, p. 
78) 
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“Butterfly Lovers”, the appearance of new links can be identified throughout (see 
Figure 5:11). My informal action came from Bruce Crossman’s music “Shy Like 
Blushing Flowers,” when I heard his music, I applied my realizations to the painting 
“Butterfly lovers,” corresponding  optics to music.   
 
I showed ways to make my art and built it on a theoretical understanding of my new 
philosophy Qian ‘painterly voice’, maintained by my bodily markings of movement in 
performance to signal my own existence or identity (see Figure 7.20).   
 
 
Figure 7.24: Luping Z. (2018). Dr David Cubby. Oil on canvas. Size: 51x61cm. 
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Figure 7.25: Luping Z. (2018). Photo with my supervise Dr David Cubby. 
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FOREWORD
Exegesis is a term deriving from the Greek, meaning explanation, well suited to Luping Zengs journey through his
studies. And, its a path thats taken his art practice and himself along a very carefully considered personal route
between broadly overlapping living cultures characterized as east to west, traditional to contemporary, Asian to
Australian. It is at the liminalities of culture that the gods and demons of the dreamtime and, indeed, daytime are
tested one against another.
Liminality originated as a technical and conceptual term used in anthropology…broadened over time, made relevant
to socio-political conditions:
At a rite's liminal stage, participants ‘stand at the threshold’ between their previous way of structuring their
identity, time, or community, and a new way…during liminal periods of all kinds, social hierarchies may be reversed
or temporarily dissolved, continuity of tradition may become uncertain, and future outcomes once taken for granted
may be thrown into doubt…the dissolution of order during liminality creates a fluid, malleable situation that enables
new institutions and customs to become established.”1
Luping arrived from China into Australia, fully-trained from childhood as a talented, utilitarian fine artist, skilled in
painterly arts, history, technique, traditional culture with a sensitivity to social change, in particular as a migrant but
also at a point of globalization of all known cultures, industrially and via electronic media.
The methodology Lu Ping adapted to refine his means of expression in a changing world proved a rigorous practice-
led research that might better be described as search rather than research. That is to say, good artists rarely observe
one step back from the world, but brilliantly and sometimes foolishly act in direct engagement with reality. So, he
examined forms of creative practice other than optics as painterly gesture, in terms of music, sound, performance
and/or video. Traditional art forms in China function quite synaesthetically wherein sensibilities cross sensate
boundaries so that sound becomes ‘confused’ with optics and all variations between.
Given his training and professional experience in Peking Opera as well as Western Opera it was inevitable that
Luping would explore ‘mixed media’ within Australia. However, it is within painting that he found his ‘voice’ or, as
he titles it initially and often throughout his exegesis, his ‘Qian painterly voice’. And, it is within his largest painterly
project based upon Yan Liben’s famous ‘Thirteen Emperors Scroll’ that his ideation becomes a very powerful
expression that is remarkably recognisable and meaningful for both Chinese and Australian viewers with maximum
impact.
Thus, Luping Zeng’s artwork comes down to a single, powerful idea that cleverly expresses all of the moments spent
in liminality between two cultures at a point of unmentionable mirth. Between Yan Liben’s Thirteen Emperors
Scroll as the basis for Luping Zeng’s Fourteen Australian Prime Ministers attired and posited as Emperors
equivalent to Yan Liben’s taxonomy of rulers above all else, what remains is one unspoken question of satire that
none can miss, yet none can speak.
Each of the artworks in his culturally important series Fourteen Australian Prime Ministers (Emperors) is satirical
and asks the question who now is the actual son (or daughter) of heaven and who now has absolute power from earth
to sky? Is it the Chinese Emperor or is it the Australian Prime Minister?
Certainly, I hope that Luping can cleverly continue his ‘painterly voice’ on the basis of his excellent Australian
parody of Yan Liben.
Dr David Cubby
2018 May 30th
Dr David Cubby | Adjunct Fellow SoHCA
Key Researcher, Australia China Institute of Arts and Culture
Editor, International Journal of the Image
Chair, China-Australia Cultural and Creative Industries
School of Humanities and Communication Arts
Western Sydney University
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liminality Accessed 30.06.2018
Introduction 
This book of artworks for my Doctor of Creative Arts degree research explores my Chinese
background experiences of immigration to Australia within the visual domain of Ba-Gua
energies dialoguing with selected European painterly influences (especially Jenny Saville)
related to Australia, painterly and new ink tradition methods, contemporary Chinese and
Chinese-Australian painting unified by Ba-Gua spiritual ideas, through a methodology utilizing
impasto and line informed by Chinese and European Romantic opera, all expressed within a
contemporary version of Yan Li-pen’s emperor imagery, especially related to Qian or heaven. In
this work and others in the folio, I use Chinese Ba-Gua (Qian) and Confucian philosophy to
explore Chinese and Western artistic influences and Ba-Gua energies dialoguing with Chinese-
Australian visual influences and Peking Opera and contemporary Australian music.
In this work, I explore the artistic influences that have contributed to the extended sensation or
synaesthesia of my painting across the tactile, sonic and optical fields. I draw across sources
from ancient Chinese Emperor paintings and ink tradition alongside contemporary British and
Australian layered paint and anatomical techniques, as well as draw from Renaissance masters.
In addition, this research explores the contemporary themes, which have also influenced my
work including intercultural contemporary Australian music. The originality of this approach
within my cultural artistic fusion, is that the Daoist-like movement of spirit and body (Chou,
“Wenren and Culture” 2004), expressed within Ba-Gua philosophy, becomes a kinetic unifying
factor across a Chinese multi-artform practice.
My creative folio includes paintings and four films which will provide evidence for an analysis
of both the common point of visual dialogue and cultural realities within these Chinese-
Australian confluences towards expression of my artistic identity or voice, which I describe as
Qian painterly voice. This painterly voice has five main areas of investigation: firstly, English
painter Jenny Saville’s intersection of painterly impasto and Chinese calligraphical line;
secondly, the techniques of impasto and line related to Peking opera and Italian lyric opera;
thirdly, ancient Chinese painter Yan Li-pen’s iconic emperor series extended to Australia;
fourthly, the intersections of the Chinese multi-artform practice where calligraphically line,
watercolour suggestiveness, and painterly impasto layering work as synergies and counterpoints
to contemporary Australian composition within several music-theatre works; and finally, Ba-
Gua ideas into contemporary Chinese artistic ideas in China (Qian and family order within
Zhang Xiaogang) and Australia (Chinese-Australian Lindy Lee’s exploration of Zen Buddhism).
Ultimately, this research examines how each of these factors culminates in my own personal
philosophy and Qian—Painterly Voice.
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Figure 2: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 3: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull . Oil on canvas.
Figure 4: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3 of Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 5: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas.
Figure 6: Luping, Z. (2016). Vesion-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 7: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-5, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas.
Figure 8: Luping, Z. (2016). the detail-6 of Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas.
Figure 10: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-8. Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas.
Figure 9: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-7, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas.
Figure 11: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Ink on paper. 44 x32 cm.
Figure 12: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, sketch of Malcolm Bligh 
Turnbull . Ink on paper.
Figure 14: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, sketch of Robert James Lee. Ink on paper.
Figure 13: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, sketch of Malcolm Bligh 
Turnbull . Ink on paper.
Figure 16: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait of Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 17: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait of Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas,
Figure 19: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, portrait of Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Oil on canvas,
Figure 18: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, portrait of Malcolm Bligh 
Turnbull. Oil on canvas.
Figure 20: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4, portrait of Malcolm Bligh 
Turnbull. Oil on canvas.
Figure 21: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
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Figure 23: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Ink on paper. 
Figure 269: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Ink on paper. 
Figure 22: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Ink on paper. 
Figure 25: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, vession-5, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Ink on paper. 
Figure 224: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Malcolm Bligh Turnbull. Ink on paper. 
Figure 26: Luping, Z. (2015). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors, series: Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 29: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait of Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas.  61 x 51 cm.
Figure 27: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors
series: Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 28: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors series: Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 30: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo-1 of my studio with my 
painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Kevin Rudd.
Figure 31: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo-2 of At my studio with my painting 
Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Kevin Rudd.
Figure 32: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, portrait of Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 33: Luping, Z. (2014). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Kevin Rudd. Ink on paper. 
44 x 32 cm. 
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Figure 36: Luping, Z. (2014). The sketch of portrait of Kevin Rudd. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
Figure 34: Luping, Z. (2014). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Kevin Rudd. Ink on paper.
Figure 35: Luping, Z. (2015). The sketch of Ba-Gua Qian fourteen
emperors series: Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.
Figure 37: Luping, Z. (2015). Version-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.
Figure 38: Luping, Z. (2015). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony Abbott. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 39: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony Abbott. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 40: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony Abbott. Oil on canvas.
Figure 41: Luping, Z. (2014). The sketch of Tony Abbott. Ink on paper, 44 x 32 cm.
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Figure 42: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo-1 of my studio with 
my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony 
Abbott.
Figure 43: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Tony Abbott. Oil on canvas.
Figure 44: Luping, Z. (2015). The portrait-1 of Tony Abbott & Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas, 70 x 61 cm. 
Figure 45: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo of my studio.
Figure 47: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, portrait-1 of Tony Abbott & Kevin Rudd. Oil on canvas, 
Figure 46: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-2 of Tony Abbott. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
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Figure 49: Luping, Z. (2014). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony 
Abbott. Ink on paper.
Figure 50: Luping, Z. (2014). Thdetail-1, vession-3, 
Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony 
Abbott. Ink on paper.
Figure 51: Luping, Z. (2014). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony Abbott. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
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Figure 52: Luping, Z. (2015). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony Abbott. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 53: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Tony Abbott. Oil on canvas.
Figure 54: Luping, Z. (2015). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
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Figure 56: Luping, Z. (2015), The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas.
Figure 57: Luping, Z. (2015). Vesion-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 58: Luping, Z. (2015). The sketch, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors' series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 60: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo-2 of my studio with my 
painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Robert Gordon 
Menzies.
Figure 59: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo-1 of my studio with my 
painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Robert Gordon 
Menzies.
Figure 61: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo of my studio with my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies.
Figure 62: Luping, Z. (2015). The portrait of Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 63: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, portrait of Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas.
Figure 65: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-3, portrait of Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas.
Figure 64: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, portrait of Robert Gordon Menzies. Oil on canvas.
Figure 66: Luping, Z. (2014). The sketch of Robert Gordon Menzies . Ink on paper, 44 x 32 cm.
Figure 68: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-2, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian 
Fourteen Emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Ink on paper.
Figure 67: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-1, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian 
Fourteen Emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Ink on paper.
Figure 69: Luping, Z. (2014). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian Fourteen Emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm. 03 
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Figure 70: Luping, Z. (2015). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Edmund Barton. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 71: Luping Zeng (2015), The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Edmund Barton. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 72: Luping Zeng (2015), The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Edmund Barton. Oil on canvas.
Figure 73: Luping, Z. (2015). Vesion-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Edmund Barton. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 74: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo-1 of my studio with my 
painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Edmund Barton.
Figure 75: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo-2 of my studio with my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series.
Figure 76: Luping, Z. (2015). Vession-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Edmund Barton. Ink on paper. 44 x32 cm.
Figure 78: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, sketch of Edmund Barton. Ink on paper.
Figure 77: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, sketch of Edmund Barton. Ink on paper.
Figure 79: Luping, Z. (2015). The sketch of Edmund Barton. Ink on paper.  44 x 32 cm.
Figure 80: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait of Edmund Barton. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 81: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait of Edmund Barton. Oil on canvas.
Figure 82: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, portrait of Edmund Barton. Oil on canvas.
Figure 83: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, portrait of Edmund Barton. Oil on canvas.
Figure 84: Luping, Z. (2015). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Edmund Barton. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
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Figure 86: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Edmund Barton. Ink on paper.
Figure 85: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Ink on paper.
Figure 87: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Alfred Deakin. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 88: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1 of Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Alfred Deakin. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 89: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Alfred Deakin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 90: Luping, Z. (2016). Vesion-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors
series: Alfred Deakin. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 91: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo-1 of my studio with my 
painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Alfred Deakin.
Figure 93: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo-2, my studio with my 
painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: : Alfred Deakin.
Figure 92: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Alfred Deakin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 94: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo of my studio with my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Alfred Deakin.
Figure 95: Luping, Z. (2015). The sketch of Alfred Deakin. Ink on paper.  44 x 32 cm.
Figure 96: Luping, Z. (2015). Vession-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: 
Alfred Deakin. Ink on paper. 44 x32 cm.
Figure 97: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, sketch of 
Alfred Deakin. Ink on paper.
Figure 98: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, sketch of Edmund Barton. Ink on paper.
Figure 99: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-1 of Alfred Deakin. Oil on 
canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 100: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-1 of Alfred 
Deakin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 102: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-1 of Alfred Deakin. Oil on 
canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 101: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-2 of Alfred 
Deakin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 103: Luping, Z. (2015). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Alfred Deakin. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
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Figure 104: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Alfred Deakin. Ink on paper.
Figure 105: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Alfred Deakin. Ink on paper.
Figure 106: Luping Zeng (2016), The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Julia Gillard. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 107: Luping Zeng (2016), The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Julia Gillard. Oil on canvas.
Figure 108: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Julia Gillard. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 109: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Julia Gillard. Ink on paper. 44 x32 cm.
Figure 110: Luping, Z. (2016). Vesion-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: : Julia Gillard. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 111: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Robert Gordon Menzies. Ink on paper.
Figure 113: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Edmund Barton. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
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Figure 112: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, vession-3, Ba-Gua 
Qian fourteen emperors series: Edmund Barton. Ink on paper.
Figure 115: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo-2 ofmy studio with my painting 
Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Julia Gillard.
Figure 114: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo-1 of my studio with 
my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Julia 
Gillard.
Figure 116: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo-3 of my studio with my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Julia Gillard.
Figure 117: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-2 of Julia Gillard. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 118: Luping, Z. (2016). The sketch of Julia Gillard. Ink on paper.  44 x 32 cm.
Figure 119: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Ink on paper. 44 x32 cm.
Figure 120: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 121: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors, series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 123: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 122: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 124: Luping, Z. (2016). At my studio with my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher.
Figure 125: Luping, Z. (2016). The sketch-1 of portrait of Andrew Fisher. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
Figure 126: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-1 of Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas.  61 x 51 cm.
Figure 127: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-1 of Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 128: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, portrait-1 of Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 129: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-2 of Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 130: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, portrait-2 of Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 131: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-2 of Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas.  61 x 51 cm.
Figure 132: Luping, Z. (2016). The drawing of portrait of Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas.  61 x 51 cm.
Figure 133: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Ink on paper.
Figure 134: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
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Figure 135: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 137: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-5, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas.
Figure 136: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas.
Figure 138: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-6, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas.
Figure 140: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-8, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Andrew Fisher. Oil on canvas.
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Billy Hughes. Oil on canvas. 
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Figure 147: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo of my studio.
Figure 148: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors series: Billy Hughes. Ink on paper. 44 x32 cm.
Figure 149: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, sketch of Billy Hughes. 
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Figure 154: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, portrait-1 of Billy Hughes. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 155: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, portrait-1 of Billy Hughes. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 156: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Billy Hughes. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
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Figure 158: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Billy Hughes. Ink on paper. 
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Figure 162: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston Howard. Oil on canvas.
Figure 163: Luping, Z. (2016). Vesion-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston Howard. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.
Figure 164: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo of my studio with my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston Howard.
Figure 165: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo of my studio.
Figure 166: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait of John Winston Howard. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 167: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-1 of John Winston Howard. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 168: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, portrait-1 of John Winston Howard. Oil on canvas. 
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Figure 176: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston Howard. Ink on 
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Figure 178: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston Howard. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
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Figure 179: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian
fourteen emperors’ series: John Winston Howard. Ink on paper.
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Figure 193: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-5, sketch of Stanley Bruce. Ink on paper.
Figure 194: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-6, sketch of Stanley Bruce. Ink on paper.
Figure 195: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-1 of Stanley Bruce. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 197: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, portrait-1 of Stanley Bruce. Oil on canvas, 
Figure 196: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-1 of Stanley Bruce. Oil on canvas.
Figure 199: Luping, Z. (2016). The thdetail-2, portrait-2 of Stanley Bruce. Oil on canvas.
Figure 198: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-2 of Stanley Bruce. Oil on canvas, 
Figure 200: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-2 of Stanley Bruce. Oil on canvas.
Figure 202: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley Bruce. Ink on paper. 
Figure 201: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley Bruce. Ink on paper.  
Figure 203: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley Bruce. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
03 December 2016 – 28 January 2017, Blacktown City Art Prize 2016, painting series: Ba-Guam ‘Qian’ Twelve Australian Emperors,
Sydney, Australia.
Figure 204: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail- of vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley Bruce. Ink on paper. 
Figure 205: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4 of vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors’ series: Stanley Bruce. Ink on paper.  
Figure 206: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 207: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 209: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 210: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 208: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 211: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo of  my studio.
Figure 213: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, sketch of John Joseph 
Curtin. Ink on paper.
Figure 214: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, sketch of John Joseph 
Curtin. Ink on paper.
Figure 212: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Ink on paper. 44 x32 cm.
Figure 216: Luping, Z. (2016). The drawing of portrait of John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas.  61 x 51 cm.
Figure 215: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait of John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 217: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
03 December 2016 – 28 January 2017, Blacktown City Art Prize 2016, painting series: Ba-Guam ‘Qian’ Twelve Australian Emperors, 
Sydney, Australia.
Figure 219: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, vession-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Ink on paper. 
Figure 218: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, vession-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Ink on paper.  
Figure 221: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-6, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 220: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-6, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 222: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-7, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: John Joseph Curtin. Oil on canvas.
Figure 223: Luping, Z. (2016). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 224: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 225: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas.
Figure 226: Luping, Z. (2016). Vesion-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ 
series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas. 
195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 227: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-3, Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 228: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-4, Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas.
Figure 229: Luping, Z. (2016).  The photo of my studio with my painting Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee.
Figure 230: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-5, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee . Oil on canvas.
Figure 231: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-6, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 232: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-7, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas.
Figure 233: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-8, Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 234: Luping, Z. (2016). The sketch-1 of portrait of Robert James Lee. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
Figure 235: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, sketch of Robert James 
Lee. Ink on paper.
Figure 236: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, sketch of Robert James 
Lee. Ink on paper.
Figure 238: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, sketch of Robert James Lee. Ink on paper.
Figure 239: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4, sketch of Robert 
James Lee. Ink on paper.
Figure 237: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Ink on paper. 44 x32 cm.
Figure 240: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-1 of Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 242: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of portrait-1 of Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas, 
Figure 241: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-1 of Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas.
Figure 243: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-2 of Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 245: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2 of portrait-2 of Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas, 
Figure 244: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait-2 of Robert James Lee. Oil on canvas.
Figure 246: Luping, Z. (2016). Vession-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm. 
03 December 2016 – 28 January 2017, Blacktown City Art Prize 2016, painting series: Ba-Guam ‘Qian’ Twelve Australian Emperors, 
Sydney, Australia.
Figure 248: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, vession-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Ink on paper. 
Figure 247: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, vession-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Robert James Lee. Ink on paper.  
Figure 249: Luping,  Z. (2015). Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm. 
Figure 250: Luping,  Z.(2015). The detail-1, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas. 
Figure: 251 Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas.
Figure 253: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo of my studio with the painting of Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music.
Figure 252: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-3, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors series: Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas.
Figure 254: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-4, Ba-Gua Qian Fourteen Emperors series: Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas.
Figure255: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo of my studio-1.
Figure 256: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo of my studio-2.
Figure 257: Luping, Z. (2015). The photo of Ba-Gua Qian 
fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music at my 
studio.
Figure 258: Luping. Z. (2015). Vision-2 of Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ 
series: Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas. 195 x 245 cm.
Figure 259: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-3 of Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music. Ink & colour on paper.
44 x 32 cm.
03 December 2016 – 28 January 2017, Blacktown City Art Prize 2016, painting series: Ba-Guam ‘Qian’ Twelve Australian Emperors,
Sydney, Australia.
Figure 260: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-1, version-3, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music. Ink & colour on
paper.
Figure 261: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-2, version-3, Ba-Gua ‘Qian’ fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music. Ink & colour on
paper.
Figure 262: Luping, Z. (2014). The portrait-1 of Bruce Crossman. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 263: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-1, portrait-2 of Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 266: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-3, portrait-2 of Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 264: Luping, Z. (2014). The detail-2, portrait-2 of Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 265: Luping, Z. (2014). The portrait-2 of Bruce Crossman on music. Oil on canvas. 75 x 61 cm. 
Figure 267: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait-3 of Bruce Crossman. Oil on canvas. 61 x 51 cm.
Figure 269: Luping, Z. (2014). Version-4, Ba-Gua Qian fourteen 
emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
Figure 268: Luping, Z. (2014). The sketch-1, Bruce Crossman.
Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
Figure 270: Luping, Z. (2014). The sketch-1, portrait of Bruce Crossman. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
Figure 271: Luping, Z. (2014). The sketch-2,  portrait of Bruce Crossman. Ink on paper. 44 x 32 cm.
Figure 272: Luping, Z. (2016), The detail-1, Gallipoli-2. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 273: Luping, Z. (2015), The detail-2, Gallipoli-2. Oil on canvas.
Figure 274: Luping, Z. (2015). Gallipoli-2 for Bruce’s music: Where are the Sounds of Joy?. Oil on canvas. 91 x 122 cm. 
Figure 275: Luping, Z. (2015). Gallipoli-1 for Bruce’s music: Where are the Sounds of Joy?. Oil on canvas. 91 x 122 cm. 
05 December 2015 – 30 January 2016, Blacktown City Art Prize 2015, Gollipoli, Sydney, Australia, Painting.
2016, Oil painting “Gallipoli” collected by Ford Land Co. Sydney. 
Figure 276: Luping, Z. (2015).The detail-1, Gallipoli-1. Oil on canvas. Figure 277: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, Gallipoli-1. 
Oil on canvas. 
Figure 278: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-3 of Gallipoli-1. Oil on canvas.
Figure 279: Luping, Z. (2015). Gallipoli-3 for Bruce’s music: Where are the Sounds of Joy?. Oil on canvas. 55 x 158 cm. 
Figure 281: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-2, Gallipoli-3. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 280: Luping, Z. (2015). The detail-1, Gallipoli-3. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 282: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo of my studio.
Figure 283: Luping, Z. (2016). Blacktown men perform Chinese opera, Exhibition Diaspora-Making Machines, Blacktown Art Entre, NSW
Figure 284: Luping, Z. (2016). See off, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 91 x 122 cm. 
29 Sep 2016 - 5 Nov 2016, epic painting series: Blacktown men perform Chinese opera (the Butterfly lovers), Diaspora-Making Machines, 
Blacktown City Art Centre, Sydney, 
Figure 285: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, See off, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 286: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, See off, Blacktown
men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 287: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, See off, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 288: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4, See off, Blacktown
men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 289: Luping, Z. (2016). Fly together, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 91 x 122 cm. 
29 Sep 2016 - 5 Nov 2016, epic painting series: Blacktown men perform Chinese opera (the Butterfly lovers), Diaspora-Making Machines, 
Blacktown City Art Centre, Sydney, 
Figure 290: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, Fly together, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 292: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4, Fly together, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 291: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, Fly together, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 294: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-5, Fly together, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 293: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, Fly together, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 295: Luping, Z. (2016). Zhu Yingtai, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 91 x 122 cm.
29 Sep 2016 - 5 Nov 2016, epic painting series: Blacktown men perform Chinese opera (the Butterfly lovers), Diaspora-Making Machines, 
Blacktown City Art Centre, Sydney, 
Figure 296: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1,  Zhu Yingtai, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 297: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, Zhu Yingtai, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 298: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-3, Zhu Yingtai, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 299: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-4, Zhu Yingtai, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 300: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-5, Zhu Yingtai, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 303: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, 
Liang Shanbo, Blacktown men perform Chinese 
opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 304: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, Liang Shanbo, Blacktown men perform 
Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 
Figure 302: Luping, Z. (2016). 
The detail-1, portrait of Mr 
Paul Howard. Oil on canvas.
Figure 301: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait- of Mr Paul Howard. Oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 305: Luping, Z. (2016). Liang Shanbo, Blacktown men perform Chinese opera. Oil on canvas. 91 x 122 cm. 
29 Sep 2016 - 5 Nov 2016, epic painting series: Blacktown men perform Chinese opera (the Butterfly lovers), Diaspora-Making Machines, 
Blacktown City Art Centre, Sydney.
Figure 306: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-1, portrait of Stephen 
Bali. Oil on canvas, 
Figure 307: Luping, Z. (2016). The detail-2, portrait of Stephen 
Bali. Oil on canvas, 
Figure 308: Luping, Z. (2016). The portrait- of Stephen Bali. Oil on canvas, 
61 x 51 cm. 
Figure 309: Luping, Z. (2016). Scene-1, Acting, Fragrant rain, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
02 September 2016, Act a major role of filigree film “Fragrant Rain” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Fragrant rain clouds of love”.
Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, Play house Theatre WSU, Australia.
Figure 310: Luping, Z. (2016). Scene-2, Acting, Fragrant rain, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
02 September 2016, Act a major role of filigree film “Fragrant Rain” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Fragrant Rain Clouds of Love”.
Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, Play house Theatre WSU, Australia.
Figure 311: Luping, Z. (2016). Scene-3, Acting, Fragrant rain, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
02 September 2016, Act a major role of filigree film “Fragrant Rain” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Fragrant Rain Clouds of Love”.
Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, Play house Theatre WSU, Australia.
Figure 312: Luping, Z. (2016). Scene-4, Acting, Fragrant rain, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
02 September 2016, Act a major role of filigree film “Fragrant rain” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Fragrant rain clouds of love”.
Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, Play house Theatre WSU, Australia.
Figure 313: Luping, Z. (2016). Scene-5, Acting, Fragrant rain, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
02 September 2016, Act a major role of filigree film “Fragrant rain” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Fragrant rain clouds of love”. Iqbal Barkat
projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, Play house Theatre WSU, Australia.
Figure 314: Luping, Z. (2016). Scene-6, Acting, Fragrant rain, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
02 September 2016, Act a major role of filigree film “Fragrant rain” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Fragrant rain clouds of love”.
Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, Playhouse Theatre WSU, Australia.
Figure 315: Luping, Z. (2016). Scene-7, Acting, Fragrant rain, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
02 September 2016, Act a major role of filigree film “Fragrant rain” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Fragrant rain clouds of love”.
Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist). Showed at Music Festival Creativity Unlimited 2016, Play house Theatre WSU, Australia.
Figure 316: Luping, Z. (2015). Scene-1, Acting, Where are the sounds of joy?, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
26/09/2015, Act a major role of filigree film “Gallipoli” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Where are the sounds of joy?”. Iqbal Barkat
(film director/live projectionist). Showed at Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre, Southbank Melbourne, Australia.
Figure 317: Luping, Z. (2015). Scene-2, Acting, Where are the sounds of joy?, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
26/09/2015, Act a major role of filigree film “Gallipoli” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Where are the sounds of joy”. Iqbal Barkat (film 
director/live projectionist). Showed at Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre, Southbank Melbourne, Australia.
Figure 318: Luping, Z. (2015). Scene-3 Acting, Where are the sounds of joy?, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
26/09/2015, Act a major role of filigree film “Gallipoli” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Where are the sounds of joy”. Iqbal Barkat
(film director/live projectionist). Showed at Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre, Southbank Melbourne, Australia.
Figure 319: Luping, Z. (2015). Scene-4, Acting, Where are the sounds of joy?, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
26/09/2015, Act a major role of filigree film “Gallipoli” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Where are the sounds of joy”. Iqbal Barkat (film 
director/live projectionist). Showed at Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre, Southbank Melbourne, Australia.
Figure 320: Luping, Z. (2015). Scene-5, Acting, Where are the sounds of joy?, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
26/09/2015, Act a major role of filigree film “Gallipoli” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Where are the sounds of joy”. Iqbal Barkat (film 
director/live projectionist). Showed at Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre, Southbank Melbourne, Australia.
Figure 321: Luping, Z. (2015). Scene-6, Acting, Where are the sounds of joy?, Film of Bruce Crossman’s music.
26/09/2015, Act a major role of filigree film “Gallipoli” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Where are the sounds of joy”. Iqbal Barkat (film 
director/live projectionist). Showed at Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre, Southbank Melbourne, Australia.
Figure 322: Luping, Z. (2015). Postcard for The Concert of Melbourne Composers League and ABC FM Present. 26/09/2015, Act a major role of
filigree film “Gallipoli” for Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Where are the sounds of joy”. Showed at Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre,
Southbank Melbourne, Australia.
Figure 323: Bruce’s music team: Luping Zeng (artist), Michael Kieran Harvey (pianist), Bruce Crossman (composer), Vincent Tay
(cinematographer), Iqbal Barkat (film director/live projectionist), Tristram Williams (trumpet) and Peter Neville (percussion)
26/09/2015, Composer Bruce Crossman’s song “Where are the sounds of joy”. Showed at Iwaki Auditorum, ABC Centre, Southbank Melbourne,
Australia.
Figure 325: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail -1, Peony pavilion. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 324: Luping, Z. (2017). Cover Image, Butterfly lovers published for Bruce Crossman’s DVD – Living colours.
Figure 327: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-2, Peony pavilion. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 326: Luping, Z. (2017). Peony Pavilion. For Bruce C's Music: Shy like blossoming flowers. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
56 x 76 cm.
Figure 329: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-4, Peony pavilion. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 328: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-3, Peony pavilion. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 330: Luping, Z. (2017). Gallipoli-3. For Bruce C's Music: Shy like blossoming flowers. Water colour on watercolour paper. 76 x 56 cm.
Figure 331: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-1, Gallipoli-3. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 332: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-2, Gallipoli-3. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 333: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-2, Gallipoli-3. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 334: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-3, Gallipoli-3. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 335: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail-4, Gallipoli-3. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
Figure 336: Luping, Z. (2017). The detail -1, Peony flower. Water colour on watercolour paper.
Figure 337: Luping, Z. (2017). Peony flower. For Bruce C's Music, Shy Like Blossoming Flowers. Water colour on watercolour paper. 
42 x 30 cm.
Figure 338: Luping, Z. (2014). Calligraphy-1. Chinese ink on  paper. 29.5 x 21 cm.
Figure 339: Luping, Z. (2014). Calligraphy-2. Chinese ink on  paper. 29.5 x 21 cm.
Figure 340: Luping, Z. (2014). Calligraphy-3. Chinese ink on  paper. 
29.5 x 21 cm.
Figure 341: Luping, Z. (2014). Calligraphy-4, Chinese ink on  
paper. 29.5 x 21 cm.
Figure 342: Luping, Z. (2014). Calligraphy-5. Chinese ink on  paper. 29.5 x 21 cm.
Figure 344: Luping, Z. (2015). Photo of emission effective of Ba-Gua Qian fourteen emperors’ series: Bruce Crossman on music.
Figure 343: Luping, Z. (2016). The photo of Wooden Dummy of Wing Chun Kung Fu.
Figure 346: Luping, Z.(2017). Performance of calligraphy. For Nicholas Ng (composer)’s Music: New found land and David Wright
(playwright)’s poetry: Breath in the sky. David speech the “New found land”, Symposium of Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 2017 at
building F, Live room, Penrith campus, WSU.
Figure 345: Luping, Z.(2015). Photo of reflection of Gallipoli-2.
Figure 347: Luping, Z.(2017). Painting’s images of Peony pavilion. For Bruce C's Music: Strange invisible perfume. Poetic Energies Across 
Sonic Space 2017. Play house, Penrith campus, WSU.  
Figure 348: Luping, Z. (2017). My performance for Bruce C's Music: Blooms late when spring is gone. Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 
2017. Play house, Penrith campus, WSU.  
Figure 349: Luping, Z.(2017). My performance for Nicholas Ng’s music: New found land. Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 2017, Play house,
Penrith campus, WSU.
Figure 350: Luping, Z.(2017). Breath in the sky. Ink painting on canvas for Nicholas Ng’s music: New found land. Poetic Energies Across
Sonic Space 2017. Play house, Penrith campus, WSU.
Figure 351: Luping, Z.(2017). Congratulating my supervisor Bruce Crossman in the end of concert of Poetic Energies Across Sonic Space 2017. 
Play house, Penrith campus, WSU.  
Figure 352: Luping, Z. (2014). Photo with Jenny Bisset (Manager Arts & Cultural Development/Director Blacktown Arts Centre) at the
exhibition of “2014 Blacktown City Art Prize”. Blacktown Arts Centre, NSW Australia.
Figure 354: Luping, Z.(2014). The Highly Commended in watercolour section was awarded
to: Ba Gua ‘Qian’Tony Abbott by Luping Zeng, 2014 Blacktown City Art Prize. Exhibition at
Blacktown Arts Centre, NSW Australia.
Figure 353: Luping, Z. (2014). Audiences at the exhibition of “2014 Blacktown City Art Prize”. Blacktown Arts Centre, NSW Australia. 
Figure 355: Luping, 
Z.(2015). “2015 Artist 
Residency” in Blacktown
City Art Centre. NSW 
Australia. 
Figure 357: Luping Z. (2017) Photo with Dean Graduate Research School Professor James Arvanitakis in the Submission time.
Figure 356: Luping Z. (2018) ‘ Gallipoli’, oil on canvas (2015) for DVD of Melbourne Composers' League Celebrating Twenty Years.
Figure 360: Luping Z. (24/05/2018). Photo with my supervise Dr David Cubby.
Figure 358: Luping Z. (2018). Dr David Cubby. Oil on canvas. Size: 51x61cm. Figure 359: Luping Z. (2018). The detail of Dr 
David Cubby. Oil on canvas. 
